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PREFACE

SCOPE OF THE MANUAL
This manual contains information concerning the

installation, operation and maintenance of Badger
magnetic drive turbo meters. To ensure efficient opera-
tion of the meters, the instructions given in this manual
should be thoroughly read and understood. Retain the
manual in a location where it is readily available for
reference.

CHANGES IN THE MANUAL
Changes or additions to the original edition of this

manual will be covered by a "CHANGE NOTICE" sup-
plied with the manual. The change notice will explain
any differences between the turbo meter received and
the meters described in this manual.

METER
SIZE

(50mm) 2"

(80mm) 3"

(100mm) 4"

(150mm) 6"

DIMENSIONS
(Approximate Values)

A B C D E

10" 2" 8" 23/4" 6"

254mm 51mm 203mm 70mm 152mm

12" 3" 9" 31/2" 71/2"

303mm 76mm 228mm 89mm 190mm

14" 4" 10" 41/, 9"

355mm 101mm 254mm 114mm 228mm

18" 6" 12" 51/4" 11"

457mm 152mm 304mm 133mm 279mm

NORMAL
FLOW RANGE

MAX.
HEAD
LOSS

8-160 GPM 4.5 PSI
30-605 LPM .3 Bar

10-350 GPM 6 PSI
37-1320 LPM .4 Bar

25-1000 GPM 5.5 PSI
95-3785 LPM .37 Bar

40-2000 GPM 55 PSI

151-7570 LPM .37 Bar

Maximum Operating Temperature 250F (120 C)
Maximum Operating Pressure 150 PSI (10 Bar) 300 PSI (20 Bar) Optional
Accuracy Over Entire Range*. 0 to __+ 1.5%
Repeatability 0.5% or Better
Connections Round Flange ASA or DIN
Body Materials SS 316, Bronze, Cast Iron, Carbon Steel
Rotor and Nose Cone Materials Kynar or Ryton
Head Assembly Materials SS 316 or Bronze
Straightening Vanes Material SS 316
Head Gasket Materials Asbestos, Nitrile or Chloroprene
"O" Ring Materials EPR, Buna, Viton A
Bearing and Magnet Material Ceramic
Spindle SS 316

*Stated accuracies are calibration requirements before shipment. Tests are conducted with potable water
at ambient temp. (70F). Accuracy may be better if electronic registration is used. All specifications may
change without notice.

Tables 1.1. Configuration and Specification Data for 2" through 6" Turbo Meters



Section

GENERAL INFORMATION

1-1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Badger’s industrial turbo meters, available in sizes
from 2" through 6", utilize a straight-through flow
design to provide high accuracy over a broad flow range.
Meter housings are offered in four different materials
for measuring chemical solutions, water and other
liquids at temperatures up to 250F. The meters are
designed for use with a variety of meter-mounted acces-
sories such as registers or pulse transmitters.

The differences between the meter sizes are charac-
terized by the flow range, head loss, laying length and
weight. The differences between configurations are
characterized by the flange connections, accessories
and the type of housing material that is compatible with
the liquid to be metered. When reviewing the specifica-
tions, it is important to note that all flow data is based
on water or liquid with the same specific gravity and
viscosity as water at ambient temperature.

Basic components of the turbo meter consist of the
housing, meter operating head, rotor assembly, straight-
ening vanes and register base. In addition, the 2" and 3"
sizes have an adjustable bypass valve for on-site calibra-
tion (on cast iron and bronze bodies only).

In the operation of a turbo meter, liquid flows through
the straightening vanes and nose cone at the inlet side
of the meter so that the swirling effect of upstream pip-.
ing is minimized. The liquid then strikes the blades of a
rotor, causing the rotor to turn.

By means of a magnetic coupling, the rotor’s motion
is transferred to a vertical spindle and then to gears in
the meter’s register or pulse transmitter. The magnetic
drive eliminates the need for packing glands and mini-
mizes the number of parts that come in contact with the
liquid being metered.

Each complete revolution of the rotor is directly pro-
portionar to a specific volume of liquid. The volume
measured with each revolution increases with the size
of the meter.

1-2. CONFIGURATION AND
SPECIFICATION DATA

Tables 1-1 provide a summary of configuration and
pecification data pertaining to Badger’s turbo meters
for industrial applications. As indicated in the tables,
there are four standard meter sizes 2", 3, 4" and 6".
In addition, each meter size is available with four dif-
ferent housing materials 316 stainless steel, cast
iron, carbon steel and cast bronze.

1-3. APPLICATIONS
The size and configuration of the turbo meter selected

for use in a liquid metering application is determined,
primarily, by the flow and physical characteristics of the
liquid to be metered, i.e., rate of flow, operating pres-
sure, temperature, viscosity and chemical composition
of the liquid. These meters can, for example, handle a
variety of chemical solutions, paper coating materials,
oils, water and food ingredients.

NOTE: When ordering a turbo meter, it Is
important that the type of housing and
"O" ring material be compatible with the
liquid or chemical solution to be metered.
In addition, the rotor magnet must be
compatible with the type of transmitter
selected.

For applications relative to a specific liquid, contact
your local Badger Meter representative or the Industrial
Products Division, Badger Meter, Inc. (address on title
page).

1-4. ACCESSORIES
A meter-mounted and driven accessory device such

as a register or pulse transmitter must be used with
Badger turbo meters to obtain a visual and/or signal
output that is directly proportional to the volume of
liquid flowing through the meter. When using the elec-
tronic processor, the meter is furnished with an elec-
tronic transmitter and the Kynar or Ryton rotor has a
four-pole magnet. For detailed information (such as
function, dial capacities, unit of measure, pulse rates,
etc.) regarding any of the accessories shown, contact
your local Badger Meter respresentative or the Industrial
Products Division of Badger Meter, Inc.



Section II
INSTALLATION

2-1. UNPACKING AND INSPECTION

To avoid damage in transit, Badger turbo meters are
shipped to the customer in special shipping containers.
Upon receipt of the order, perform the following unpack-
ing and inspection procedures:

NOTE: If damage to a shipping container
is evident upon receipt of a meter, request
the carrier to be present when the meter is
unpacked.

a. Carefully open the shipping container following
instructions that may be marked on the container.
Remove all cushioning material surrounding the meter
and carefully lift the meter from the container.

Retain the container and all packing material for pos-
sible use in reshipment or storage.

b. Visually inspect the meter and applicable acces-
sory device for any physical damage such as scratches,
loose or broken parts or other signs of damage that may
have occurred during shipment.

NOTE: If damage is found, request an
inspection by the carrier’s agent within 48
hours of delivery. Then file a claim with
the carrier. A claim for equipment dam.
aged in transit is the responsibility of the
customer.

2-2. INSTALLATION

The procedures for installing Badger turbo meters are
essentially the same for all meter sizes. Any special
instructions required for the installation and/or electri-
cal connection of meter-mounted or free-standing
accessory devices such as registers, pulse transmitters,
valves and remote batch controllers will be provided as
a supplement to this manual.

a. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS. Before pro-
ceeding with the installation, read the instructions given
in the following paragraphs to become familiar with the
requirements and procedures involved.

NOTE: Badger’s 2" through 6" industrial
turbo meters are designed for operation in
HORIZONTAL piping arrangements.

1. Verify that the operating temperature range of
the meter is compatible with the temperature range of
the liquid to be metered. These meters can be used to
meter both cold and hot liquids up to 250 degrees
fahrenheit.

2. Ensure that the flow range of the meter coin-

cides with the flow rate of the liquid to be metered.
Refer to Tables 1-1 in Section of this manual for the

applicable meter flow range specification data.

CAUTION: The life of the turbo meter will
be impaired if operated at flow rates
higher than specified.

3. If solid material is present in the liquid to be
metered, a strainer must be installed in the facility pip-
ing upstream of the meter. The 2", 3" and 4" meters
require a strainer with 1/16" diameter holes and the 6"
meter requires a strainer with 1/8" diameter holes.

4. Avoid locating the meter in close quarters.
Allow sufficient space to permit access for cleaning and

maintenance.

5. To permit periodic cleanout of the meter and to
provide a convenient means of stopping fluid flow dur-

ing maintenance, it is recommended that a flushing
system be incorporated into the facility piping arrange-
ment.

b. INSTALLING THE METER. Badger turbo meters
are designed for horizontal, in-line installation. The
overall dimensions (including laying lengths) of each of
the meter sizes are given in Tables 1-1 in Section of this
manual. After reviewing the applicable dimensional
requirements, proceed as follows:

1. Measure the overall length of the meter with

the gaskets attached to the inlet and outlet flange con-
nections of the turbo meter.

2. Provide proper gap length in the facility piping.

3. Install the meter in the pipeline making sure
that the flow arrow on the meter housing is in proper
relation to the direction of liquid flow.

4. Install and tighten the flange connection bolts.

5. To relieve possible strain on the piping due to
the weight of 4" and 6" turbo meters, it is recommended
that a meter support be installed under the meter
housing.

2-3. PERFORMANCE

Complete the following checks to ensure that the
meter is properly installed and operational.

a. Slowly open the upstream valve to apply liquid

pressure to the meter and check the flange connections
for possible leaks. Retighten the flange bolts as
required.

b. Perform a functional test of the turbo meter using
the adjustment and calibration procedure given in

Section IV, Paragraph 4-4 of this manual.



Section III
OPERATION

3-1. GENERAL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
The instructions for operating Badger turbo meters

depend on the meter-accessory combination employed
and the type of flow control devices used in the facility
piping. In general, operation of the meter can be either
manually controlled or accessory controlled. Manual
operation applies to metering applications employing
hand-operated valves or other manually-activated, flow-
regulating devices that are not functionally controlled
by a meter accessory device. Accessory controlled
operation is used in metering applications involving
meter accessories that provide an electronic, electrical
or pneumatic signal to activate and/or deactivate a valve
or other type of flow control device.

CAUTION: Regardless of the operating
procedure used, the valves or devices con.
trolling the flow ot liquid through the
turbo meter must always be opened and
closed slowly or in stages to prevent
shock loads that may damage the meter’s
rotor assembly.

a. MANUAL OPERATION. Instructions for the
manual operation of a turbo meter are limited to the fol-
lowing start and stop procedures. The procedures are
intended for use in simple metering applications where
the flow of liquid through the meter is controlled by
hand-operated valves located in the facility piping
upstream and downstream of the meter.

1. Slowly open the upstream valve and apply
liquid to the meter.

2. Slowly open the downstream valve to initiate
metering.

3. Adjust the downstream valve so that the rate
of flow does not exceed the maximum continuous flow
rate specification of the meter (Refer to Tables 1-1 in
Section of this manual for the applicable flow rate
specification data).

NOTE: On meters equipped with an acces.
sory device providing a totalizing indi-
cator, the rate of flow can be quickly
checked by timing the number of gallons
registered through the meter in one
minute.

4. To stop metering, slowly close the down-
stream valve, then close the upstream valve.

b. ACCESSORY CONTROLLED OPERATION. The
step-by-step operating procedures used in accessory
controlled metering applications are dependent on the
specific function of the meter-accessory employed and
its electrical or pneumatic interconnection with the flow
control device or devices. Refer to the IOM manuals
covering the applicable accessories for specific operat-
ing instructions (included as a supplement to this
manual when required.)

3-2. SHUTDOWN INSTRUCTIONS
If the turbo meter is to be shut down for an extended

period of time, it is recommended that the measuring
chamber be thoroughly flushed to prevent the settling
out of undissolved solids or the accumulation of cor-
rosive deposits.

Section IV
MAINTENANCE

4-1. GENERAL

This section contains information for servicing and
maintaining Badger turbo meters. The information con-
sists of preventive maintenance, calibration and service
instructions. Exploded views, a parts list and other illus-
trations are provided as a supplement to the text.

4-2. MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

The tools and equipment recommended for use in
servicing and maintaining turbo meters are listed in
Table 4-1. With the exception of a special change gear
mesh gage and a calibration test tank, the tools required
are the usual compliment of standard hand tools used
by plumbers and mechanics.

DESCRIPTION

Tool Kit
Truarc Right-Angle Pliers
Change Gear Mesh Gage
Test Tank

SPECIFICATION

Std. Mechanics Tools
PIN 1549
Badger PIN 21747
Calibrated Volume

Table 4.1. Recommended Maintenance Equipment

4-3. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
The purpose of preventive maintenance for turbo

meters is to ensure efficient operation and long life by
detecting and correcting any defects before damage or
failure occurs to the meter. Preventive maintenance
consists of periodic inspection and cleaning proce-
dures. The procedures should be performed at regular
intervals and any defects discovered should be cor-
rected before attempting further operation of the meter.



a. PERIODIC INSPECTION

1. Visually inspect the turbo meter and meter-
mounted accessory for missing hardware, loose con-
nections, broken or scratched register lens, damaged
wiring or any other signs of wear or deterioration. Repair
or replace components as required.

EXAMPLE 1.

95 Gallons
x 100= 95% accuracy

100 Gallons

In this example the meter-mounted accessory is slow
and must be speeded up by a change gear correction.

2. Verify that the meter operates at the proper
flow rate and pressure. A loss in pressure, coupled with
the resulting decrease in flow rate, may indicate the
screen in the upstream pipeline is clogged with material
and requires cleaning.

b. CLEANING

1. Clean all dust, dirt, grease, moisture or other
foreign material from the exterior of the meter and
meter-mounted accessory. Use a dry cleaning solvent or
volatile mineral spirits to remove grease or oil. After
cleaning, rinse with water and dry thoroughly.

EXAMPLE 2.

104 Gallons
100 Gallons

x 100= 104%accuracy

In this example the meter-mounted accessory is fast
and must be slowed down by a change gear correction.

b. CHANGE GEAR CORRECTIONS. If the accuracy
test of a turbo meter-accessory combination indicates
that an adjustment is required, proceed as follows:

2. If the facility piping arrangement includes a
flushing system, shut off liquid flow to the meter and
flush the interior of the meter with clean water or other
appropriate cleaning fluid to remove any buildup of
internal deposits or corrosion.

1. Remove the accessory from the register base
on the turbo meter. To remove the change gears from
the spindles on the register and the register base,
loosen the setscrew on the hub of the change gears.

4-4. CALIBRATION CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT
Accuracy of Badger turbo meters is tested at the fac-

tory with water. However, since these meters will be
used to measure a wide variety of liquids that could vary
in viscosity, it may be necessary to recalibrate a meter
under operating conditions using the actual liquid. The
following instructions are provided to assist the cus-
tomer in performing an on-site calibration check and
adjustment.

a. ACCURACY TEST

1. Place a test tank of known volume at the out-
put of the meter.

2. Operate the meter until the test tank is filled to
a calibrated level. Since the accuracy of the meter may
vary slightly with the flow rate, make a test run at the
actual flow rate used in the operation.

3. Record the quantity indicated on the meter-
mounted accessory.

4. Repeat the test three times and take the aver-
age of the readings.

5. Perform the following calculations to deter-
mine percent of accuracy of the meter-accessory
combination:

Qty. Indicated on Accessory
Actual Quantity in Test Tank

x 100 Meter Accuracy

NOTE: Both the O.D. dimension (in deci-
mal inches) and the number of teeth are
stamped on each gear.

2. Calculate the ratio of existing change gears as
follows:

No. of Teeth on Register Change Gear
Ratio

No. of Teeth on Meter Register Base

3. Calculate the new change gear ratio required
by multiplying the ratio of existing change gears by
percent-of-meter accuracy determined in section 4-4a.

EXAMPLE:

Existing Change Gear Ratio

Meter Accuracy 95%

42 Teeth
.976

43 Teeth

95
Corrected Change Gear Ratio .976 x 1--= .927

4. Select a combination of new change gears that
match the corrected change gear ratio. If stocked
change gears are not available, submit order for change
gears to your nearest Badger Meter representative or
the Industrial Products Division of Badger Meter, Inc.



NOTE: When ordering, give the serial
number of the turbo meter which is
stamped on the outlet flange of the meter.
Specify the meter size and accessory
device employed along with the number
of teeth and diameter on existing change
gears. Specify the corrected change gear
ratio.

5. Install the corrected change gears on the reg-
ister base and register spindles taking care that the
correct change gears are assembled to the appropriate
spindles (See Figure 4-1). Assemble the register to the
register base on the meter. Refer to section 4-7a for
instructions covering the proper method of installing
and meshing change gears. On meters with 76 Series
registers, provision for change gear adjustment is built
into the registers. See the applicable register IOM
manual for recalibrating instructions.

CALIBRATE METER ..-WITHOUT REMOVING
FROM

"TURN VALVE
WITH SCREWDRIVER

BYPASS VALVE
TO ADJUST FLOWON SIDE OF

HOUSING

Figure 4-2. Calibrating 2" and 3" Turbo Meters

REGISTER

REGISTER BASE

GEAR

REGISTER BASE
TURBO METER
OPERATING HEADCHANGE GEAR ASSEMBLY

Figure 4-1. Change Gear Location
Register Base and Register Assembly

NOTE: For instructions on removing and
installing the gear train assembly in the
new and old-style register bases, refer to
par. 4-8 which explains and illustrates the
difference between these two register
bases..

1. Remove the bypass cover nut with a wrench.

2. Using a wide-bladed screwdriver, loosen the
bypass/alve lock ring.

Adjust the bypass valve with a screwdriver in
the following manner (See Figure 4-2):

a. To INCREASE registration, turn the slot in
the valve perpendicular to the axis of the meter (line of
flow). This will restrict the amount of volume flowing
through the bypass and increase flow through the
metering chamber.

b. To DECREASE registration, turn the slot in
the valve parallel to the axis of the meter. This will
increase liquid volume through the bypass and decrease
flow through the metering chamber.

NOTE: The total range of the bypass
adjustment occurs within a 90 degree or
quarter turn of the valve from the parallel,
inline position to the perpendicular posi-
tion, or vice versa. The total range of
adjustment is about four percent. Tested
and calibrated at the factory, the bypass
valve will be set at about 45 from the full
"open" or "closed" position. This setting
will allow for a _+ 2% adjustment to recall.
brate the meter in the field.

4-5. CALIBRATING 2" AND 3" METERS
Badger’s 2" and 3" turbo meters with bronze and cast

iron housings are equipped with a bypass valve for
"minor" calibration adjustment in the field. Test the
meter’s accuracy to determine if recalibration is
required. If the meter is out of calibration, proceed as
follows:

4. With the valve turned to the desired bypass
setting, tighten the valve lock ring.

5. Install and tighten the bypass valve cover nut.

6. Retest the meter to confirm the accuracy of the
bypass adjustment. If the meter is still out of calibration,
repeat the procedure outlined above.



4-6. REGISTER BASE REPLACEMENT

Badger turbo meters can be serviced without remov-
ing the meters from the system. A typical service is

equipped with drain and piping valves. To inspect or
replace component parts of the head assembly, close
the upstream and downstream valves. If the installation
is equipped with an inlet and drain valve for flushing the
meter, open the drain valve to relieve pressure from
within the meter. However, if the meter piping is not
equipped with a drain valve, proceed as follows to
relieve pressure within the meter:

1. Do not remove the register base from the oper-
ating head assembly. The entire head assembly must be
removed as a complete unit (See Figure 4-3).

2. Loosen each of the head bolts about one and
one-half turns. Do not remove the bolts completely.

3. If the gasket-seal between the meter head and
the housing is not leaking at this time, pry the head
assembly loose with a screwdriver.To accomplish this,
insert the screwdriver from the outlet side of the head
assembly where the head and housing join together.

CAUTION: Exercise precaution to make
certain that fluid does not spray from the
meter. The liquid spray could contact
electrical equipment and create an electrl.
cal hazard.

4. Allow the meter to drain and relieve internal
pressure.

5. When pressure is relieved, remove the head
bolts and shift the head assembly toward the outlet-end
of the meter to release the head-to-housing seal. Then
lift the entire head assembly from the housing and, at
the same time, tilt the operating head up to prevent the
rotor from falling off the rotor spindle.

NOTE: Rotors made of Kynar or Ryton are
furnished with two-pole or four-pole
magnets depending on the type of appli-
cation. Rotors with four-pole magnets are
used with Badger electronic transmitters,

OPERATING
HEAD
ASSEMBLY

REGISTER BASE

ROTOR
CAGE

ROTOR

HEAD METER
GASKET HOUSING

Figure 4-3. Turbo Meters Serviced
Without Removal from the Line

6. When the operating head has been removed,
lift the rotor out of the rotor cage and set it aside.
Remove the head gasket.

NOTE: A dummy cover plate is available to
close the meter in the line and continue
service while the operating head assem-
bly is being inspected or parts are being
replaced.

7. To remove the register base from the head
assembly, loosen the seal screw on the base with a
screwdriver. Rotate the base 45 degrees in either direc-

tion to release it from the bayonet lock detents on the
head assembly.

8. The register base retaining ring is accessible
through the rotor cage in the head assembly. With a
Truarc right-angle pliers #1549, expand and remove the

register retaining ring on the extension tube. When this
is accomplished, the register base can be removed from
the head assembly.

9. To reinstall or replace the register base, repeat
the procedure above in reverse making sure that the
retaining ring has been reinstalled on the extension
tube.



NOTE: The head unit has a gasket bonded
to the periphery of the rotor cage. Depend.
ing on the chemical solution to be
metered, the gasket will be made of EPR,
Buna N or Viton A material. Reinserting
the head assembly into the meter housing
correctly will require compressing the
gasket slightly. This is done by tilting the
top of the register base on the head
toward the inlet side of the meter. The
meter head has a pilot diameter machined
into the cage at the gasket face. This pilot
diameter must extend through the hous.
ing gasket inner diameter and into the
housing bore. After lowering the head
assembly into the housing, move the
entire head assembly straight toward the
inlet side of the meter. The pilot diameter
must snap into the bore of the housing to
provide a tight seal.

10. With the head gasket aligned and the head
assembly properly positioned in the housing, reinstall
and tighten the head bolts (between 90-180 in.-Ibs, of
torque).

11. Close the flushing system drain valve. Open
the upstream valve partially, then open the downstream
valve slightly which will purge any air from the service
line. Then open both valves completely.

4-7. SERVICING

For periodic inspection or when operation of the turbo
meter indicates a need for servicing, refer to the follow-
ing paragraphs for instructions covering the removal,
inspection and installation of service parts and assem-
blies. Refer to the illustrated parts list, Figure 5-1, for
part numbers of replaceable components and the cor-
rect ordering information. Any service or repair proce-
dures that apply to a meter-mounted or free-standing
accessory are provided in the IOM instruction manual
pertaining to that device (also provided as a supplement
to this manual.) If satisfactory repair cannot be made,
contact the Industrial Products Division of Badger
Meter, Inc.

a. CHANGE GEAR REPLACEMENT

1. Replacing the change gear on the register base
spindle reqJires no gage to properly mesh this gear with
the register change gear. A shoulder-stop is built into
the spindle at the proper gear height thus eliminating
gear adjustment.

GEAR MESH GAGE
PIN 21747

METER-MOUNTED
ACCESSORY

GEAR HUB
& SETSCREW

TOP OF SLOT

ACCESSORY
CHANGE GEAR

CHANGE GEAR

REGISTER BASE

GEAR HUB & SETSCREW

FIXED GEAR POSITION
GAGE NOT REQUIRED

Figure 4-4. Replacing Turbo Meter Change Gears
Register Base and Register (or Accessory)

(a) Place the bottom of the register on the top
edge of the gage (See Figure 4-4).

(b) Adjust the change gear on the register
spindle so that it rests against the "top" of the slot in
the gage. Holding the change gear in this position,
tighten the setscrew in the hub of the change gear.

NOTE: Install the change gears on the
spindles with the hub of the gears in the
"UP" position.

(c) Carefully install the register on the base
making sure that the gears fully mesh. Install and
tighten the register seal screws.

2. The change gear in the register should be
installed with the aid of a Badger change gear mesh
gage (PIN 21747) to ensure proper gear mesh. The pro-
cedure is as follows:

CAUTION: Take care not to bend the spin-
dles when installing the gears or reassem-
bling the register to the register base.



4-8. INSTRUCTIONS FOR REMOVING THE
GEAR TRAIN ASSEMBLY WITH MAGNET

The gear train assembly can be removed and replaced
without removing the turbo meter from the line and the
register base from the operating head assembly.

Two gear train assemblies are used with industrial
turbo meters. To find out what the gear train ratio is,
count the number of spindles (gear and pinions) that
protrude through the five mounting holes provided in

the top plate of the gear train assembly. If there are only
three spindles, the gear ratio is 366:1 and if there are five

spindles, the gear ratio is 1200:1.

1. Remove the register, transmitter or adapter
mounted on the register base. A screwdriver, pliers or
small box wrench can be used to remove the mounting
bolts (or screws) securing the accessory to the base.

2. To remove the gear train from the register base
of molded plastic, use a small screwdriver and loosen
three screws and special washers located on the top
plate of the gear train assembly.

3. Turn each washer until the flat edge frees the
washer from the groove on the inside wall.

GROOVE
IN WALL

SPECIAL
WASHER

Turbo meters with an aluminum register base have a
clip-type retainer ring to secure (or lock) the gear train

assembly in the base. Use a small screwdriver to release
the retainer ring from the groove in the wall adjacent to
the top plate of the gear train assembly.

4. Grip the change gear spindle and lift to remove
the gear train assembly with magnet from the register
base.

5. Remove the accessory change gear or coup-
ling from the gear train spindle. Before removing, note
the location of the change gear (or coupling) on the
spindle so that it can be reinstalled in the same location.

NOTE: A flat surface is provided at the top
of the spindle of the change gear assem-
bly so that the setscrew in the change
gear or coupling can be properly seated
and tightened to the spindle.

6. Gear train assemblies are packaged with the

magnet and spindle assembly disassembled from the

gear train assembly. Before assembling, carefully check
the spindle for minuteibrurrs on the threaded end of the

spindle. If there areburrs, use a crocus cloth and care-
fully remove th from the spindle. This will prevent
damage to the sur.face of the jewel bearing when insert-

ing the magnet spindle through the jewel-bushing in the
bottom plate of the gear train assembly. An "E" ring
should be mounted on the spindle. If missing, remove
the "E" ring f.’drn the replacement spindle and snap it

into the grooved collar near the threaded end of the

spindle.

]0

Figure 4-5. Turn each washer to free it from the
groove on the inside wall.

RETAINER RING

GROOVE
IN WALL

Figure 4.6. Release the retainer ring from the
groove to free the gear train assembly from the base.

TOP PLATE SPINDLE MOUNTING HOLES

" LOWERPLATECHANGE GEAR I JEWEL BUSHING

GRO AR/OVEDCOLL II "E"RING

"MAGNET& SPINDLE ASSEMBLY

Figure 4-7. Installing the magnet spindle assembly
to the gear train assembly.



Section V
ILLUSTRATED PARTS LIST

ITEM
NO,

2

3

4

51

6

8

91

10

111

121

131

141

15

161

17

18

191

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

3O

31

32

33

PART DESCRIPTION

Retaining Ring, Straightening Vane

Straightening Vane Assy., Complete

Housing, (Note 1)

Gasket, Head Assy., (Note 2)

Lock Washer, Rotor Spindle

Nut, Hex., Rotor Spindle

Meter Head, Machined (Note 2)

Bolt, Hex., Meter Head

Tetraseal, Meter Head Adapter

Tetraseal, Meter Head (Note 1)

Rotor & Spindle Assy. (Note 3)

Nose Cone (Note 2)

Bypass

Lock Ring, Bypass

"O" Ring, Bypass (Note 2)

Nut, Bypass Cover

Spacer, Register Base

Retaining Ring, Register Base

Register Base Assy. (Note 4)

Register Base Only

Gear Train, Base Assy. (Note 4)

Retaining Ring, Base Assy.

Tetraseal, Base Assembly

Change Gear, Adapter (Note 5)

Change Gear, Accessory (Note 5)

Setscrew, Change Gear

Register, 258 (Note 6)

Gasket, Register Hood

Hood, Register, 258

Lock Washer, Register, 258

Screw, Register Cover, 258

Meter Head Assy., Complete (Notes 2 & 6)

Straightening Vane (2" Only)

NOTE
NOTE 2
NOTE 3
NOTE 4
NOTE 5
NOTE 6

Advise body material, flange rating (150 psi or 300 psi).
Material will depend on corrosiveness of fluid being metered.
Number of poles in magnet will depend on type of meter accessory.
Gear train ratio is marked on plate of adapter (i.e. 1200:1 or 366:1).
Number of teeth and gear diameter is stamped on each gear.
Advise size of meter and units of measure (i.e., gallons, m3, etc.).

Figure 5-1. 2% 3% 4" end 6" Turbo Meters
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WARRANTY

Badger warrants meters and parts manufactured by it and supplied
hereunder to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for
a period of 18 months from date of shipment or 12 months from
date of installation, whichever period shall be shorter. If within such
period any meters or parts shall be proved to Seller’s satisfaction to
be defective, such meters or parts shall be repaired or replaced at
Seller’s option. Seller’s obligation hereunder shall be limited to such
repair and replacement and shall be conditioned upon Seller’s
receiving written notice of any alleged defect within 10 days after
its discovery and, at Seller’s option, return of such meters or parts
to Seller f.o.b, its factory. THE FOREGOING WARRANTY IS EXCLU-
SIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WAR-
RANTIES WHATSOEVER INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
IMPLIED WARRANTIES (EXCEPT OF TITLE) OF MERCHANTABIL-
ITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Badger shall
not be liable for any defects attributable to acts or omissions of
others after shipment, nor any consequential, incidental or contin-

gent damage whatsoever.

12

NUCLEAR DISCLAIMER

Equipment sold by Badger Meter, Inc. is not intended for use in

connection with any nuclear facility or activity unless covered by a
specific quotation where the conditions of such usage will be
detailed. If equipment is used in a nuclear facility or activity without
a supporting quotation, Badger Meter disclaims all liability for any
damage, injury or contamination, and the buyer shall indemnify and
hold Badger Meter, its officers, agents, employees, successors,
assigns and customers, whether direct or indirect, harmless from
and against any and all losses, damages or expenses of whatever
form or nature (including attorneys’ fees and other costs of defend-
ing any action) which they, or any of them, may sustain or incur,
whether as a result of breach of contract, warranty, tort (including
negligence), strict liability or other theories of law, by reason of
such use.

All

IT ’IS HEREBY CE.RT,FIED THAI" THE (MATERIAL)
(EQUIPMENT) SHOWN AND MARKED IN THIS SUBMITrAL,
SHOP DRAWINGS. CATALOG CUT (S), ETC., AND
APPROVED/PROPOSED TO BE INCO.PORATED INTO

CONTRACT NUMBER IS IN COMPLIANCE
WITH THE CONTI:CT DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS
AND CAN BE INSTALLED IN THE ALLOCATED SPACE,

IS APPROVED FOR USE/

SUBMITTED FOR GOVERNMENT APPROVAL
APPROVED FOR USE SUBJECT TO GOVERNMENT
A.I:)PROVAL OF SPECIFIC DEVIATION.

:D
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SCOPE OF THE MANUAL
This manual provides information pertaining to the in-

stallation, operation and maintenance of Badger Series 76,
Models AR and SR Meter Registers. Before attempting
installation, operation or maintenance, read the instructions
presented to become familiar with the procedures involved.
Retain the manual in a readily accessible location for future
reference.

CHANGESIN THE MANUAL
Changes o#additions to the manual are covered by a

"CHANGE NOTICE" form that is supplied with the manual
when applicable. The "CHANGE NOTICE" will explain any
differences between the register received and the registers
covered in this manual.

Table 1-1. Technical Specifications

DRIVE Mechanical 2-pin direct coupling (Adapter must be used
for magnetic drive meters)

MOUNTING 4 holes equidistant on 3.665 in. diameter circle

DIMENSIONS
Height 8-7/8 in.
Width 7-1/2 in.
Depth 7-1/2 in. SR

6-3/4 in. AR
WEIGHT 8 Ibs.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE 250F, with proper adapter

DIAL
Diameter 5-3/4 in.
Display White on black

TOTALIZER COUNTER
Type Non-resettable
Display Six-digit (to 999,999)
Numerals.. 5/32 in. high white on black

TESTCIRCLE 10 increments each equal to 1/10 of last totalizer digit

ENCLOSURE
Type Moistureproof and dustproof
Housing and base NEMA-4, foam molded polycarbonate, glass filled
Bezel Clear polycarbonate

MODEL AR-
AUTOMATIC REGISTER

Accuracy and repeatability Signal within .,,- 2% of dial capacity
Pointers Two, nickel-plated outer reset and red inner reading
Switch and relay contact rating 7 amps, 125-250 vac
Motor and relay (one of the ratings listed) 24 vac, 60 Hz, 20 rph

110 vac, 60 Hz, 20 rph
110 vac, 60 Hz, 4 rph
220 vac, 50 Hz, 20 rph

MODEL SR
SIGNAL REGISTER
Accuracy and repeatability Signal within

_
1% of outer circle

Pointers Two, nickel-plated inner and red outer
Contact rating 7 amps, 110 or 220 vac, 1/8 hp at 110 vac, 1/4 hp at 220

vac, 1/2 amp at 125 vdc, 1/4 amp at 250 vdc



AFt Register SR Register

Figure 1-1.

Section

GENERAL INFORMATION

1-1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Badger Model AR Automatic Reset Register and

Model SR Signal Register are designed primarily to control
the regeneration cycle of water softeners. (See Figure 1-1 .)
Models AR and SR employ electrical switching to provide
the signal for external control, and both are equipped with a
6-digit non-reset totalizer. The basic configuration and
mounting of the instruments is the same. The registers are
available in a wide range of dial capacities and units of mea-
surement.

The Model AR is an automatic reset unit for repetition of
the same preset metered cycle. The instrument may be
preset to any quantity within the dial capacity by positioning
the nickel-plated outer reset pointer. The housing must be
removed to preset. The red pointer indicates the amount of
liquid remaining to be delivered. At the end of a cycle when
the red delivery pointer reaches zero, the motor-driven reset
pointer is turned one complete revolution to return the red
pointer to the preset point in readiness for the next cycle.
End of cycle and reset switching are cam actuated. The AR
can be automatically reset any time prior to the completion
of the cycle by an external momentary contact.

The Model SR is a manual preset register with two
pointers. The pointers are preset with the control knob on

the front of the unit. When both pointers reach zero, the
internal cam-actuated microswitch closes to provide the
control signal.

External electrical connections are made to the rear of
the instrument. The housings are easily removed for internal

access required for wiring, gear changes, settings and
adjustments.

1-2. INSTRUMENT CONFIGURATIONS
The Model AR is available with an internal relay for use in

multiple register systems. The relay may be connected into

the control circuit to lock out one register reset motor until a
second register regeneration cycle is completed.

1-3. APPLICATIONS
The Model AR and SR Registers are well suited for control

of industrial water softener installations, whether single
manual regeneration or multiple automatic regeneration. All
Series 76 registers can be used interchangeably on Badger
disc, oscillating piston, turbine, turbo and propeller meters,
both mechanical and magnetic drive. These registers are
ideal replacements for older similar registers.



Section II

INSTALLATION

2-1. UNPACKING AND INSPECTION
The Model Series 76 Registers are shipped to the

customer in a special shipping container to avoid damage
during transit. Upon receipt of the instrument, perform the
following unpacking and inspection procedures:

If damage to the shipping container is evi-
dent upon receipt of the instrument, request
a representative of the carrier to be present
when the instrument is unpacked.

a. Carefully open the shipping container, following any
instructions that may be marked on the container. Remove
all cushioning material surrounding the instrument and
carefully lift the instrument from the container. Retain the
container and all cushioning material for possible use in
storage or reshipment.

b. Check the contents of the shipping container against
the packing list to verify that all equipment has been
received.

c. Visually inspect the instrument for physical damage
such as dents, scratches, loose or broken parts or any other
signs of physical damage that may have occurred during
shipment.

NOTE

If damage is found, request an inspection by
the carrier’s agent within 48 hours of deliv-
ery. Then file a claim with the carrier. A claim
for equipment damaged in transit is the re-
sponsibility of the customer.

2-2. INSTALLING THE REGISTER

Installation of the register in areas of high
temperature or severe vibration should be
avoided. When used on oscillating piston
meters, turbine meters and SOT meters with
flow temperatures over 140F, use finned
mounting adapter to dissipate heat. Use PIN
31278-1 for oscillating piston meters and PIN
31728 for SOT and turbine meters.

a. MOUNTING THE REGISTER. (See Figure 2-1.) The
register mount will fit a 3/4 inch hood base. The instrument
is mounted with four or two 1/4-20 screws. The mounting
holes on existing meters may have to be drilled to 17/64 inch
dia. to accept the 1/4 inch screws.

1. Remove the existing register if meter is so
equipped.

2. Check the mounting holes on meter. Re-drill to
17/64 inch to accept 1/4 inch screws if necessary.

3. Check the position and alignment of pin drive
coupling. Surface A must be 3/32" to 1/8" below Surface B
(See Figure 2-1). Be sure to tighten the set screw after
adjustment.

4. Place the square section gasket in the mounting set.

5. Align the drive holes in the base of register with
the drive coupling pins as closely as possible. Carefully
position the register on the meter mount or magnetic drive
adapter so the drive pins engage. Rotate the register to align
the mounting holes and position the register as desired.

6. Install 1/4-20 mounting screws to secure the
register.

b. ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS. All electrical (power
and signal) connections to a register are made to a terminal
strip located inside the instrument enclosure. Remove the
four housing cover screws in the base and lift off the cover
to gain access. Caution must be exercised in cover removal
to avoid bending the pointers. When the screws are
removed, lift the cover in a slightly forward motion. It is
recommended that flexible conduit be used for a distance of
at least 2 feet from the register to allow access to the meter.

GASKET

DRIVE
COUPLING

REGISTER

SURFACE A

SURFACEB

METER
OR

ADAPTER

Figure 2-1. Register Mounting
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Figure 2-2. Internal Wiring Diagram Model AR with
Relay

ARC with relay to AR with relay NO CHANGE

ARC less relay to AR less relay:

(R) (R) (R) (R) (C) (C) (C) (R)
oLD ARC

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

@ (R) (R) (R) @ (R) .EWAR
2 3 4 5 6

EA.H to SR:

(R) (R) (C) (C) O,OEA-H(,,0V)
4 3 2

(R) (R) (R) (R) NEwsR
2 3 4

EA-L to SR:

-( + OL EA-,16to

2 3 4

Figure 2-5. Wldng Changes for Register Replacement

The basic internal wiring diagrams are shown in Figures
2-2 thru 2-4. If additional information or assistance is

required to make a specific installation, contact Badger
Meter, Inc., Flow Products Division, Industrial Sales
Department, or the local representative. Make sure that all

wiring to the instrument (both power and signal) conforms
with the local electrical code.

Flgure 2-3. Internal Wlrlng Diagram Model AR less
Relay

SIGNAL
BK BL---- POWER SWITCHES

SHOWN WITH
POINTERS IN
ZERO POSITION

Figure 2-4. Internal Wiring Diagram Model SR

2-3. PERFORMANCE CHECK
Although the registers are factory adjusted for switch

actuation and pointer alignment, it is advisable to check the

operation of a register before actual use. For AR registers
the reset pointer is set at 50 per cent of the scale. The user
may require a different operating point. Complete
adjustment and test information is given in Section V.

2-4. REGISTER REPLACEMENT
Model AR and SR registers can be used to replace Model

ARC, EA-H and EA-L registers. The necessary wiring
changes are shown in Figure 2-5.

Section III

OPERATION

3-1. CONTROLS AND INDICATORS
a. CONTROL KNOB. The single control knob for Register

SR is used to preset the desired flow quantity as indicated by
the pointers. Pushing the knob in and turning
counterclockwise moves the pointers to the desired batch
quantity.The inner pointer moves one graduation for each

complete revolution of the outer pointer.

b. DIALS. The 5-3/4 inch dial is calibrated in units of

measure marked on the dial face. The small test circle is

marked with 10 divisions. One revolution of the test circle

pointer is equivalent to one digit change on the lowest (right

side) position of the totalizer.



3-2. OPERATING PROCEDURE SR REGISTER
At the end of a flow cycle the pointers will both be at zero.

To preset the unit, proceed as follows:

a. Push in the control knob which will engage the
coupling on the preset shaft with the register gear train.

b. Turn the knob counterclockwise to the desired quan-
tity as indicated by the pointers. Release the knob. Spring
tension will return the knob to the out position.

c. The register will start when flow starts and continue to
indicate the remaining quantity until the pointers reach zero
at the end of the cycle. At this time the signal switch opens
or closes to operate external alarms or functions. The
pointers move counterclockwise during operation.

d. After regeneration preset the register as described
above.

3-3. OPERATING PROCEDURE AR REGISTER
To preset the register, remove housing cover and

proceed as follows:

a. Rotate the reset pointer until it picks up the red
pointer and continue until the switch arm drops into the
notch in the motor cam.

b. Loosen two screws in the reset pointer hub and posi-
tion both pointers to the desired preset quantity. Be sure the
motor cam remains stationary during pointer positioning.

c. Tighten the reset pointer hub screws.

d. Run the register through one cycle to check preset.
The instrument must stop with both pointers at the preset
position.

3-4. OPERATOR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE
If the register does not start or stops prematurely, check

the power source, If the power source checks out, the regis-
ter may require adjustment. Refer to troubleshooting data
and adjustment procedures in Section V.

If a register fails to stop at zero, turn off the power to the
instrument. Investigate the cause of malfunction (Section V).

Section IV

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

4-1. GENERAL
Whenever there is liquid flow, the movement of the

meter’s measuring element is coupled to the register and
transferred to the indicating pointers and totalizer through a
gear train. The exact makeup of the gear train is determined
by the dial capacity, unit of measure and meter application.
Each instrument incorporates a set of change gears which
allows some variation in overall gear train ratio to compen-
sate for differences in liquids and conditions.

In an automatic system the end of cycle or zero point
signal is used to start the regeneration cycle. The switch is
cam actuated off the pointer shaft(s). The actuation of the
switch(es)and position of the pointer(s) are adjustable to
permit exact correlation between the pointers and switch
action.

4-2. MODEL SR
A coupling is mounted on the control knob shaft. With the

knob in, the coupling engages the gear train and allows the
pointers to be moved when the knob is rotated.

Initially with the register at zero, the signal switch is on
the low part of the pointer cams. In this position the signal
switch (normally open contacts) is open. When the pointers
are moved off zero to preset, the cams rotate so that the
signal switch is on the high part of the cams and the signal
switch (normally open contacts) is closed. When flow starts,
the register continues to run toward zero until both pointer
cams reach the initial position to reverse the switch mode.

4-3. MODEL AR (See Figure 4-1)
The Model AR employs two tandem cams to actuate the

signal switch and reset motor switch. The front signal cam is

mounted on the delivery (red) pointer shaft; the rear motor
switch on the reset motor-pointer shaft. Both cams contact
the common pivoting switch arm which actuates the
switches. Each switch is mounted independently on
adjustable brackets to allow separate adjustment. The
switch arm is latched or unlatched by a spring-loaded pawl
as controlled by the cams.

PAWL
PAWL SPRING

SWITCHES

//
"./ " -SIGNAL

/^ / IQI CAM

MOUNTING SWITCH
ARM ARM

Figure 4.1. Model AR Switch Mechanism



At the end of the preset cycle, the switch arm is at rest in
the notch or low point of the motor cam. Both the reset
motor switch and signal switch are open. The pawl is con-
tacting the outer edge of the switch arm as shown in
Figure 4-1.

When flow starts, the red pointer and signal cam are
driven around until the high point of the signal cam moves
the switch arm to close the switches at zero. This allows the
pawl to engage the notch in the switch arm to lock the
switches in close position. The reset motor ’is energized
through the motor switch and drives the reset pointer and
reset motor cam. The signal switch closure is used to start
the regeneration cycle either directly or through a relay and

external circuitry provided by the water conditioning equip-
ment manufacturer.

The motor cam continues to rotate and the reset pointer
picks up the red delivery pointer to return to the preset
position. As the cam nears the end of its full revolution, the
pin on the motor cam pushes the pawl out to unlatch the
switch arm but the switch arm is on the high part of the
motor cam so the switches remain closed.

When the notch in the motor cam reaches the switch
arm, the arm drops into the notch and opens the switches.
This stops the reset motor and interrupts the regeneration
signal. The register is now ready for another cycle.

Section V

MAINTENANCE

5-1. GENERAL
This section of the manual provides information

pertaining to maintenance of the registers. The information
consists of preventive maintenance, troubleshooting and
corrective maintenance procedures.

Maintenance of the registers requires ade-
quate test equipment as well as personnel
experienced in the checkout and repair of
electro-mechanical equipment.

5-2. MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

The test equipment and tools required for checkout and
maintenance of the registers are listed below. Besides those
items listed, the only other maintenance equipment required
is the usual complement of hand tools used by service
technicians.

a. Voltmeter or test lamp for continuity checks and tests.

5-3. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
The purpose of preventive maintenance for the registers

is to ensure efficient, trouble-free operation and to discover
and correct conditions that can result in damage or
instrument failure. Perform the following preventive mainte-

nance procedures on a routine basis.

a. CLEANING. Clean all dust, dirt, moisture or grease
from the front panel and housing of the instrument. Use a
clean cloth dampened with detergent and water. Wipe dry
with a clean cloth.

b. INSPECTION. Visually inspect the instrument for

breaks, cuts, wear or deterioration in the power intercon-

necting wiring and signal wiring. Replace any defective

wiring.

NOTE

The operator should always note any erratic
indications and unusual noises. These are
cause for instrument checkout.

c. LUBRICATION. Apply a soft grease such as Lubriplate
sparingly to the following points every 6 months.

1. Drive bevel gears.

2. Reset shaft(SR only).

5-4. TROUBLESHOOTING
Should a register fail to operate properly, the first step in

troubleshooting the instrument is to try to localize the mal-
function to a component. The trouble symptoms listed in the
troubleshooting chart, Tables 5-1 and 5-2, will aid in deter-
mining and locating the difficulty. The chart lists possible
troubles, probable causes and remedies. Use the wiring.
diagrams in Section II as a further aid in isolating the fault.

5-5. ADJUSTMENTS MODEL SR
a. SIGNAL SWITCH, SECOND STAGE

Use a test light or an ohmmeter with the power off. Connect
to the common and normally-open signal switch terminals.

See Figure 5-1.

1. Loosen the switch bracket locking screw slightly
with an offset screwdriver.

2. With an Allen wrench, loosen the setscrew in the

high-speed cam.

3. By hand, rotate the high-speed cam to position the

switch roller in the drop-off zone of the cam.

4. Rotate the low-speed cam (by hand) to position the
switch roller in the center of the drop-off zone of this cam.

5. Rotate the high-speed cam until the switch roller

is on the drop-off point of the cam. Tighten the setscrew in

the high-speed cam.

5
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LONREW \ \
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LOW-SPEED /’" "\’

POINTER)

Figure 5-1. Signal Switch Adjustment
(Positioning Roller on Cams)

6. Slowly advance the adjusting screw while slowly
turning the register’s reset knob to rotate the high-speed
cam until only one signal is received during two revolutions
of the high-speed cam past the trip point.

To obtain proper cam adjustment, carefully
observe the movement of the switch roller.
When the high-speed cam completes one
revolution before shut-off, the switch roller
must lower into the drop-off zone of the low-
speed cam to activate an electrical signal.

7. Tighten the switch bracket locking screw.

8. Recheck cam adjustments by rotating the cams
(turn the reset knob) until drol:)-off points are aligned. The
switch roller must be positioned in the center of the tow-
speed drop-off zone.

9. Recheck operation.

b. POINTER POSITION. At the end of a metering cycle
with the signal switch closed, the red pointer must be on
zero. If necessary, loosen the screw on the hub and reposi-
tion pointer. Tighten screw after adjustment.

5-6. ADJUSTMENTS MODEL AR
a. SWITCH ARM PAWL. The pawl may require adjust-

ment if the switch arm does not latch.

1. Set the pawl spring tension as shown in Figure
5-2, View A.

2. Bend the pawl tab to obtain latch clearance as
shown in Figure 5-2, Views B and C.

3. Rotate the reset pointer so it picks up the red
pointer and continues until the switch arm drops into the
notch in the motor (rear) cam.

4. Rotate the red pointer (and cam) and observe
latching of the switch arm by the pawl. As the high point of
the signal cam passes the switch arm, the pawl must
engage the notch of the switch arm and latch the arm. (See
Figure 5-2, View B.) The switch arm must remain latched
when the high point of signal cam is past the switch arm.

b. SIGNAL AND MOTOR SWITCHES. (See Figure 5-3.)
1. Slightly loosen three switch mounting arm locking

screws.

2. Rotate the register drive if necessary to set the
high part of the motor cam (rear) on the switch arm.

3. Back off both adjusting screws so that the signal
and motor switches are open (normally-open contacts).

4. Advance the motor switch (rear) adjusting screw
until the motor switch closes. Then advance the adjusting
screw 1-1/3 turns for proper overtravel.

5. Advance the signal switch (front) adjusting screw
until the signal switch closes. Then advance the adjusting
screw turn for proper overtravel.

6. Tighten the switch mounting bracket locking
screws.

TO INSURE PROPER
SPRING FORCE, PUSH

BEND THIS TAB PAWL ASSEMBLY
TO MAKE ,.//’’ UNTIL IT TOUCHES
ADJUSTMENTS (/ .. POST, THEN RELEASE
AS SHOWN %>’2\ \\

PAWL

SW,TC. .OTOR
ARM M

.005 MIN. WHEN .025 (ABOUT HALF
CAM IS AT ITS THE THICKNESS OF
HIGHEST POINT THE TAB)"

VIEW B VIEW C

Figure 5.2. AR Pawl Adjustment
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Figure 5-3. AR Switch Adjustment

c. DELIVERY POINTER(RED).

1. Rotate the reset pointer counterclockwise until
the switch arm drops into the notch in the motor cam.

2. Rotate the red delivery pointer counterclockwise
until the motor (rear) switch closes. With this cam position
the red pointer should be at zero on the dial. If it is not,
remove reset pointer and hub. loosen the pointer lock
screw, set the pointer on zero and tighten the lock screw.
Do not move the signal cam during pointer position adjust-
ment. Replace reset pointer and adjust to preset position.

d. PRESETTING. Refer to paragraph 3-3.

5-7. CHANGE GEARS
Due to differences in fluid viscosity, specific gravity,

temperature, et cetera, the register may not be indicating
the correct flow quantity. If this occurs, proceed as follows:

a. Determine the exact register reading for the corres-
ponding quantity of product delivered. Measure quantity
exactly.

b. Check the number of teeth on the driven and driver
change gears on the rear of the gear plate (See Figure 5-4).
The gears are stamped with the number of teeth.

LOCK SCREW

DRIVEN DRIVER
GEAR GEAR

Figure 5-4. Change Gears

c. Notify the Flow Products Division of Badger Meter of

the data in a and b above. Badger Meter engineering will

advise you of required changes to be made.

d. To adjust or interchange the gears, loosen the lock

screw and pivot the driven gear away. Replace the change
gears if required. Align the gear teeth and setscrews. Swing

the driven gear until it meshes with the driver gear and

tighten the lock screw.

NOTE

Be sure gear teeth mesh fully without any
tightness.

5-8. PERFORMANCE CHECK MODEL AR
To test for proper actuation and relay operation (if so

equipped), perform an operational performance check. A
set of test lights should be used. Different color lamps with

corresponding color test leads are suggested for simplicity.

Connect the power source per unit rating with an external
switch to the terminals as shown on the applicable wiring
diagram in Section II. The external power switch must be
open.

a. MODEL AR WITH RELAY (Normally-Open)

1. Connect test lights to the terminal strip as follows:

Test Light No. to terminals 2 and 3

Test Light No. 2 to terminals 4 and 6

Test Light No. 3 to terminals 5 and 6

Test Light No. 4 to terminal 3 and the normally-
closed terminal of the reset motor switch (rear
switch unconnected terminal).

2. Rotate the pointers to the preset position where
the switch arm drops into the notch of motor cam.

3. Turn on the power. As the power is turned on the

test lights No. 3 and No. 4 must light up.

4. Turn the red pointer counterclockwise to a posi-
tion close to zero on the dial.

5. Slowly advance the red pointer further by rotating
the register drive shaft. As the red pointer reaches zero the

test light No. 4 will go out and the reset motor will start. Do
not rotate any further.

6. The motor will turn the motor cam and raise the
switch arm untit it rides on the O.D. of the motor cam. This
will close the front or signal switch and energize the relay.
Test light No. 3 will go out and test lights No. and No. 2 will

light simultaneously.

Test light No. 4 must go out when the red

pointer indicates zero on the dial and before
test light No. 3 goes out.

7. The reset pointer (nickel-plated) will pick up the

delivery pointer (red) and reset it to the preset position and

turn the motor off. This completes the cycle and the test.

b. MODEL AR LESS RELAY (Normally-Open Signal

Switch).

1



1. Connect test lights to the terminal strip as follows:

Test Light No. to terminals and 2

Test Light No. 2 to terminal and the normally-
closed terminal of the reset motor switch (rear
switch unconnected terminal).

2. Rotate the pointers to the preset position where
the switch arm drops into the notch of motor cam.

3. Turn on the power. As the power is turned on the
test light No. 2 must light up.

4. Turn the red pointer counterclockwise to a
position close to zero on the dial.

5. Slowly advance the red pointer further by rotating
the register drive shaft. As the red pointer reaches zero the
test light No. 2 will go out and the reset motor will start. Do
not rotate any further.

6. The motor will turn the motor cam and raise the
switch arm until it rides on the O.D. of the switch cam. This

will close the front or signal switch and test light No. will
light up.

Test light No. 2 must go out when the red
pointer indicates zero on the dial and before
the test light No. lights up.

7. The reset pointer (nickel-plated) will pick up the
delivery pointer (red) and reset it to the preset position and
turn the motor off. This completes the cycle and the test.

5-9. PARTS REPLACEMENT
Normal parts replacement includes the microswitches,

relay, and possibly gears or cams which are worn. Mounting
of these parts is shown in the exploded views in Section VI.
Refer to Section VI for parts replacement listings and
ordering information.

Table 5.1. Model AR Troubleshooting Chart

Since the AR register is usually a part of a larger control system not supplied by Badger Meter, Inc., it is necessary that
the system is checked to be sure it is installed properly and wired in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations before changing any adjustments or troubleshooting is done on the AR register.

POSSIBLE TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

1. Loose reset pointer screws.Pointers do not return to proper
preset.

Register does not stop at zero.

2. Malfunctioning or faulty motor
switch.

Register does not stop.

Register does not reset.

Delivery pointer does not
move.

1. Loose delivery pointer screw.

1. Malfunctioning or faulty signal
switch.

1. Malfunctioning motor switch.

2. Faulty motor switch.

3. Loose motor cam.

4. Broken pawl spring.

5. Faulty reset motor.

1. Loose gear.

1. Re-adjust preset and tighten
screws.

2. Check switch actuation and
mounting. Adjust if required.
Replace if defective.

1. Re-adjust position of pointer.

1. Check switch actuation and
mounting. Adjust if required.
Refer to para. 5-6 a.

1. Check switch actuation. Re-
adjust if required. Refer to
para. 5-6 a.

2. Check operation of switch.
Replace if defective.

3. Secure motor cam. Re-adjust.

4. Replace spring and adjust
pawl.

5. Replace motor.

1. Check setscrews in gears for
looseness. Tighten.

8



Table 5-2. Model SR Troubleshooting Chart

POSSIBLE TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Switch does not close or open.

Register pointer(s) do not move.

1. Malfunctioning or faulty signal
switch.

1. Loose gear.

1. Check switch actuation and
mounting. Adjust if required. Re-
place if defective.

1. Check setscrews on gears for
looseness. Tighten.

For other malfunctions of the system check external equipment as recommended by the manufacturer.

Section Vl

ILLUSTRATED PARTS LIST

6-1. PART LOCATION ILLUSTRATIONS
The location and identification of the assemblies and

parts comprising Models AR and SR are shown on the
exploded view illustrations. Each assembly or part shown on
the illustrations is identified by an index number that is
cross-referenced to an associated parts list.

6-2. PARTS LISTS
The parts lists consist of columnar lists of the assemblies

and parts that are shown in the part location illustrations and
provide the following information for each item listed.

a. FIGUREAND INDEX NUMBER.

b. PART NUMBER.

c. DESCRIPTION.

6-3. ORDERING INFORMATION
Order replaceable parts for applicable register through

the local Badger Meter Sales Representative or directly
from the Industrial Sales Department, Flow Products
Division of Badger Meter, Inc. (address on title page). When
placing an order, provide the following information:

a. Complete name plate data.

b. Dial capacity and number of fixed digits behind the
totalizer.

c. Complete description of the assembly or parts
required.

d. Part number of the item as indicated in the parts list.

e. Quantity of parts required.

f. A purchase order number and exact return and billing
address.

Model

Part No.

Manufactured by
Badger Meter, Inc.
Milwaukee,Wisconsin 53223

Spec. data

Model

Part No.

9



8
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24

25

1,6 21

22

Figure 6.1. Model AR Front Plate
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FIG. 6.1 PART NO. DESCRIPTIONITEM NO.

2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
19
20
20

21
22
23
24

24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24

25
25
25
25

25
26
26
27

56599-00300
56599-OO4OO
56599-00500
56948-00100

24349-00000
20454-00000
55090-08600
56949-00100

21451-00000
30089-00000
30090-00000
33319-0000O

31820-00000
55293-00300
21700-00000
56678-00300

55109-16700
55294-00700
31820-00400
56664-0O1OO

31898-00800
31898-00900
22800-01800
22800-01700

55090-17200
56630-00100
56950-00100
56600-00500

56600-00500
56600-00500
56600-00600
56600-00600

56600-00600
56600-OO7O0
56600-00700
56600-00700

56600-00800
56600-00800
56600-00800
56600-00900

56600-00200
56600-00300
56600-01400
56600-01000

56600-01100
56600-O15O0
56600-016O0
55109-08600

Dial 100 Gal. Capacity
Dial 200 Gal. Capacity
Dial 500 Gal. Capacity
Delivery Pointer Hub Assy.

Delivery Pointer
Lockwasher #3
Pan Head Screw-- 3-48 x 3/16
Preset Pointer Assembly

Set Screw 4-48 x 1/8
Preset Pointer Hub
Pointer Retainer Plate
Pointer

Pan Head Screw 2-32 x 5/16
Lockwasher
Spacer Post
Front Plate Assembly

Round Head Screw-- 6-32 x 3
Lockwasher #6
Flat Head Screw-- 2-32 x 3/8

Terminal Mounting Bracket

Marker Strip, 8-Term. AR w/Relay
Marker Strip, 6-Term. AR less/Relay
Terminal Strip, 8-Term. AR w/Relay
Terminal Strip, 6-Term. AR less/Relay

Pan Head Screw 6-32 x 1/2

Spindle and Cam Assembly
Totalizer Assembly
1000 Capacity Label x 10

2000 Capacity Label x 10
5000 Capacity Label x 10
10M Capacity Label x 100
20M Capacity Label x 100

50M Capacity Label 100
100M Capacity Label x 1000
200M Capacity Label x 1000
300M Capacity Label x 1000

1000M Capacity Label x 10,000
2000M Capacity Label x 10,000
5000M Capacity Label x 10,000
10,000M Capacity Label x 100M

Label- Liters
Label- M3

Label- Imp. Gallons
100 Test Circle Label 00

1000 Test Circle Label 000
.1 Test Circle Label- x .1
Blank Label
Round Head Screw 3-48 3/16

11



21

33
26

4O

24

25

23

22
24

21

2O

31
33 32

35
32

39

33 34

33 5 6

51
a8

45

46

Style A
55000:1

56

8

(Geadng Details Shown on Page 14)

Housing for Model AR and SR

67

59

6O
63

12
Figure 6-2. Model AR Back Plate



FIG. 6-2

ITEM NO.

9

10

11

12

13

13
13

13

14

"15
"16
"17
17

17

17
18

19

20
"21
22

23

24
25

26
27

28
29

30

31

PART NO.

56679-00300

20454-00000

55090-08600
24579-00100

55089-12600
55O89-122O0

56639-00100

55283-00700

55002-03400
23983-02800

55270-00500
55046-11400
24335-00000

24335-00100

243300200
24335-00300
55109-11300

1065-00000

326500000
56966-00100
56966-00200

56966-00300

5841-00100
56867-00100
56673-00100

31239-00100
24574-00100

56654-00100
56655-00100

55046-12300
55002-03200
55089-11800

22602-00900

56736-00100
24334-00000

24333-00000
243300000

DESCRIPTION

Back Plate Assembly
Lockwasher No. 3
Rd. Head Screw 3-48 x 3/16

Insulation

Pan Head Screw 4-40 x 1-3/8

Pan Head Screw 4-40 x 7/8

Switch Retaining Plate

Lockwasher No. 6

Hex Nut No. 6

Spacer
Lockwasher
Pan Head Screw 4-40 x 1/4

Motor 110 V, 60 Hz., 20 rph

Motor 24 V, 60 Hz., 20 rph
Motor 220 V, 50 Hz., 20 rph
Motor 110 V, 60 Hz., 4 rph

Rd. Head Screw 4-40 x 3/16

Set Screw
Change Gear Spec. No. Teeth
AR Relay w/Wire Harness, 110 V
AR Relay w/Wire Harness, 220 V

AR Relay w/Wire Harness, 24 V
Wire Harness, AR less Relay

Adjusting Plate
Change Gear Spindle Assy.

Spacer .109 Long
Switch

Switch Adj. Bracket Short

Switch Adj. Bracket Long

Fil. Head Screw 4-40 x 5/8

Hex Nut 4-40
Pan Head Screw-- 4-40 x 1/2

Spring

Switch Adjustment Bracket

Spring
Pawl Pivot Post
Pawl and Hub Assembly

FIG. 6.2
ITEM NO.

32

33
34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48
49

5O
51

52

53

54

55

56

57
58
59

60

61
62

63

64

64

65
66
67

PART NO.

22562-01300
55292-00500
56656-OO1O0

24580-00100

55230-16500
24336-00000
5666O-00100
56648-00100

56652-00100
20398-00000
56634-00100
552316500

56649-00100

56670-00100
569600400

56959-00500

566700500

56676-00100

56955-00100
22562-O12O0

34780-00100
552311300
56564-00100
22559-01600

56563-00100
55068-27400

22559-04200
56750-00100

550311800
55109-19700
55294-00800

56646-00200

56646-00300
56646-00100
21451-00000
22562-00900
56691-00100

DESCRIPTION

Flat Washer
Lock Washer No. 4 Int. Teeth
Post, Pivot Switch Arm
Switch Arm

SetScrew No. 6-32 x 1/8

Motor Cam Assembly
Clutch and Gear Assembly
Shaft, Delivery Pointer

Spindle No. 7 Preset Pointer

Miter Gear
Drive Spindle
Set Screw No. 6-32 x 1/8

Input Spindle
Gear and Pinion Assy. Style A & B
Gear & Spindle Assy. Style A,B,C, & D
Gear & Spindle Assy. Style A

Style A Gear and Hub Assembly

Style A Gear and Pinion Assy.
Style A Gear & Spindle Assy.
Flat Washer

Gear 20 Teeth

Set Screw--4-40 x 3/16

Housing

Tetraseal

Lens and Bezel

Flat Head Screw--l/4-20 x 3/8

Tetraseal
Base

Hex Capscrew 1/4-20 x 1-314

Round Head Screw 8-32 x 3/8

Lockwasher No. 8
Coupling- Upper

OP Meters Coupling Lower
Other Meters Coupling Lower
Set Screw-- 4-48 x 1/8

Flat Washer (Gear Spacer)
Bushing

*Recommended Spare Parts
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For gear reductions, see table 6-1

49

22000:1 or
11000:1

4
46

49

\50

2200:1

Style F
55:1

49
Style D
1100:1 or 66550:1

Style E
220:1 or
110:1

49

Style H 11:1

46
47 6L

StyleG22:1 ( \50

Figure 8-2. (Continued) Model AR Gearing
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FIG. 6-2
ITEM NO,

45
45
45
45

46
46
46

47
47
47
47

47
47
47
47

47
47
48

49
49
49
49

49
49
49
49
49

5O
50
5O
50
50

50
5O
5O
50

5O
50
5O

PART NO.

56670-00100
56670-00100
56670-00700
56670-00700

56960-00400
56960-00600
56960-00300

56959-00500
56960-00100
56957-00400
56957-00500

56958-00100
56958-00200
56957-00100
56958-00600

56960-00200
56957-00200
56670-00500

56676-00100
56670-00100
56670-00400
56670-00600

56676-00100
56670-0O600
56676-00100
56670-00400
56670-00600

56955-001O0
56956-00200
56956-00300
56955-00200
56955-00300

56956-00400
56956-00500
56955-00400
56955-00500

56956-O0400
56956-00100
56955-00600

Style
Style
Style
Style

Style
Style
Style

Style
Style
Style
Style

Style
Style
Style
Style

Style
Style
Style

Style
Style
Style
Style

Style
Style
Style
Style
Style

Style
Style
Style
Style
Style

Style
Style
Style
Style

Style
Style
Style

DESCRIPTION

A & B Gear & Pinion Assy.
C Gear & Pinion Assy. (5500:1)
C Gear & Pinion Assy. (2200:1)
D Gear & Pinion Assembly

A,B,C, & D Gear & Spindle Assy.
E & F Gear and Spindle Assembly
G & H Gear and Spindle Assembly

A Gear and Spindle Assembly
B Gear and Spindle Assembly
C Gear & Spindle Assy. (5500:1)
C Gear & Spindle Assy. (2200:1)

D Gear & Spindle Assy. (1100:1)
D Gear & Spindle Assy. (550:1)
E Gear and Spindle Assembly
F Gear and Spindle Assembly

G Gear and Spindle Assembly
H Gear and Spindle Assembly
A Gear and Hub Assembly

A Gear and Pinion Assembly
B Gear Pinion Assy. (22000:1)
B Gear & Pinion Assy. (11000:1)
C Gear & Pinion Assy. (5500:1)

C Gear & Pinion Assy. (2200:1)
E Gear & Pinion Assy. (220:1)
E Gear & Pinion Assy. (110:1)
G Gear and Pinion Assembly
H Gear and Pinion Assembly

A Gear & Spindle Assembly
B Gear & Spindle Assy. (22000:1)
B Gear & Spindle Assy. (11000:1)
C Gear & Spindle Assy. (5500:1)
C Gear & Spindle Assy. (2200:1)

D Gear & Spindle Assy. (1100:1)
D Gear & Spindle Assy. (550:1)
E Gear & Spindle Assy. (220:1)
E Gear & Spindle Assy. (110:1)

F Gear and Spindle Assembly
G Gear and Spindle Assembly
H Gear and Spindle Assembly



11 12

6 13

19 1 17

39
32 31

Figure 6.3. Model SR Front Plate
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FIG. 6-3
ITEM NO.

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

12
12
13
13

13
14
14
14

14
15
16
17

18
19

*20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29

3O
31
32
33

34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41

42
43

PART NO.

55090-08600
20454-0OO0O
22859-00000
21451-00000

22860-00000
22859-00100
56962-00100
33319-00000

DESCRIPTION

Pan Head Screw-- 3-48 x 3/16
Lockwasher No. 3
Outer Pointer
Set Screw-- 4-48 x 1/8

Outer Pointer Hub
Inner Pointer
Inner Pointer Hub Assembly
Test Circle Pointer

31820-00000
55293-00300
56599-00100
56600-00500

56600-00600
56600-00700
56600-00200
56600-01400

566000300
56600-01000
566001100
56600-01500

Pan Head Screw-- 2-32 x 5/16

Lockwasher No. 2
Dial
30,000 Capacity Label x 10

300,000 Capacity Label x 100
3,000,000 Cap. Label x 1000
Label- Liters
Label- Imp. Gallons

Label- M3

100 Test Circle Label 00
1000 Test Circle Label 000
.1 Test Circle Label- x .1

566OO-O160O
55090-11500
56844-0O100
55109-17500

55002-03400
55294-00700
24574-00500
56872-00100

55046-12300
56734-00100
22562-0O100
21700-00000

22602-02500
55002-03200
55291-OO500
56736-00100

56664-00100
22800-01400
31898-01000
55090-17200

56678-00100
55109-17700
55291-O0500
55089-11400

55109-16700
56630-00100
569500100
34780-00100

55230-11300
31820-00400

Blank Label
Pan Head Screw 4-40 x 5/16
Wiring Harness
Round Head Screw-- 6-32 x 3/4

Hex Nut 6-32
Lockwasher No. 6
Signal Switch
Insulation

Fil. Head Screw 4-40 x 5/8

Switch Adjusting Bracket
Flat Washer
Spacer Por

Spring
Hex Nut 4-40
Lockwasher No. 4
Switch Adjusting Bracket

Terminal Mounting Bracket
Terminal Strip 4 Term.
Marker Strip 4 Term.
Pan Head Screw-- 6-32 x 1/2

Front Plate Assembly
Round Head Screw 6-32 x
Lockwasher No. 4
Pan Head Screw-- 4-40 x 1/4

Round Head Screw 6-32 x 3/16

Cam Spindle Assembly
Totalizer Assembly
Gear 20 Teeth

Set Screw 4-40 x 3/16

Flat Head Screw-- 2-32 x 3/8

*Recommended Spare Parts
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1000:1

100:1
Style B

10:1 Style A

Alternate Gearing

For gear reductions, 2 3see table 6-1 X/ 4 \A 2

Figure 6-4. Model SR Back Plate and Gearing
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FIG. 6-4
ITEM NO.

*2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
14
14

14
15
15
15

15
16
16
16

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

23
24
25
26

27
28
29
*30

31
32
*33
*34

PART NO.

56679-00100
1065-00000

32652-00000
55109-11300

55283-00500
56867-00100
22570-00300
56673-00100

26459-03000
55230-11300
567000100
567200100

56711-00100
56955-00700

DESCRIPTION

Back Plate Assembly
Set Screw 4-48
Change Gear Spec. No. Teeth
Round Head Screw 4-40 x 3/16

Lockwasher No. 4
Adjusting Plate Assembly
"E" Ring
Change Gear Spindle Assembly

Drive Pinion 30 Teeth
Set Screw-- 4-40 x 3/16

Spacer
Gear Cluster 50 Teeth

Spindle
Style A Gear & Spindle Assy.

56956-0040O
56956-00600

56955-00800
56960-00500
56958-00400
56958-00500

56959-00100
56959-00300
56959-00300
56959-00400

Style B Gear & Spindle Assy.
Style C Gear & Spindle Assy.

Style D Gear & Spindle Assy.
Style A Gear & Spindle Assy.
Style B Gear & Spindle Assy.
Style C Gear & Spindle Assy.

Style D Gear & Spindle Assy.
Style A Gear & Spindle Assy.
Style B Gear & Spindle Assy.
Style C Gear & Spindle Assy.

56959-00200
56710-00100
56649-00100
55230-16500

20398-00000
56634-00100
567O6-0O200
56705-00600

567O5-007O0
56957-00300
56958-00300
55234-11100

56961-00100
56787-00100
22877-00400
22562-02300

56751-00100
22602-02400
55230-19400
24399-00000

Style D Gear & Spindle Assy.
Gear & Hub Assy. 60 Teeth
Input Spindle
Set Screw-- 6-32 x 1/8

Miter Gear
Drive Spindle
Gear & Cam Assy. 77 Teeth
Clutch Spindle Assy., Style A, B & C

Clutch Spindle Assy., Style D
Spindle Assembly
Spindle Assembly
Set Screw-- 4-48 x 1/8

Reset Spindle
Reset Knob Spindle Assembly
"V" Ring
Flat Washe"

Retaining Ring
Spring
Set Screw-- 8-32 x 3/16

Control (Preset) Knob

*Recommended Spare Parts



Table 6-1. Gear Reduction Versus Dial Capacities

MODEL AR AUTOMATIC RESET REGISTER

METER
SIZE

5/8"

Through

1"

1-1/2"

Through

3"

and

Over

REGISTER
TEST CIRCLE

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

100
O0
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

DIAL
CAPACITY

100
200
5OO

1,000
2,000
5,000

10,000
20,000
50,000

100,000
200,000
500,000

1,000
2,000
5,000

10,000
20,000
50,000

100,000
200,000
500,000

1,000,000
2,000,000
5,000,000

50,000
100,000
200,000
500,000

1,000,000
2,000,000
5,000,000

10,000,000

REDUCTION
RATIO

11:1
22:1
55:1

110:1
220:1
550:1

1,100:1
2,200:1
5,500:1

11,000:1
22,000:1
55,000:1

11:1
22:1
55:1

110:1
220:1
550:1

1,100:1
2,200:1
5,500:1

11,000:1
22,000:1
55,000:1

55:1
110:1
220:1
550:1

1,100:1
2,200:1
5,500:1

11,000:1

MODEL SR SIGNAL REGISTERS

METER
SIZE

5/8"

Through
1"

1-1/2"

Through
3"

4
and

Above

REGISTER
TEST CIRCLE

10
10
10

100
100
100
100

1,000
1,000
1,000

OUTER
CIRCLE

O0
1,000

10,000

100
1,000

10,000
100,000

1,000
10,000

100,000

INNER
CIRCLE

3,000
30,000

300,000

3,000
30,000

300,000
3,000,000

30,000
300,000

3,000,000

REDUCTION
RATIO

10:1
100:1

1,000:1

1:1
10:1

100:1
1,000:1

1:1
10:1

100:1



WARRANTY

Badger warrants meters and parts manufactured by it and supplied hereunder to be free from defects
in materials and workmanship for a period of 18 months from date of shipment or 12 months from

date of installation, whichever period shall be shorter. If within such period any meters or parts shall
be proved to Seller’s satisfaction to be defective, such meters or parts shall be repaired or replaced
at Seller’s option..Seller’s obligation hereunder shall be limited to such repair and replacement and

shall be conditioned upon Seller’s receiving written notice of any alleged defect within 10 days after

its discovery and, at Seller’s option, return of such meters or parts to Seller f.o.b, its factory. THE
FOREGOING WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES (EXCEPT
OF TITLE) OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Badger shall not
be liable for any defects attributable to acts or omissions of others after shipment, nor any conse-
quential, incidental or contingent damage whatsoever.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

DUAL MEDL

DATA:

NUMBER OF UNITS ......................
SIZE DIAMETER (INCHES)

STRAIGHT HEIGHT (FT-IN)

MAXIMUM oPERATING PRESSURE (PSI)

MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (OF.)-

UNDERDRAIN [TYPE) ..................

<I ,/" ’:’

VALVE (TYPE) .......................
OPERATING (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)...

OPERATING WEIGHT (EACH UNIT--LBS).

FILTER BED (TYPE) ................

BED DEPTH (INCHES IN STRAIGHT)..

SUPPORTING BED (TYPE)

TANK LINING (IF USED) ..........................
OPERATING RATES (EACH UNIT)

A. FILTER, NORMAL (GPM) ................... 90.6

B. BACKWASH (GPM) .......................... 440

DURATION ................................ i0 MINUTES

C. REWASH (GPM) (RINSE) ............... 90.6

DURATION ................................ 5 MINUTES

Interior surfaces including double dish strainer plate painted with

2 coats to I0 mils dry film thickness IAW AWWA D102-78 inside paint

system No. i.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

DUAL MEDIA FILTER

DATA:

NUMBER OF UNITS .................................
SIZE DIAMETER (INCHES) ........................

STRAIGHT HEIGHT (FT-IN)--- ...............
MAXIMUM OPERATING PRESSURE (PSI) ................
MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (OF.)

UNDERDRAIN ITYPE) ...............................
VALVE (TYPE) ....................................
OPERATING (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC) .................
OPERATING WEIGHT (EACH UNIT--LBS)

FILTER BED (TYPE) ...............................
FILTER BED (CU. FT.) ............................
BED DEPTH (INCHES IN STRAIGHT) ..................
SUPPORTING BED (TYPE) ...........................
TANK LINING (IF USED) ...........................
OPERATING RATES (EACH UNIT)

A FILTER NORMAL (GPM)

B. BACKWASH (GPM) ..........................
DURATION

C. REWASH (GPM) (RINSE) ....................
DURATION ................................

* Interior surfaces
2 coats to 10 mils
system No. i.

SIX (6)

9O

4-0

100 ASME CODE

i00
DOUBLE DISH WITH
STRAINERS

MULTiPORT VALVE
MANUAL AND
SEMI-AUTOMATIC

20,500

ANTHRACITE/SAND

-49
12" ANTHRACITE
18" SAND

NONE

*

90.6

440

10 MINUTES

90.6

5 MINUTES

including double dish strainer
dry film thickness IAW AWWA

plate painted with
DI02-78 inside paint
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HANKISON CORPORATION 7610.478.8
7/83

SERIES-80 AIR DRYERS
MODELS 8010, 8015, 8025, 8035

N/IK/ON Instruction Manual

AUTHORIZATION FROM THE SERVICE DEPARTMENT IS NECESSARY BEFORE MATERIAL IS RETURNED TO THE FAC-
TORY OR IN-WARRANTY REPAIRS ARE MADE.

General Safety Information
CAUTION

1. Pressurized devices
This equipment is a pressure containing device.
Do not exceed maximum operating pressure as shown on
equipment serial number tag.
Make sure equipment is depressurized before working on or
disassembling it for servicing.

2. Electrical-
This equipment requires electricity to operate.

Install equipment in compliance with national and local electrical
codes.

Standard equipment is suppled with NEMA electrical enclosures
and is not intended for installation in hazardous environments.
Disconnect power supply to equipment when performing any
electrical service work.

3. Breathing air
Air treated by this equipment may not be suitable for breathing
without further purification. Refer to OSHA standard 1910.134
for the requirements for breathing quality air.

INSTALLATION
1. Care should be taken in placement of compressor intake

so as to avoid introduction of contaminants into the air
system that are harmful to dryer wetted material (e.g.,
ammonia). Optional dryer heat exchanger materials of
construction are available.

2. Install the air dryer in an area that will allow the air to
pass freely through the refrigeration section. Do not
place obstructions near either side of the cabinet.

3. Wall Mounting
A. Models 8010 and 8015 can be mounted by either

Method or 2 below.

_..Al
Method 1 Models 8010 and 8015 are supplied with
a horizontal mounting slot in the back of the cabinet
and a wall mounting bFacket assembly consisting of a
"’J" shaped hanger and a "L" shaped locking clip.
Place a 3/8" bolt fiFst through the "L" shaped lock-
ing clip then through the "J" shaped hanger and in-
sert assembly into the wall. Tighten bolt sufficiently
to support unit. With the bottom of the "L" shaped
locking clip swung to the side, hang the unit on the
wall by placing the horizontal slot on the "J" shaped
hanger. Seat the "L" shaped locking clip firmly on
the top of dryer cabinet. Finish tightening bolt.
’Anchor unit by means of anchor bolt hole located 2"
from the base of the cabinet.

Method 2 These units are also supplied with two
(2) keyhole slots with 5/16" holes in the back of the
cabinet. Place mounting screws in wall (1/4" cap
screw"recommended) leavirlg 1/8" to 3/16" from wall
surface to underside of mounting screw head. Seat
dryer on mounting screws. Tighten screws. Anchor
unit at anchor bolt hole.

B. Models 8025 and 8035.
Although wall mounting is not normally recom-
mendo.d, keyhole slots are provided in the back of the
cabinet and may be used to wall mount the unit as in
Method 2 above.

Connect compressed air lines to "Air Inlet" and "Air
Outlet" located and identified on the side of the cabinet.
Piping arrangements should include inlet and outlet
valves and also a suitable air by-pass to facilitate mainte-
nance without shutting off air supply.

The moisture separator is furnished with an internal
automatic drain as standard. This drain will automatical-
ly discharge any condensed water and/or oil collected in
the separator. At the bottom of the separator is a
knurled fitting with flexible drain tubing attached Zo
transfer the condensate away from the unit. Be sure the
knurled fitting is tightened by turning it to your left
(counterclockwise) before operating dryer.

Close (for automatic operation)

manualldrain)

Check serial tag on unit for voltage requirement. Stand-
ard unit is wired for 115 volt, single phase, 60 hertz
(240/220 volt, single phase, 50 hertz units also availablel.
A six 16) foot power cord with plug is standard on the
115/1/60 Hz. units. Units supplied with plugs include
separate locking clip to be used to prevent accidental
removal of plug from receptacle. Wiring is 3-wire
ground. The 240/220 unit should be "hard wired" by
going directly through the knock outs into the conduit
box. Refrigeration compressor and fan motor have
built-in overload protection with automatic reset. See
Flectrical Data, page 4 for recommended eectrical circuit
protection.

NOTF: Refrigeration condensing unit is designed to run
continuously and should NOT be wired to cycle
on/off with air compressor.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT: (412) 746-1100
1



OPERATION
1. Red and green indicator lights are provided. The

green light will be on when the unit has electrical
power. The red light is a high outlet air temperature
warning light and is activated by a thermostatic switch.
When the red light is on, the temperature of the air
leaving the cooling coil is higher than normal. Both the
red and green light will come on when the unit is first
connected to power. When the air is cooled down satis-
factorily, the red light will go off, usually in less than 15
minutes. If the red light fails to go off in 30 minutes, or
if it comes back on after being off for several hours of
normal continuous operation, one of the following con-
ditions could be the cause:

A. The unit is overloaded, i.e., it is operating at a flow
rate and/or inlet temperature greater than the rated
capacity. (See Operating Conditions, page 3)

B. The refrigeration section of the unit may have lost some
refrigerant or the refrigeration compressor has cut out.

C. The unit is functioning normally but the thermostatic
switch is malfunctioning.

If you think the problem is either (B) or (C), call your
sales or service representative immediately.

2. Under normal conditions, removal of moisture from the
compressed air begins immediately. After several hours
of operation, some sign of condensate discharge should
be visible.

3. After initial startup periodically check:
That condensate is being discharged to drain.
That hi-temperature switch is out.

MAINTENANCE

1. Do NOT tamper with refrigeration section. Settings
made at the factory are for normal conditions.
Note: High Altitude Adjustment: The hot gas by-pass
valve is normally adjusted to maintain the design evap-
orator pressure in altitudes up to 4500 feet above sea
level. Installation in altitudes above this require an ad-
justment to the valve. If the factory had been notified of
a high altitude condition at the time the order was placed,
the valve has been adjusted at the factory and a tag has
been affixed to the dryer indicating this. If valve has not
been adjusted for altitudes above 4500 feet and dryer is
to be installed in higher altitude, contact the service
department at (412) 746-1100 for adjustment instructions.

2. The refrigeration condenser should be kept clean and
clear of dirt to allow free passage of air. In particularly
dirty areas, a furnace type filter installed in front of the
refrigeration condenser is recommended.

3. The separator assembly includes a separator filter sleeve
and automatic drain. It normally requires no mainte-
nance. The separator assembly can be "blown down"
manually:
A. To manually "blow down" the separator:

Step 1 Remove metal clamp and tubing from
knurled drain fitting.

Step 2 Turn knurled fitting to your right (clock-
wise) to open (blow down), then to your
left (counterclockwise) to close.

Step 3 Reassemble.
B. To replace automatic drain mechanism:

Step 1 Isolate dryer from air system.
Step2 Depressurize dryer by manually blowing

down separator (see Steps and 2 in 3A
above).

Step 3 Unscrew the metal collar holding the
separator bowl to the head and remove bowl
and collar.

Step4 Remove old drain mechanism by turning the
knurled fitting and removing it from the
bottom. Install new drain mechanism.

Step 5 Reassemble.

4. The filter sleeve in the moisture separator may require
replacement after extended service. (This will be
determined by excessive pressure drop across air dryer.)
To replace the filter sleeve:

Step 1 Follow steps through
3 in 3B above.

Step 2 Remove wing nut and

Step 3

Step 4

bottom cap.
Slide disposable filter
sleeve down over
separator core.
If necessary, unscrew
separator core from
filter head and clean
with soap and water.

O-ring

Wing

(CheckStep 5 Reassemble separator core to head.
to make sure new O-ring is in place.)

Step 6 Slide new filter sleeve over separator core.
Step 7 Replace bottom cap and wing nut.
Step8 Reassemble separator bowl to separator

assembly head.

CAUTION: Polycarbonate Bowls
In standard units the separator bowl is constructed of
polycarbonate. Be aware that the following circumstances
could adversely affect the polycarbonate material. Care
should be taken to:

AVOID
Installation areas where high temperatures (120F/49C
or higher) exist or solvent fumes or chemical vapors
(see Chemical Resistance table) with an adverse affect on

polycarbonate are present in the atmosphere.

AVOID
Cleaning the polycabonate bowl with solvents such as
acetone, alcohols, ketones, esters or aromatic hydrocar-
bons such as benzene, toluene, xylene, etc. Clean with a
mild household detergent only.

AVOID
Adverse solvent fumes & chemical vapors (see Chemical
Resistance table) being drawn into the compressed air sys-
tem via the compressor intake.

AVOID
The use of polycarbonate bowls on air systems where syn-
thetic compressor lubricants are transmitted downstream.

AVOID
Compressed air temperatures above 120F/49C or pres-
sures above 150 psig/10 bar at inlet to dryer.

Chemical and Solvent Resistance Table
(Partial List)

LIMITED RESISTANCE:
Cyclohexanol Milk of Lime (CaOh)
Gasoline (High Aromatic) Nitric Acid (ConE.)
Hydrochloric Acid (ConE.) Sulfuric Acid (ConE.}

NOT RESISTANT:
Acetaldehyde
Acetic Acid (Conc.)
Acetone
Acrylonitrile
Ammonium Fluoride
Ammonium Sulfide
Benzene
Benzoic Acid
Benzyl Alcohol
Bromobenzene
Butyric Acid
Carbon Tet rachloride
Carbon Disulfide
Carbolic Acid
Caustic Potash Solution (5%)
Caustic Soda Solution {5%)
Chlorobenzene
Cyclo Hexanone
CycIohexene
Dimethyl Formamide

Chloroform
Cresol
Oioxane

Ethane Tetrachloride
Ethylamine
Ethyl Ether
Ethylene Chlorohydrin
Formic Acid (ConE.)
Freon (Refrigerant & Propellant)*
Nit robenzene
Nitrocellulose Lacquer
Phenol
Phosphorous Hydroxy Chloride
Phosphorous Trichloride
Propionic Acid
Sodium Sulfide
Styrene
Sulfuryl Chloride
Tetra Hydronaphthalene
Thiophene
*roluene
Xylene
Synthetic Compressor Lubricants**

DISSOLVED BY:
Ethylene Dichloride
Methylene Chloride
Pyridine

*DuPont Trademark.

**Phosphate Ester Lubricants; where compressor lubricants other
than normal mineral base lubricants used, contact lubricant
manufacturer.

NOTE: Metal Bowls are Available.



ENGINEERING DATA
I. Compressed Air Flow Capacities

A) CAPACITY AT RATED CONDITIONS

Rated flow capacities are established in accordance
with Compressed Air and Gas Institute Standard for
Rating and Testing Compressed Air Dryers and National
Fluid Power Association Recommended Standard NFPA/
T3.27.2-1975. These standards state that the rated dryer
capacity be established at lO0F and 100 psig inlet
compressed air conditions with lO0F ambient air or
85F cooling water supplied to the refrigeration con-
denser and with a pressure drop of 5 psi or less.

B) CAPACITY AT OTHER THAN RATED CONDITIONS
When operating at conditions other than rated, adjust-
ments to the rated flow capacity must be made. Con-
ditions which affect the amount of flow that can be
handled by a dryer are:

1) Dew point

Dew point is the temperature at which the air can no
longer hold all the water vapor present and some of the
vapor is condensed into a liquid. As long as the tempera-
ture of the compressed air, as it flows downstream, is
kept safely above the dew-point temperature, no trouble-
some liquid will form in the air lines.

At dew points higher than 35F (up to 50F) addi-
tional flow capacity can be put through the dryer.

2) Compressed air conditions at inlet to dryer

The temperature and pressure of the inlet air determine
how much work has to be done to wring out moisture
(lower the dew point).

Compressed air temperature

As the temperature of the compressed air at the inlet to
the dryer decreases, the capacity of the dryer increases.
It is a good practice to install the dryer where the com-
pressed air has been adequately cooled by an aftercooler
or while in the receiver tank.

CFac

MODEL 8010 8015 8025 8035

Rated Capacity (scfm) 10 15

TABLE1 RATED CAPACITY

25 35

Compressed air pressure

As operating pressure increases so does the capacity of
the dryer.

3) Refrigeration system

In air-cooled units ambient air carries heat away from
the refrigeration condenser. Lower ambient air tempera-
tures result in greater refrigeration capacity allowing the
dryer to handle a greater flow capacity.

C) DETERMINING DRYER CAPACITY AT ACTUAL
OPERATING CONDITIONS

Step From Table 1, below find the flow capacity at
rated conditions of the dryer model in question.
Step 2 Using Tables 2 and 3, determine the following
Capacity Adjustment Factors:= Capacity Adjustment Factor for the actual inlet
pressure and temperature Refer to Table 2a or 2b (for
the dryer model under consideration). Using the column
under the dew point desired (35F or 50F), find the
Capacity Adjustment Factor at the intersection of the
inlet temperature and pressure corresponding to your
operating conditions.

rJ--J= Capacity Adjustment Factor for ambient air
temperature (air-cooled models only) -Using Table 3,
obtain the Capacity Adjustment Factor corresponding
to the maximum ambient temperature of the area in
which the dryer will be installed.

Step 3 Adjust the Rated Capacity (found in Step 1) for
the actual operating conditions by calculating an Ad-
justed Capacity as follows:

’CFpAdjusted
Capacity From X From X From

Table Table 2 Table 3
If the flow through the dryer is below the Adjusted
Capacity, the dryer is big enough for the application.

Overloading Operating dryer at excessive capacity can
overload it resulting in high exit air dew points (moisture
downstream) or in extreme cases, compressor cycling due
to thermal/current overloading with possible compressor
failure.

Ambient Temperature (OF) 80 90 100 110
Capacity Adjustment Factor 1.12 1.06 1.0 .94

TABLE 3 CAPACITY ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
for Ambient Air Temperature

PRESSURE DEW POINT
35OF 50OF35OF 50OFII35F 50F|35F 50OFII35F 50OF

20 1.10 200 .83 1.35 .65 1.00 .52 .76 .41 .60
40 1.30 2.00 1.00 1.65 .80 1.24 .65 .96 .53 .76
60 1.41 2.00 1.10’ 185 89 1.40 .73 110 .60 88

80 1.50 2.00 1.17 1,98 ,95 1.51 .79 1.20 .66 .98
100 155 2.00 1.23 200 1.00 1.60 .83 1.27 .70 1.04
120 1.59 2,00 1.26 2.00 1.03 1.66 .86 1.33 ,73 1.09
140 163 2.00 1.30 2.00 1.06 1.71 .89 1.38 .76 1,14

160 1.65 2.00 1.32 2.00 109 1.76 91 1.42 .78 1.17

180 1.68 2.00 1.34 2.00 1.10 1.79 .93 1.45 .80 1,20

200 1.69 2.00 1.36 2.00 1.12 1.82 .95 1.48 .81 1.23
220 1.70 2.00 1.37 200 1.13 1.85 .96 1.50 .83 1.25
240’1.72 200 1.38 2.00 1.15 1.87 .97 1.52 .84 1.27
260 1.74 2.00 1.39 200 1.16 1.89 .98 1.54 85 1.29
280 1.74 200 1.40 2.00 1.17 1.91 .99 1.56 .86 1.30

300 1.75 2.00 1.41 2.00 1.18 1.92 1.00 1.57 .86 1.31
80 90 100 110 120

INLET AIR TEMPERATURE (OF)
TABLE 2a CAPACITY ADJUSTMENT FACTOR

For Compressed Air Inlet Temperature and Pressure
For Models: 8010, 8015, 8025

135F
20 .86
40 1.15
60 1.32
80 1.45

100 1.55
120 1.62
140 1.68
160 1.73
180 1.76
200 1.80
220 1.82
240 1.85
260 1.87
280 1.88
300 1.90

80

PRESSURE DEW POINT
50FIi35F SOFII35F SOF]I$5F 5,0OF|35OF 50Ol:
200 .64 .96 .47 .Ge .36 .50 .28 .37
2.00 .87 1.34 .67 .98 .52 .73 .41 .55
2.00 1.02 1.60 .81 1.19 .64 .92 .52
2.00 1.14 1.80 .91 1.36 .74 1.06 .60 ,,84
200 1.23 1.94 1.00 1.49 .82 1.18 .67 .95
2.00 1.30 2.00 1.06 1.60 88 1.28 .73 1.03
2.00 1.35 2.00 1.11 1.69 .93 1.36 .78 1.10
2.00 1.40 2.00 1.16 1.76 .97 1.42 .82 1.17
2.00 1.44 2.00 1.19 1.82 1.00 1.48 .86 1.22
2.00 1.47 2.00 1.22 1.87 1.03 1.53 .89 1.;27
2.00 1.49 2.00 1.25 1.92 1.06 1.57 .91 1.31
2.00 1.52 2.00 1.27 1.96 1.09 1.61 33 1.35
2.00 1.53 2.00 1.29 1.99 1.11 1.64 .95 1.38
2.00 1.55 2.00 1.31 2.00 1.12 1.67 .97 1.41
2.00 1.57 2.00 1.32 2.00 1.13 1.70 .99 1.43

90 100 110 120
INLET AIR TEMPERATURE (OF)

TABLE 2b CAPACITY ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
For Compressed Air Inlet Temperature and Pressure
For Model: 8035



II. Minimum-Maximum Operating Conditions
1) Min.-Max. Inlet Air Pressure (compressed air at inlet to dryer)

a) Standard dryer w/polycarbonate bowl
b Units wth opt=ona metal bowl & standard trap

optional metal bowl pressure trap2) Max. Inlet Air Temp. (compressed air at inlet tod___y_[)3) Min.-Max. Ambient Tempe’-----ature
4) Nominal Pressure Drop at rated flow

III. Refrigeration System Data

Condensing Unit ifg.
Type

so10 801s 8025

20 Psig (1.4 bar) 150 psig (10 bar)

Suction Pressure Setting (Controlled by hot ay-pass valve)
Condenser Fan Switch Settlng (In-out)
Air Flow Across Condenser (cfm)

2.5 psid

rationCom
BTU/HR Refrigeration Only @ 35OF Evaporator & 100OF Ambient 1260Outlet Air Temp. (nominal at rated conditions)

40OF (4,4Oc)
Refrigerant Type

R 12Refri erant Char

Hermetic
1/6

34 psig
N/A
200

20 psig (1,4 bar) 175 Psig (12 bar)

120uF (49uC)
30F (I--’E) 110OF (_4

3.0 psid 2.0 psid

Tecumseh

4.5 Psid

Resistance Start Induction Run

113--0

_
; 33

40F (4"4C) -I- 40F (4"4C) 70F (21C)
R12 J_ - R12

See dryer serial numberL
33 psmg 33 Pslg 33 Psig

101 psig 76 psig

I---- 350 T 350300

IV. Electrical
A) Installation

Electrical cord set, type SJ stationary, AWG 18/3 wth plug is standard for llSV models. Internal pigtails and 1/2" knockouts are suppliedwith 240/220V models.

*Omit fan switch
for Mode/8010

B) Remote Alarm
Remote alarm can be wired at dryer nstallation ste
Connect alarm in parallel to high temp. light terminals in electrical box
Amperage rating of alarm circuit @ 115 VAC @ 240/220 VAC
Resistive load amps 10.0 5.0
Inductive full load amps 5.8 2.9
Inductive locked rotor amps 34.8 17.9

C) Electrical Drawings o

Sclemarie Wiring
Service Drawing

D) Electrical Data
1) 115-10 UNITS

Max. Min. Voltage
Total Full Load Amps
Total Locked Rotor Amps
Compressor Full Load Amps
Comprai=or Locked Rotor Amp$
Unit Protection Fuse Size (crops)
Branch Circuit Fuse Size (amps)
Watts@ 35oF Evaporator & 100OF Ambient
Resistance (ohms) Start
Resistance (ohms) Run
Overload
24012204
Max, Min. Voltage
Total Full Load Amps
Total Locked Rotor Amps
Compressor Full Load Amps
Compressor Locked Rotor Amps
Unit Protection Fuse Size (amps)
Branch Circuit Fuse Size (amps)
Watts @ 35OF Evaporator & 100OF Ambient
Resistance (ohms) Start
Resistance (ohms) Run
Overload

*Amp rating is for dual element fuse

8010

127-104

3.4
18.5
2.9

18

5
15

250
12.4

3.5

264-198
1.5

9.1

1.3

8.7

2

15

250
53.0

17.8

8ot5 8025

127-104
4.8
24.5
4.4

24

6

15
415

12.3
1.9

127-104

7.4
35.7

6.8
35

10

15

478
12.1
1.3

Thermal & Current (Auto reset)

264-198
2.2

11.6
2

11.2

3
15

415

48.0
11.2

264-198
3.5
16.4

3.2
16

5

15

478
60.9

5.85
Thermal & Current (Auto reset)

8035

127-104
7.4
35,7

6.8
35

10

15

478
12,1

1.3

264-198
3.5

16.4

3.2

16

5

15

478
60.9
5.85

4



#,-- KEY SLOTS FOR

WoALL MOUNTIoNG

TOP VIEW (ALL MODELS--CABINET DIMENSIONS)

For 8010 & 8016 only
WALL MOUNTING SLOT

’6:mm 43ram----]64mml".

POWER ON (GREEN)--,...

76

HIGH TEMP (RED)

FRONT VIEW MODEL 8010 MODEL 80,1

AIR OUTLET2"__
5 3/8"

51

___
137

NPTM

SLOTS (2)

TRAP
DISCHARGE
7/16" FLEX TUBE

1/2"

MODEL 8010 MODEL 8015

MOOEL 8025
2"

51mm54mm

7/8"

149

TRAP

" DISCHARGE
7/16" FLEX TUBE

MODEL 8035

AIR INLET
5/8"’ OO TUBE 2286

A

B

C

D

E

F

Wt.

Dimensions & Weight

8010 8015 8025 8035

14" (356 mm) 16" (406.4 mm)

15" (381 mm) 16" (406.4 mm)

16-1/8" (410 ram) 22-1/16"(560.4mm)

12" (305 ram) 6" (406.4 mm)

2-1/16" (52 mm) 3-1/32" (76.9 mm)

6" (152" mm) 12" (304.8 ram)

57 Ib 65 Ib 97 Ib 100 Ib
26 kg 29 kg 44 kg 45 kg

Drawing No. 100182

General Tolerance
-+ 1/8"

AIR OUTLET

1/2" NPTM

152.4

TRAP

OISCHARGE
7/18" FLEX TUBE

8010, 8025, 8035, 8045
Dimensional Drawing

MODEL 8025

"’--KEY SLOTS

AIR INLET 2 1/18"

MODEL 8035

50,8

182.4

--KEYSLOTS

TRAP

DISCHARGE
7/16"FLEX TUBE

RIGHT SIDE VIEW



*Important:

REPLACEMENT PART NUMBERS

REFRIGERATION CONDENSING UNITS 1/6 H.P. THRU 1/3 H.P.

When ordering replacement parts, specify your dryer model, serial number, and part number listed below.

Model 8010 Model 8015 Model 8025 & 8035Part Description
1/6 H.P. 1/5 H.P. 1/3 H.P.

Condensing Unit C/W
Refrigerant by-pass line

Compressor Only
Overload
Starting Relay

Fan Motor
Fan Blade
Fan Cut-out Switch
Hot Gas By-pass Valve
Dryer Strainer, Refrigerant
Condenser, Refrigerant
Chiller Section Capsule Assy.
High Temp. Light Sensor
Light Assembly, Dual
Cabinet

Complete Separator/Filter/
Drain Assy.
(c/w poly bowl)
MWP 150 psig

(c/w metal bowl)
MWP 175 psig

(c/w metal bowl)
MWP 300 psig

Separator/Filter Cartridge
(includes separator core
and filter sleeve)

150& 175 psig MWP models
Separator/F ilter Cartridge
(includes separator core
and filter sleeve)
300 psig MWP models

Separator/F ilter replacement
filter sleeve only
150& 175 psig MWP models

Separator/Filter replacement
filter sleeve only
300 psig MWP models

Auto Drain mechanism
150 & 175 psig MWP models

Auto Drain mechanism
300 psig MWP models

Polycarbonate Bowl (16 oz.)
complete w/guard

Metal Bowl (16 oz.)
Drain Tube Plastic

115/1/60

02.1437-51
4130,105.2

5925.570.2
5945.659.5

6105.237.5
4140.228.2

N/A
9801-1

4130.165.3
4130.112.5
03.1014-01
5930.189.1
6350.454.8
8835.108.4

03.7082.07

03.7083-08

03.7080-10

07.4441-01

07.4441-01

0734-1

0734-1

05.4170-01

4330.185.1

03.0810.03
4460.079.3
4720.604.1-1

240/220/1/50

02.1437-52
4130.105.3
5925.570.3
5945.655.6

6105.237.6
4140.228.2

N/A
9801-1

4130.165.3
4130.112.5
03.1014-01
5930.189.1
6350.454.9
8835.108.4

03.7082.07

O3.7O83-O8

03.7080-10

07.4441-01

07.4441-01

0734-1

0734-1

05.4170-01

4330.185.1

03.0810.03
4460.079.3
4720.604.1-1

115/1/60

02.1438-51
4130.103.2
5925.572.4
5945.659.5

6105.237.5
4140.228.2
4130.143.10

9801-1
4130.165.2
4130.110.3
03.1015-01
5930.189.1
6350.454.8
8835.108.4

03.7080-03

03.7080-07

03.7080-10

07.4442-01

07.4441-01

0734-2

0734-1

05.4170-01

4330.185.1

03.0810.03
4460.079.3
4720.604.1-1

240/220/1/50

02.1438-52
4130.103.3
5925.574.4
5945.65&7

6105.237.6
4140.228.2
4130.143.10
9801-1

4130.165.2
4130.110.3
03.1015.01
5930.189.1
6350.454.9
8835.108.4

03.7080-03

03.7080-07

03.7080.10

07.4442-01

07.4441.01

0734-2

0734-1

05.4170-01

4330.185.1

03.0810.03
4460.079.3
4720.604.1-1

115/1/60

02.1440-51
4130.102.7
5925.574.7
5945.659.5

6105.239.1
4140.229.5
4130.143.10

9810-1
4130.165.2
4130.112.9
03.1016.01
5930.189.1
6350.454.8
8835.108.8

07.4442-01

0734-2

05.4170-01

4330.185.1

03.0810.03
4460.079.3
4720.604.1-1

240/220/1/50

02.1440-52
4130.102.8
5925.574.8
5945.659.2

6105.239.2
4140.229.5
4130.143.10

9801-1
4130.165.2
4130.112.9
03.1016-01
5930.189.1
6350.454.9
8835.108.8

07.4442-01

0734-2

05.41701

4330.185.1

03.0810.03
4460.079.3
4720.604.1-1

N/A not applicable to this model.

*Complete Separator/Filter Drain Assy.’
8025 c/w polycarbonate bowl (MWP 150 psig) 03.7084-04 8035 c/w polycarbonate bowl (MWl 150 psig) 03.7086.04
8025 c/w metal bowl (MWP 175 psig) 03.7085-05 8035 c/w metal bowl (MWP 175 psig) 03.7087-05
8025 c/w metal bowl (MWP 300 psig) 03.7085-03 8035 c/w metal bowl (MWP 300 psig) 03.7087-03

**8025 & 8035 300 psig MWP models 40 micron bronze element #4460.436.3

Printed in U.S.A.

HANKISON
CANONSBURG PA 15317 U SA
CABLE HANKORP

CORPORATION
PHONI- (412) 745-1555

TELEX: 81-2452
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515 Paddlewheel Flosensor, PVDF (light) and Polypro (dark) shown here
in regular and extended housings.

The 41 5 Hi-Clearance Paddlewheel Flosensor; Polypro (dark) and PVDF (light),
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This manual contains description, specifications,
and instructions for the installation and operation
of your Signet MK 515 and 415 Flosensor
transducers. PLEASE READ ALL OF THIS IN-
STRUCTION MANUAL; it will answer most of your
questions about these transducers. If you require
further assistance, please contact your Signet
dealer.

1.1 DESCRIPTION

Your Signet Paddlewheel Flosensor and ap-
propriate Signet indicator measure rate of flow of
a liquid in a pipe. The flosensor has a rugged de-
sign with no measurable head loss. It is readily
removable for inspection and cleaning.

The MK 415 and 515 must be installed in a
Signet Installation Fitting for proper operation.
The MK 515 is designed for installation in

MK316 fittings or the MK 319 Wet-Tap
Assembly. The MK 41 5 sensor is designed for in-

stallation in MK 416 series fittings.

A plug is supplied with each ordered Signet Pipe
Fitting to seal the fitting when the flosensor is
removed. Both the MK 515 and MK 415 are
available with a glass-filled polypropylene or
PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) housing. The fluid-
tight flosensor seal is made with two standard
Viton O-rings (see Figure 1) which may be easily
replaced. Highly stable corrosion-resistant Kalrez

O-rings are available as a separate item. See sec-
tion 6.1 (Parts List) for specific information. The
paddlewheel contains 4 permanent magnets
sonically welded into a PVDF paddle.

The MK 51 5 and MK 41 5 Flosensors are similar
in most respects, with the exception that the
MK 415 provides more clearance between the
paddlewheel and its surrounding components, to
accomodate liquids containing suspended par-
ticles comprising up to 0% of the liquid volume.
Because of its increased clearance, the MK 41 5
has a larger body diameter, and must be installed
in specially designed Signet MK 416 fittings.

The MK 51 5 is available in nine versions and the
MK 41 5 in two versions to accommodate various
pipe sizes and applications (see Table 1). The
-PO, -P1, -P2 polypropylene versions of the
MK 51 5 are for standard applications. The -VO,
-V1, -V2 PVDF versions are for severe-
environment applications. Housing extensions for
all MK 515 flosensors are made from CPVC
(Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride). The -P3, -P4,
-P5 polypropylene specially extended versions
are for use with the MK 31 9 Wet Tap (See Table

2). The Wet Tap is an interface between the sen-
sor and Signet installation fittings. It provides a
safe and fast method of removing the flosensor
from the pipe fitting, while the pipe is under nor-
mal operating pressures up to 100 psig
maximum.

CAP

O-RINGS

PADDLEWHEEL
ROTOR

Figure 1. Detailed drawing of the MK 515 (left) and MK 415 (right).



TABLE

FLOSENSOR

Standard Polypropylene

Extended Polypropylene

Double Extended Polypropylene

Standard Polypropylene (for MK 319)

Extended Polypropylene (for MK 319)

Double Extended Polypropylene (for MK 31 9)

PART NO. PIPE SIZE

MK 51 5-PO ’/2" to 4"

MK 515-P1 5" to 8"

MK 515-P2 10" & up

MK 515-P3 1/2" to 4"

MK 51 5-P4 5" to 8"

MK 515-P5 10" & up

Standard PVDF

Extended PVDF

Double Extended PVDF

High-Clearance Polypropylene

High-Clearance PVDF

MK 51 5-VO 1/2" to 4"

MK 515-V1 5" to 8"

MK 515-V2 10" & up

MK 415-P0 2" to 12"

MK 41 5-VO 2" to 2"

TABLE 2

MK 5151415 FLOSENSOR MATERIALS AVAILABLE

Model No. MK 515-0, -1, -2 MK 515-3, -4, -5 MK 415

Sensor
Designation P V P V P V

Part

Paddlewheel
Material

Shaft
Material

Main Housing
Material

Extension
Housing Material
(see Note 3)

O-Ring Material

V V

Ti H

P V

CP CP

V V

Ti H

P V

CP N/A

Viton

Note.

1)

2)

P Polypropylene
V PVDF (Polyvinylidene Fluoride)

CP CPVC (Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride)
Ti Titanium

H Hastelloy

Model number and sensor designation must be
specified when ordering.

3) o0 version includes main housing material only

V V

Ti H

P V

N/A N/A



1.2 SPECIFICATIONS

MK 515

Output Signal V peak-to-peak per ft/sec.

Output Frequency 5-6 Hz per ft/sec.

Source Impedance 8 kilohms

Flow Rate Range fps to 50 fps

Linearity
_
1% over full range

Output Accuracy _+ 1% over full range

Repeatability 4- 0.5% of full range

Pressure Rating 200 psig max. @ 20C (68F)
(see Figure 2); -P3, -P4, and -P5
versions rated @ 100 psig max.

Temperature Rating 105C (220F) max. @ 25 psig
(see Figure 2)

Maximum % Solids 1% of fluid volume

Bottom Diameter 1.05

Standard Cable Length 25 ft.

MK 415

0.44 V peak-to-peak per ft/sec.

4-5 Hz per ft/sec.

8 kilohms

1.5 fps to 50 fps

4- 1% over full range

+_ 1% of full range

4- 0.5% of full range

200 psig max. @ 20C (68F)
(see Figure 2)

105C (220F) max. @ 25 psig
(see Figure 2)

10% of fluid volume

1.36

25 ft.

NOTES:

2OO

150

100

5O

SENSOR
LIMITS

4

L,,’

IIIIIIIIIIIIPVC limit ------*---F-

50OF IO0F 150OF 200F 250OF

MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE

(1) Do not use flosensors in applications where pressure/temperature points are greater
than values within the area of the curve. Special fittings may restrict these limits.

(2) To calculate pressure (P) or temperature (T) for any point within the area of the curve,
P 281.7 1.167 T, therefore, T 281.7 P

1.167

Figure 2. Pressure/temperature limitations for Signet flosensor transducers. Note reduced curve
for PVC fittings with 2-inch, 4-inch and 12-inch pipes.



2.0 INSTALLATION

2.1 UNPACKING AND INSPECTION

When unpacking your MK 51 5 or 41 5 package,
be sure you have received everything (see Figure
3). Carefully check each item for any damage
incurred during shipment. If damage has oc-
curred, promptly notify your dealer and the ship-
ping carrier.

However, if no suspended particles are present in

the liquid, a bottom mounting is best (see Figure

4B). The flosensor may still function adequately in

a top or vertically mounted position (see Figure

4B), but there must not be any suspended par-
ticles in the liquid and the pipe must be absolutely
full.

Figure 3.

The following items are included in your flosensor
package:

1. MK 515 or MK 415 FIosensor

2. Instruction manual and warranty card

Please fill out and return the warranty card
as soon as possible.

2.2 INSTALLATION FITTINGS

Signet Flosensors are designed to measure flow
rate in full pipes. To accomplish this, a Signet Pipe

Fitting must be installed in the pipe to receive the

FIosensor. A wide variety of fittings are available
from your dealer for virtually any type and size of
pipe.

Side mounting of the fitting and fiosensor is most
desirable for horizontal pipe runs (see Figure 4A).

Vertical mounting of the flosensor runs the risk of
having either air bubbles or sediment interfere

with the continuous action of the paddlewheel.
For vertical pipe runs, the location of any flow
disturbance will dictate the best flosensor installa-
tion location.

The installation location of the Signet Pipe Fitting
and Fiosensor must be in a free-flowing straight-
run section of the pipe. This section must be at
least 0 diameters down-stream of any minor flow
changes. There must be at least 5 diameters of
free-flowing straight-runs beyond the fitting (see
Figure 5). Major up or down-stream obstructions
will require longer straight runs. A partially open
butterfly valve, for example, may require 50
diameters of free flow for adequate liquid stability
at the flosensor.



WHEN PARTICLES ARE PRESENT AND PIPE IS FULL. WHEN NO PARTICLES ARE PRESENT

AND PIPE IS FULL

Figure 4A. Some suggested side-mounting psitions. Figure 4B. Bottom and top-
mounting positions.

Figure 5. Installation location of the Signet Pipe Fitting & Flosensor.

2.3 INSTALLATION OF SPECIFIC
PIPE FITTINGS

The installation of PVC, CPVC, stainless,
galvanized, brass, brazolet, and weldolet fittings
are covered in this section. Typical pipe-fitting in-
stallations are shown in Figure 6.

2.3.1 PVC and CPVC

Twist-on PVC and CPVC fittings:
Wrap threaded pipe ends with Teflon tape
and secure fasteners.

Tapping saddle for PVC schedule 40 and 80,
CPVC; 2 inches to 8 inches:

A. Select area for fitting installation (see 2.2
Installation Fittings).
B. Drill a 1-7/16 inch hole in the pipe. For

extended flosensors, a 2-’/4 inch hole will
be needed. This applies to pipes over 4
inches.

C. Prime the area to be glued with either
P-70 PVC primer or P-72 CPVC primer
with respect to the fitting material.

(continued)



TOP VIEW

PLASTIC PIPE 112"-4"

TOP VIEW

MODIFIED T FITTING
METAL PIPE 1/2 "-2

SIDE VIEW

WELDOLET (THREADED)
METAL PiPE 2"-12"

SIDE VIEW SIDE VIEW

STRAP ON SADDLE
METAL PIPE 2"-12"

TAPPING SADDLE
PLASTIC PIPE 2"-8"

Figure 6. Typical pipe fitting installations.



Apply glue (#711 for PVC or #714 for
CPVC) to all areas to be glued.
Install all fitting pieces so that the insert
fits in the hole in the pipe. Put the two
saddle pieces around the pipe and alter-
nately tap the wedges over the exposed
ears.

Note: The arrows on the wedges must
match the direction of the arrows
on the pipe fitting.

PVC and CPVC pipe larger than 8 inches
must use a strap-on saddle. See 2.3.2
stainless, galvanized, or brass, installation in-
struction 2, for strap-on saddles.

2.3.2 Stainless, Galvanized, and Brass

1. T fittings:
Apply Teflon tape to the pipe ends, and install
the fitting snugly.

2. Strap-on saddles:

REMOVE INSERT BEFORE WELDING.

AFTER INSTALLATION OF WELDOLET
USE TEFLON TAPE ON INSERT. "A"
DIMENSION SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY

INSURE THAT SLOTS ARE IN LINE WITH
PIPE.

Figure 7. The above Installation Dimension
Tag is attached to each fitting.

A. Drill a 1-7/16 inch hole in the pipe. For
Extended Flosensors, a 2-1/4 inch hole
will be necessary. This applies to pipes
over 4 inches.

B. Install the fitting piece so that the insert
fits in the hole in the pipe.

C. Tighten clamping nuts alternately to
eliminate any chance of leaks.

2.4 FLOSENSOR INSTALLATION

Check the paddlewheel. It should rotate freely
when flicked with a finger, or by directing a
stream of water or air across it to stimulate
liquid flow.

2. Insert the flosensor in the Signet Pipe Fitting.

2.3.3 Brazolet and Weldolet 3. Align the bail parallel to the pipe.

A certified welder, using the proper techni-
ques, should install these fittings.

A. Remove the insert (see Figure 7) before
installing the fitting.

B. Drill a 1-7/16 inch hole in the pipe. For
Extended Flosensors, a 2-’/4 inch hole
will be necessary. This applies to pipes
over 4 inches.

C. Deburr the hole. This hole must be com-
pletely free of all burrs and projections.

L). Install the fitting so that the insert will fit
into the hole in the pipe.

E. Teflon-tape the insert.
F. Reinstall the insert, referring to the "A"

dimension in Figure 7.

Make sure that the flosensor is fully seated in
the fitting slots. The flosensor will not turn
once it is properly installed.

Tighten the plastic cap finger-tight to retain
the flosensor. DO NOT USE ANY TOOL ON
THE CAP. HAND TIGHTEN ONLY TO AVOID
DAMAGE.

NOTE: For cable runs longer than 25 feet,
splice additional cable length to the
existing flosensor cable, and water-
proof the splice with high-quality
silicone sealant or the equivalent. Up
to 2,00 feet of total cable length will
not affect flosensor operation.

NOTE: In all cases, the slots in the plastic
insert must be parallel to the liquid
flow. DO NOT USE ANY TOOL ON
THE PLASTIC INSERT. YOU MAY
MAR THE THREADS. HAND-
TIGHTEN ONLY. RE-TAPE THE
INSERT WITH TEFLON WHEN
REMOVED.

2.5 SENSOR CONDUIT KIT
(See Section 6.2 Optional Accessories)

Signet MK 515/415 Flosensors have a specially
designed cap that allows installation of flexible
conduiting (Liquitite(R) ). A Signet Sensor Conduit
Adapter Kit (MK 51 5.89) is required for this par-
ticular t pe of installation.



The MK 515.89 Kit consists of two separate
adapters. The right angle adapter is designed for
insertion in the flosensor, while a straight adapter

is included for use with Signet controllers and/or

the MK 500.78 waterproof housing. Both

adapters are designed for use with ’/2 inch con-

duit knockouts. The conduit end accepts 3/8 inch

flex conduit.

For correct flexible conduiting installation, first

remove the cap-plug as shown in Figure 8.

Thread the sensor cable through the right angle
adapter, and carefully screw it into the adapter

cap. (The rubber boot can be discarded when the

conduit adapter kit is used).

Once the right angle adapter is screwed into the

cap, attach the section of flexible conduit by

threading it into the adapter. Complete the in-

stallation by connecting the straight adapter to the

conduit. This adapter can then be attached to the

appropriate Signet junction box.

NOTE: Special conduiting material can be

obtained from your local electrical supplier.

Ar

RIGHT ANGLE
ADAPTER FLEXIBLE

CONDUIT

SENSOR CABLE

STRAIGHT
ADAPTER

JUNCTION
BOX

Figure 8. Detailed drawing of the MK 515.89 Sensor Conduit Kit.

Figure 9.

WHT 0

RED 0

Simplified schematic of the MK 5151415.



3.0 THEORY OF
OPERATION

A simplified schematic of the MK 515/415 is

shown in Figure 9. The flosensor is installed in a
pipe line to measure flow rate. The flow passing
by the flosensor paddlewheel rotates the pad-
dlewheel, moving the magnets past a coil in the
transducer body. An ac voltage is induced in the
coil by the rotating magnets of the paddlewheel.

Both the frequency and the amplitude of the out-
put of the coil are then directly proportional to the

velocity of the fluid flow in the pipe. A complete
cycle occurs every time two of the paddlewheel
blades go by the coil; therefore, two entire cycles
are generated for each paddlewheel rotation.

4.0 TROUBLESHOOTING
Major problems with the MK 51 5/415 can occur
when either flosensor is being used for something
it was not designed to do, or when it has been im-
properly installed. The paddlewheel is designed
to rotate on the shaft; the shaft should not rotate
with respect to the housing. The paddlewheel
must turn freely. If it does not, clean the pad-
dlewheel assembly as follows:

Remove the flosensor from the pipe and insert

the plug into the pipe fitting. Clean any exter-
nal debris from the paddlewheel.

For the MK 51 5, using a small flat-bladed
screwdriver, gently pry one of the pad-
dlewheel mounting ears away from the pin

(see Figure 10A). The MK 415 pin does not
have a shoulder and may be pressed straight
out (see Figure 10B).

SCREWDRIVER
BLADE

PiN

Figure IOA. Removal of MK 515

paddlewheel pin.

PIN

Figure lOB. Removal of MK 415
paddlewheel pin.

3. When one end of the pin is free, gently work
the paddlewheel and pin out of the remaining
mounting ear.

Thoroughly clean the pin, paddle, and pin
holes with a wire brush and/or toothpick along
with alcohol and/or soap and water.

5. To reinstall the paddlewheel and pin, reverse
steps 1, 2, and 3.

6. After cleaning, the paddlewheel should spin

freely without binding or sticking.

5,0 CARE AND
MAINTENANCE

The MK 515/415 should require minimal care
during the life of the flosensor. Periodically,

check the O-rings and replace them when

necessary. The paddlewheel must always turn
freely. Be sure that connections to the Signet in-

dicator and additional cable length, if any, are still
intact. Lubricate the barrel and O-rings with G.E.
Silicone Compound #G660 every three months.

Keep the paddlewheel and pin free of any lubrica-

tion. A Spare Rotor Kit consisting of a spare pad-
diewheel, O-rings, and a pin is available (see 6.2

Optional Accessories). Actual maintenance inter-

vals will have to be determined in operation. It is

suggested that you check your flosensor
periodically until some history of your specific ap-
plication can be created.

6.0 APPENDICES
6.1 PARTS LIST

MK 515

Spare Paddlewheel MK 5.38-1
Titanium Rotor Pin MK 5.46-1

Hastelloy Rotor Pin MK 5.46-2
Spare Viton O-rings PP-1220-0021
Polypropylene Flosensor Cap MK 515.42



MK 415

Spare Rotor Kit: PVDF
paddlewheel, titanium shaft,
Viton O-rings (2) MK 415.31

6.2 OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES/
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Tantalum Rotor Pin MK 15.46-3
Stainless Steel Rotor Pin MK 15.46-4
EPR O-Ring PP-1224-0021
Polypropylene Plug MK 31 5.36-1
PVDF Plug MK 31 5.36-2
Kalrez O-rings PP-1228-0021

MK 415

Polypropylene Plug MK 41 5.36
PVDF Plug MK 415.36V

Miscellaneous

Conduit Sensor Kit: one straight
and one right-angle 1/2" NPT
adapter for 3/8" conuit MK 51 5.89

Wet Tap: interface between
515-3, -4, and -5 only and pipe
fitting to allow flosensor removal
while under operating pressure MK 319

Flow Test Indicator MK 561
Cable Adapter Kit: Flosensor-to-
Tester and Tester-to-Flometer
adapter cables for the MK 561 MK 561.60

Cable Adapter Kit: MK 51 5/415
FIosensor to Series 300 Indica-
tor/Controller, adapter cables.. MK 500.61-2

6.3 WARRANTY

SIGNET SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
LIMITED TWO-YEAR WARRANTY

Signet Scientific Company warrants its in-
struments to be free from defects in material and
workmanship under normal use for a period of two
years from date of purchase by the initial owner,
or three years from date of manufacture,
whichever comes first, as described in the follow-
ing paragraphs.

This warranty does not cover defects caused by
abuse or electrical damage. Signet will not cover
under warranty any instruments damaged during
shipment to the factory, less case, or improperly
packed. Repair attempts by anyone other than
authorized service personnel will void the warran-
ty. Proof of date of purchase will be required
before warranty repairs can begin.

Parts which prove to be defective in the first year
will be repaired or replaced free of charge in-
cluding labor, shipped F.O.B. our factory or a
designated service center (oddress furnished
upon request).

Only non-moving parts, such as electrical com-
ponents, which prove defective during the se-
cond year are warranted. Meter movements will
not be covered. All units qualifying for warranty
service after one year are subject to a maximum
service charge of $15.00 for replacement of
non-moving parts.

Items returned for warranty repair must be
shipped prepaid and insured. Warranty claims are
processed on the condition that prompt notifica-
tion of a defect is given to Signet within the war-
ranty period. Signet shall have the sole right to
determine whether in fact a warranty situation ex-
ists.

The Signet warranty does not cover travel time,
mileage expenses, removal, reinstallation, or
calibration.

Signet is continually making design changes and
improvements that adapt to the original circuit
configuration. These will be incorporated as re-
quired in older units on a minimal-charge basis
while under warranty

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

Signet Scientific Company shall not be liable for
special consequential damages of any nature with
respect to any merchandise or service sold,
rendered, or delivered.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights and
you may also have other rights which vary from
state to state.

7,0 MANUAL CHANGE
INFORMATION

Signet continually strives to keep up with the
latest electronic and design developments by
adding circuit, component, and design improve-
ments to its instruments as soon as they are
developed and tested. Sometimes, due to print-
ing and shipping requirements, we cannot im-
mediately get these changes into printed
manuals. Therefore, your manual may contain
new change information on the following pages. A
single change may affect several sections. Be
sure to make all changes within the appropriate
sections of this manual.

10
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

FIELD SERVICE

Permutit Field Service provides equipment assembly super-

vision and equipment services.

These services are available on a per diem basis at the time

of equipment installation or start-up.

The.services of a field serviceman at the time of equipment

installation and equipment start-up are recommended to check

that the installation is in accordance with the drawings and

instructions and to instruct owner’s operators in the operation

of the equipment.

A complete description of responsibility, availability, rates

and expenses will be furnished upon request or by contacting

our Field Service Department at (201)-967-6000.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

DUAL MEDIA FILTERS

GENERAL {ESCRIPTION

The filters are supplied with a 6" automatic multiport valve and load-

ed with sand and anthracite selected for the removal of suspended

solids and turbidity.

The underdrain assembly is a double dish with strainers of 316 SS

construction. The water to be filtered enters at the top of the vessel

via the multiport valve and percolates downward through the filter bed

and departs the strainers at the bottom. The effluent stream passes

through the multiport valve and is directed to the softener vessels.

The filter bed must be backwashed periodically to remove the excessive

build-up of particles on the filter bed. A high differengial pres
observed on the pressure gauges on the inl--sSall
signal a unit is to be backwashed.

Backwash and inlet rates can be observed on the rate of flow indicators

mounted on each line respectively.

The manual and semi-automatic operation of the backwash procedure is

discussed in a latter section.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

DUAL MEDIA FILTERS

Adjust butterfly valves in wash or rewash outlet

fied rates. Check rate by flow indicator.

REFERENCE DRAWINGS:

LAYOUT ......................................
FLOW DIAGRAM................................
INTERNAL ASSEMBLY ...........................
UNDERDRAIN ASSEMBLY (STRAINER)

line to provide speci-

184-18784

N/A

101-40120

102-33600

REMARKS:

For your reference the Manual Operating
refer to Part V for Automatic Operation

Procedure is included,
of this filter assembly.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

DUAL MEDIA FILTERS

INSTALLATION

FILTER ASSEMBLY

CAUTION: THE TANKS MAY HAVE A LINING OR COATING TO PREVENT CORROSION,

(SEE DATA PAGE). DO NOT INJURE THIS LINING WHEN WORKING
INSIDE THE TANK OR WHEN LOADING THE UNIT. DO NOT WELDING

OR BURNING ON TANK OR OTHERWISE APPLY HEAT. IF LINING IS

INJURED, SEVERE CORROSION WILL RESULT.

FOUNDATION: The foundation should be constructed in accordance

with the dimensions shown on the FOUNDATION drawing, and must be

strong enough to sustain the operating weight of each unit without

settling. The DRAIN should be large enough to pass the maximum

waste flow without flooding.

FILTER TANK: Set the tank as shown on the layout drawing, taking
care to see that it is installed plumb. The manhole or filling
plug may be on either side of the piping. Tank legs must be

located to allow the piping to pass between them to the front of

the tank.

3. PIPING AND VALVES:
tight.

All pump glands and pipe joints must be air

Connect piping and valves as shown on layout drawing. Flush all

pipe lines clear of dirt, mill scale, etc., before connecting to

valves to ensure proper valve seating.

Butterfly valves (if supplied) must close rather than open as

water level in sump raises the float.

MULTIPORT VALVES (If Supplied):

a. Lubricate multiport valve before placing it into service,

maintenance instructions).

(see

Do

Ce

Shutoff (gate) valves should be installed in the inlet and out-

let line of each unit.

Always rotate the multiport valve in the direction indicated

by the arrow.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

DUAL MEDIA FILTERS

INSTALLATION

FILTER ASSEMBLY

UNDERDRAIN SYSTEM: Normally, either a double dish or a deflector

distributor underdrain system is provided. Instructions covering

these types are given below. If any other type system is supplied,

special instructions will be provided if necessary.

A. DOUBLE DISH: Refer to Form 4938, included with these instruc-

tions, for installation details. In some cases, tanks will be

shipped with strainer assemblies already installed. It is still

important to carefully inspect each assembly before loading the

unit. Tighten any strainers which may have worked loose in

shipment.

B. DEFLECTOR-DISTRIBUTOR: Examine the deflector plate to certain

there is a uniform ci’earance between it and the bottom head

of the tank.
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FFLE PLATE
(FLANGE
SEE LA,,.,v / HNHOLE

, ,’".! ."BEFORE ADDING FILL MATERIAL IN TANK. INSPECT
s ;STRAINER ASSEMBLIES TO INSURE PROPER IN.

STALLATION. BOTTOM EDGE OF STRAINER SHOULD
SEAT TIGHTLY TO STRAINER PLATE AROUND ITS
ENTIRE CIRCUMFERENCE USE FEELER GAUGE TO IN.
SURE NO GAP OR OPENING EXISTS, GREATER THAN
0.006." IF GAP IS LARGER FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS.
STEPS 8 & 9 ON PERMUTIT CO. FORM NO. 4938
IINSIDE TANK} D__O NOT TIGHTEN NUTS TO TAKE
,IP CP.

STR.

STRAINER PLATE

REFER TO B/M FOR SIZE
& QUANTITY OF INTERNAL FILL.

IR ASSY
102-))600)

SEE B/I FOR QUANTITY)

[T

(FLAN(ZD OR SCRED, SEE LAYOUT)

PRESSURE FILTER

THE PRMUTIT COMPANY
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NLE T PLAT
(IrLANGED OR SCREWED

LAYOUT)

."__

STR.. ’"’""

TOP OF BED,.-
.:: r.::. :..-;.’r.L ..’.. .CAUTION-.-., .;... -, ...’..-. ’",: ."BEFORE ADDING FILL MATERIAL IN TANK. INSPECT

:STRAINER ASSEMBLIES TO INSURE PROPER IN-
STALLATION. BOTTOM EDGE OF STRAINER SHOULD
SEAT TIGHTLY TO STRAINER PLATE AROUND ITS
ENTIRE CIRCUMFERENCE. USE FEELER GAUGE TO N.
SURE NO GAP OR OPENING EXISTS’ GREATER THAN
0.006." IF GAP IS LARGER FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS. cIrNNOIT,STEPS 8 & 9 ON PERMUTIT CO. FORM NO. 4938
(INSIDE TANK) DO NOT TIGHTEN NUTS TO TAKE
lip GP

STR,

STRAINER PLATE

REFER TO B/N FOR SiZE
&: QUANTITY OF INTERNAJ,. FILL.

NER ASSY
Z02-3600)

SEE B/H fOR QUANTITY)

PRESSURE r ILTR

THE: PERMi.rTTT COMPANY
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Old,RATING INSTRUCTION8

DUAL MEDIA FILTERS

INSTALLATION

TESTING STRAINERS & LOADING MEDIA

TESTING STRAINERS: After piping and valve installation has
been completed and all valves are closed.

NOTE: The empty filter is to be tested and loaded
with media first. Remove the manhole from
the empty filter and with a man at the manhole
to observe the underdrain system, partially
open the inlet backwash valve (F2) on the
empty filter to admit water to the bottom of
the filter.

MULTIPORT VALVE (If Supplied): Place in back-
wash position and slowly open backwash shutoff
valve.

NOTE: Whether water comes freely from every strainer.
Several trials will be necessary, and after
each trial, drain the water from the filter
being tested. Any clogged strainers should be
thoroughly flushed out.

When underdrain system is acceptable, proceed
to loading media instructions.

LOADING MEDIA:

LOADING SUBFILL: Each layer must be carefully leveled before
placing the next smaller size. As an aid to leveling add
water, VERY SLOWLY through bottom of tank, until it just
reaches-the top of the layer just placed.

LOADING FILTER MEDIA: Once the subfill has been installed,

fill the tank VERY SLOWLY with water added through the bottom,
until it is abou ’half-full. Slow filling is necessary to
prevent the possibility of upsetting the subfill layers.

Add the filter media and subfill to the unit by iourinu.t in
through the manhole. The water in the tank will aid in distri-
buting this material

page





OPERATING INSTRUCTION8

DUAL MEDIA FILTERS

INSTALLATION

TESTING STRAINERS & LOADING MEDIA

LOADING FILTER MEDIA: (CONTINUED)

If subfill is not required, load the filter media directly on

the double dish, after filling tank about half-full with water.

After this has been done, replace the manhole, and proceed

with a backwash, (see manual operation procedure).

Afterthe first filter has been tested, loaded with media

and backwashed; repeat theabove procedure, for the next filter.

the filters are tested,loaded with media and back-
When a11_ of...... inse se uence, (se man_ual

er is ready for a r q
washed the Dart. Y I h ilters are rlnsed, the

o eration proceu_ure;. u -._---__f =I eration Droceuure;.Pattery can be placed in service, u

After the filters have been placed into service (Rate Set) has

been set, the filter battery can then be placed into automatic

operation, (see automatic operation procedure electrical

description)

page
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION8

DUAL MEDIA FILTERS

MAINTENANCE

I. Inspect filter internals at least once a year to be sure
that no unusual conditions exist.

2. EFFLUENT QUALITY: Improper or careless operation may
result in poor quality water in the effluent. Any of the
following conditions may result in impurities being
forced through the unit, and therefore, should be avoided:

Be

(a) Flow Rate greater than maximum rate specified.

(b) Sudden changes in flow rate (surges).

(c) Backwash not at proper frequency Unit builds
up excessive head loss.

(d) Under some circumstances it is necessary that
the water be properly coagulated with alum or
other chemicals before entering the filters in
order to obtain satisfactory results.

IDLE PERIODS: If the filter is to stand idle and there is
danger of it being subjected to freezing temperature,
drain the unit, then remove drain plugs from tank and
lowest point in piping.

TEMPERATURE: Maximum allowable water temperature is
limited by materials of construction of valves, vessel
lining, internal parts and/or piping. Temperature of
water entering unit should not exceed 100OF unless other-
wise specified in DATA Section.

CARBON PURIFIER (IF PROVIDED): Chlorine is removed by
a chemical reaction with the activated carbon. This
chemical reaction is not reversible and, therefore, the
Carbo-Dur bed will eventually lose its ability to remove
chlorine.

Based on past experience, a fill of Carbo-Dur will last
approximately two years. To avoid passing chlorine to
the system, it is recommended that the bed be replaced on
an annual basis.
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PERMUTIT"
OIERATINO INSTItUCTION|

DUAL MEDIA FILTERS

MAINTENANCE

PROCEDURE FOR REMOVING MEDIA FROM PRESSURE VESSEL

I. Depressurize and drain unit.

2. Remove sluice out plug on lower straight side of it.

"3 Connect a hose to the sluice out connection, using an
adapter.

4. Position multi-port valve in backwash.

5. Open inlet shut-off valve very slowly, until media
begins to flow. Maintain Inlet shut-off valve at that
setting.

6. Continue sluicing me_dia until water flowing from hose
discharge is clear.

7. Close inlet shut-off valve for (2) minutes.

8. Open inlet shut-off valve very slowly, until media
begins to flow. Maintain inlet shut-off valve at that
setting.

9. Cntinue sluicing media until water flowing from hose
discharge is clear.

i0. Close inlet shut-off valve.

11. Drain unit.

12. Open manhole.

13. Using soft bristle brush, remove remaining media from
around strainers.

CAUTION CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN NOT TO DAMAGE LINING
WITH HARD SOLED SHOES OR SHARP OBJECTS.

NOTE: For equipment piped with individual valves:
use same procedure as above except valves
are placed in backwash position.

poge





OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

DUAL MEDIA FILTERS

MAINTENANCE

MULTIPORT VALVE

i. GENERAL: Water pressure on valve must not exceed maximum opera-

ting pressure listed on DATA pages. Keep stuffing gland around

valve stem leak tight, but do not tighten gland nut too much. Take

valve apart at least once a year to inspect slide and port plate.

Coat contact surfaces lightly with silicone lubricant before

reassembling.

2. GENERAL LUBRICATION: Check oil in valve case occasionally to keep

at level of 1/4" plug on left side of valve. Change oil in gear

case every 6 months. Use S.A.E. 90 oil (purchase at service

station). In manually operated 2" and 3" valves, use grease (such

as Gargoyle AA-3) instead of oil. Do not allow dirt or water to

get into gear case.

3. LUBRICATION OF SLIDE: Lubricate slide before valve turns or hard

or clatters. Required frequency will depend on operating water

pressure. Slide LUBRICATING PROCEDURE and recommended lubricant

are given on reverse of MULTIPORT VALVE PARTS LIST, included with

these instructions.
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!’18. Z PERMUTIT MANUAL. MULTflSORT VALVE $", 4" sad 6"

Fl8. 3 PEKMUTIT MANUAL, MULTIPOKT VALVE Z" 1"18. 4 Gesse Tube AssemldY



INDUSTRIAL MULTIPORI’ VALVE
DESIGN 5

PART SH01I
NO. IN FIG. PART NAME

PARTS LIST

3 1. PORT PLATE GASKET

: 4A PORT PLATE AND GASKET ASSEMBLY (BRONZE) .........................
4B PORT PLATE AND GASKET ASS[LY (STAINLESS STEEL)

AC PORT PLATE AND GASKET ASSELY (lIONEL) ................................
i PORT PLATE SCREWS (SFT) .......................................
6 SLIOE ASSEMBLY (HARD RUBBER FACEO) .......................................
6B SLIDE ASSELY (PLASTISOL) P.V.C. FACEO..................................
6C SLIDE ASSEMBLY (PLAS.ISOL COVEREO) .......................................
ED SLIDE ASSEMBLY HIGH TE. 1600 (FORMICA) .................................: 6E SLIDE ASSELY HIGH TEll. 2500 (BRONZE).

7A B 3 SLIDE SPRING (BRONZE) ....................................................
7B & 3 SLIDE SPRING (STAINLESS STEEL) ...........................................
?C & 3 SLIDE SPR[NG (INEL) .......................... ..........................
8A BONNET AND GEAR CAGE 4SSEMBLY (AUTOITIC VALVE) ..........................
8B BONNET AND GEAR CAGE ASSEMBLY (PLASTISOL L[NED) ..........................
9 1. & 3 RING PACKING FOR SLIOE SHAFT (SET OF 3) ..................................
10 & 3 PACKING NUT FOR SLIDE SHAFT ..............................................
11A & 3 SLIDE SHAFT (STAINLESS STEEL) ............................................
11B & 3 SLIDE SHAFT FOR HIGH PRESSURE VALVE (S.S.) ...............................
lZ ALL STANDARD PART, CAN BE PROCURED LOCALLY ...................................
13 .m’OR SUPPORT /i

.........................................
14 .1 NOTOR-SENO N/EPLATE [NFORIk ...................................
15 CAP SCRE’gS (SET) .........................................................
16 INSTRUCTION PLATE ........................................................
17 3 HAND ,HEEL ...............................................................
1BA & 3 SLIDE SHAFT ORM GEAR ....................................................
18B & 3 SLIDE SHAFT WORM GEAR (FOR HIGH PRESSURE) ................................
l & z OIL HOLE COVER (OR cross SHAFT) .........................................
20 OIL HOLE COVER (FOR DRIVE SHAFT) .........................................
21 SLIDE SHAFT BEARING ASSEMBLY .............................................
Z BALL THRUST BEARING......................................................
73 1,[ & 3 CROSS SHAFT WORM.........................................................
4 CROSS SHAFT (AUTOPTIC VALVE) ............................................
2 HOTOR COUPLING, RIVING HALF
26 .,IOTOR COUPLING, DRIVEN HALF ..............................................
27 CLUTCH SPRING............................................................
8 CLUTCH, SLIDE HALF.......................................................
29 CLUTCH, ORIvE HALF.......................................................
30 CROSS SHAFT WORM gNEEL ...................................................
31 END BEARING ASSEILY ..............................................
3Z $ HANO gHEEL GRIP (ONLY ON 2 UXT) ........................................
33 END BEARING GASKET .......................................................
34 3 SHOULDER SCREW ...........................................................
35 3 SET COLLAR...............................................................
36 CRANK SHAFT ..............................................................
37 SPACER ...................................................................
38 DRIVE AFT gTH WORM....................................................
39 ORIVE .AFT ..............................................................
40 BALL TRuST BEARING......................................................
41 OPIVE SHAFT BEARING GASKET ...............................................
4 DRIVE SHAFT BEEPING ASSENBLY .............................................
43 ? GEAR COVER GASKET ........................................................
4 CR.NK ....................................................................
45 4 PACKING RINGS FOR GREASE TUBES (SET OF 3) ................................
46 4 PACKING NUT FOR GREASE TUBES .............................................
7 4 GREASE TUBES (ALENITE) (LONG) ............................................
48 4 GREASE TUBES (ALEMITE) (SHORT) ...........................................
49 PRESSURE GAUGE PIPING FLANGE (FOR LINEO VALVE) .........................
SO PPESSURE GAUGE PIPING LANGE GASKET (FOR LINED VALVE)

$1 EECTOR FLANGE (FOR LINED VALVE) .......................................
S? EECTOR FLANGE GASKET (FOR LINED VALVE) ................................
53 2 CROSS SHAFT SPUR GEAR ....................................................
S4A 2 & 3 BONNET AND GEAR CAGE ASSE.LY (INUAL VALVE) .............................
SB & 3 BONNET AND GEAR CAGE ASSEILY (FOR L|NED VALVE) ..........................
$5 CRANK SHAFT AND GEAR COVER ASSEILY......................................
$6 2 GEAR COVER ASSEILY .................................................

Z COLLAR .............................................................. ::::
58 .2 PINION ..........................................................
59 & 3 DIAL PLATE ...............................................................
60 2 & 3 CPOSS SHAFT ..............................................................
61 SPACER ...................................................................
2 2 & 3 POINTER ................................. ...............................
63 VALVE PACKING RETAINER (FOR LINED VALVE) ...............................
64 VALVE PACKING RING IFOR LINED VALVE) ...................................
G5 MOTOR SHAFT BEARING ....................................................
"6 GASKET CEMENT (BIN 573) .................................................
/187-02738 SILZCONE LUBRICANT 80Z..................................................
RECONENOEO SPARE PARTS NOT SMONN ON ORA.gING ALL PORT PI.ATES ARE SHIPPEO WITH GASKET

ATTACHED. PLASTISOL LINED VALVES HAVE

NO PORT PLATE GASKET.

SPECIFY FLANGED OR $CREM TYPE FOR 2" VALVES. ALL OTHER FLANGEO ONLY.

NCTE: MI4EN ORDERING PARTS ALWAYS SUPPLY VALVE SIZE AND PERMUTIT OB NCVER OF ORIGINAL INSTALLATioN. ORDERS

FOR ALL DESIGN S I’JLTIPORT VALVES STARTING gITH SERIAL NO. 1510 IqJST ALSO INCLUDE THE B/M NIER

FOLLOWING THE SEAL NuIER IN THE INSTRUCTION PLATE. FOLLON INSTRUCTIONS ON FRONT PAGE.
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PERMUTIT"

OPERATING INSTRb ,TIONB

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

Ao INTRODUCTION:

The most common impurities found in the water are calcium and

magnesium ions commonly known as hardness. These are also the

least tolerable impurities since they cause scaling in boilers,

household appliances and other equipment contacted by hot

water and impart objectionable tastes for food.

The Permutit pressure ion exchange softener removes such impuri-

ties and produces softened water of superior quality to find

its use in varied applications such as laundries, hospitals,

homes, canneries, restaurants, breweries., etc.
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PERMUTIT

OPERATING INSTRb CTION8

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SOFTENING PROCESS:

A pressure ion exchange water softener is a vertical cylindrical

steel pressure tank containing a bed of softening media (resin) to

remove impurities, mainly hardness (calcium and magnesium) from a

pressurized water supply Since softened water is under pressure,

re-DumDina to the Doint of use i liminate.

Service:

The raw water (water to be softened) enters at the top of the tank

under pressure. It is distributed downward through the upper

inlet distributor/backwash collector assembly and downward through

the softening media. The softened water, is collected at the bottom

of the unit by means of the lower 6utlet collector/backwash distri-

butor assembly. This lower assembly is covered with a layered

gravel subfill for optimum collection and distribution of water.

Regeneration Cycle:

When the softener starts leaking hardness to an unacceptable level,

the regeneration of the softening media is required. Before another

service cycle is carried out, the unit must be regenerated. The

regeneration cycle consists of timed steps backwash, brine intro-

duction and rinse.

Backwash:

The main functions of backwash step are to loosen the media and

remove suspended impurities accumulated during service cycle. The

raw water under pressure is passed through the lower collector/

distributor and up through the subfill and softening media. The

backwash waste water is collected by the upper collector/distributor

and is discharged to the drain.

Brine Introduction:

Soon after the completion of the backwash step, a brine solution is

introduced under pressure through the upper inlet distributor assembly

and downward through the softening media. The brine solution re-

generates the softening media by exchanging the sodium ions in the

brine for hardness ions on the softening media thus removing them

from the media. The waste solution containing mostly calcium and

magnesium is collected at the bottom of the unit by means of the

lower outlet collector assembly and discharged to the drain as

waste. The quantity of brine required for efficient regeneration

poge 2





PERMUTIT"
A COMPANY

OPERATING INSTR CTION8

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SOFTENING PROCESS (CONT’D.)

Brine Introduction (Cont’d.)

of the softening media is predetermined based on the capacity of

the softening media. The brine solution is drawn into the unit by

a water operated injector.

Rinse:

After the brine introduction step, the softening media is rinsed

with raw water to remove remaining brine and brine waste solution

contained in the softening media. Like the brine solution, rinse

raw water is also introduced through the.upper inlet distributor

assembly, flows downward through the media and is collected at the

bottom of the unit through the lower outlet assembly. Rinse water

is also discharged to the drain as waste. After the rinse step,

the softening media is fully regenerated and ready for the sub-

sequent service run.
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PERMUTIT"

OPERATING INSTRb ,TION8

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

Co MEDIA:

Permutit Q is a premium grade, synthetic, gelular, strong acid,

cation exchange resin with an established record of performance.

It is produced in the form of hard, spherical beads and is

supplied in the sodium form. The resin is sulfonated polystyrene

with a standard crosslinkage of 8% divinylbenzene by weight.

The extremely high capacity and stability of Permutit Q permits

its use for industrial, municipal and household softening of

water. Its ability to withstand high temperatures without ex-

periencing any adverse effects, makes it suitable for softening

hot water.

Limitations on Water Being Treated:

pH Range of Influent .............................
Maximum Allowable Operating Temperature

Waters without Oxygen (Deaerated) ...........
Waters With Oxygen (Saturated) ..............

Maximum Turbidity of Influent Water ..............
Maximum Iron in Influent Water ...................
Maximum H2S in Influent Water ....................
Maximum C12 in Influent Water ....................
Raw Water Hardness Range .........................

0-14

280OF

130OF

5JTU

CONSULT PERMUTIT

0.5 mg/l

0.5 mg/l

ALL HARDNESS

page 4





I. GENERAL INFORMATION

D. ION EXCHANGE PROCESS

|n order to understand what happens in the ion exchange softening process, it will first be necessary to understan4

the meing of the terms which are used in the explanation. HARD WATER, CATION EXCIIANGER, and BRINE

are therefore defined below and then used to show how the ion exchange process works.

Hard Ware,

All natural waters contain much the same dissolved
impurities, but in wdely raying amounts.

There are always enoulh ANIONS prese,t to balce the

CAONS, but ions have no effect on the n exchge

softening process.

Wate will be HARD, if it cantons large amounts of

Calcium (Ca *) d/o magnesium (Mg*’) ions.

Brine is water which has SALT d/ssolved in it.

SATURATED brine contains as much salt as it is pos-

sible to hold in solution.

SALT is SODIUM CHLORIDE (NaCI). When dis-

solved in water it splits up (ionizes) into

Sodium (Na’) ions and Chloride (CI-)

SALT WATER H-)SOOIUM ION OCHLORIDE ION

SATURATED BRINE contains a very great number of Na" and CI" ions (concentration is over 200,000 ppm).

When used to regenerate a CATION EXCHANGER, only the Sodium ions (Na’) are put to use. The

Chloride ions (CI-) do not work in the process.

Cotio, Exckonger is a solid material which has

s very large number of "REACT]ON POINTS".
These reaction points have NEGA’I’IVE (-)
electric charges, and axe able to attract and hold
CATIONS, which are POSITIVELY (+) charged

(much the same as the way opposite poles of

macnet attract each other.)

Tka $otani. P,oaass The diagrams on the next page show how the elements explained above are combined

in the ion exchange softening process to produce soft water.

Page





Do ION EXCHANGE PROCESS

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

CONT D. )

When most of the reaction points have been occupied by Ca" or ,’.I[" ions, hmrc[ness will begin to slip thmuEh

the bed in increasing amounts. This rise in hardness in the effluent is in indication that te efftiw cKi%’

of e CAON EXCHANGER has be iened. The CATION EXCHANGER must th ielenerst to

Rslore il to its olili.l ndlli.

REGENERATION

At the end of regeneration, the =spent" bnne is rinsed away snd the REGE.NERATED CATION F.XCHA.NGER,

with its remction points aimin occupied by odium ions is aKain able to iofte HARD WATER.
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I CENIRA]. INFORM;TIO’:

ION EXCHANGE PROCESS (CON2"D.)

CAPACITY OF ION EXCHANGER

The capacity for the removsl of calcium and magnesium depends mainly upon the type of ion exchanger

which is used. It is further influenced by the amounts of hardness and sodium ions in the raw water, and by the

muount of salt used for regeneration.

A. Raw Water The effect of .the amounts of hardness and sodium ions in the raw water o capacity, is

expressed in terms of COMPENSATED HARDNESS.

The hardness of the raw water is considered to be greater than it actually is for capacity deter-

minations, whenever: (e) the total hardness is grester then 400 ppm (as CeCO), or (b) the sodium

salts are over |00 ppm (as CaC03). This "greater-than-actual: hardness is referred to as

COMPENSATED HARDNESS, end its value may be cslculsted using the following formula.

COMPENSATED ppm HARDNESS
x

ppm HARDNESS TOTAL
9000 ppm CATIONS

(nil ppm as CaCO)

Self Dosage The capacity which will be obtained from cation exchanger is also detemined by the

amount of salt used during regeneration. The Kilogreins (KGR)of hardness which can be removed by

each cubic foot of ion ezchanger betwee regenerstions, increases as more salt is used for regeneration.

At the same time, the efficiency of salt usale de-

creases with the higher regenerent dosages. That

is, a greater number of Kilogrsins of hardness ere

removed for each pound of salt used st the lower

salt dosages, (and cosequenUy, st the lower

capacities). Thus, greater economy may be

obtained at the expense of the number of gallons
of water softened between regenerations. Figure 7
illustrates the effect of salt dosage on capacity

and ef :iciency.
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PERMUTIT"
OPERATING INSTRb CTION8

II. DESIGN AND OPERATING DATA

Be OPERATING DATA FOR YOUR MODEL:

NUMBER OF UNITS

SIZE (DIAMETER)

TANK DESIGN PRESSURE

OPERATION

TANK LINING

OPERATING TEMPERATURE (5X.)

UNDERDRAIN

VALVE TYPE SIZES.

FOUR (4)

60"

i00 psi ASME

AUTOMATIC & MANUAL

100F
DOUBLE DISH W/316SS
STRAINERS

4" DESIGN #5 MPV

MEDIA

MEDIA BED VOLUME PERMUTIT.. (CU. FT.)

MEDIA SUPPORTING BED

CAPACITY (KILOGRAINS PER CU. FT.)

** (TOTAL KILOGRAINS PER UNIT)

GALLONS SOFTENED PER CYCLE (HARDNESS II.7 GR/GAL)

BRINE TANK SIZE .................................
WASH AND RINSE CONTROL

PERMUTIT Q-102 RESIN

49

NONE

18

882

75,385

54" DIA. X 48" HT.

RATE SET COCKS

Two coats IAW AWWA D102-78

Based on average flow rate.

Inside Paint System #i.

p(:ge





PERMUTIT"
A

OPERATING INSTRb C.,TION8

II. DESIGN AND OPERATING DATA

OPERATING DATA FOR YOUR MODEL:

NUMBER OF UNITS

SIZE (DIAMETER)

TANK DESIGN PRESSURE

OPERATION

TANK LINING

OPERATING TEMPERATURE (X.)

UNDERDRAIN

VALVE TYPE SIZES.

FOUR (4)

60"

100 ,psi ASME

AUTOMATIC & MANUAL

100F
DOUBLE DISH W/316SS
STRAINERS

4" DESIGN #5 MPV

MEDIA BED VOLUME PERMUTIT..(CU. FT.)

MEDIA SUPPORTING BED

CAPACITY (KILOGRAINS PER CU. FT.)

** (TOTAL KILOGRAINS PER UNIT)

GALLONS SOFTENED PER CYCLE (HARDNESS 11.7 GR/GAL)

BRINE TANK SIZE

WASH AND RINSE CONTROL

PERMUTIT Q-102 RESIN

49

NONE

18

882

75385

54" DIA. X 48" HT.

RATE SET COCKS

* Two coats IAW AWWA D102-78 Inside

** Based on average flow rate.

page
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CAUTION
BEFORE ADDING FILL MATERIAL IN TANK. INSPECT
STRAINER ASSEMBLIES TO INSURE PROPER IN-
STALLATION. BOTTOM EDGE OF STRAINER SHOULD
SEAT TIGHTLY TO STRAINER PLATE AROUND ITS
ENTIRE CIRCUMFERENCE. USE FEELER GAbGE TO iN-
SURE NO GAP OR OPENING. EXISTS GREATER THAN
0,006." IF GAP IS LARGER FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS.
STEPS 8 & 9 ON PERMUTIT CO. FORM NO. 4938
(INSIDE TANK) DO NOT TIGHTEN NUTS TO TAKE
lip r.AP
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CAUTION
BEFORE ADDING FILL MATERIAL IN TANK. INSPECT
STRAINER ASSEMBLIES TO INSURE PROPER IN-
STALLATION. BOTTOM EDGE OF STRAINER SHOULD
SEAT TIGHTLY TO STRAINER PLATE AROUND ITS
ENTIRE CIRCUMFERENCE. USE FEELER GAUGE TO iN-
SURE NO GAP OR OPENING. EXISTS GREATER THAN
O,006.’" IF GAP IS LARGER FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS.
STEPS 8 & 9 ON PERMUTIT CO. FORM NO. 4938
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CAUTION
BEFORE ADDING FILL MATERIAL IN TANK. INSPECT
STRAINER ASSEMBLIES TO INSURE PROPER IN-
STALLATION. BOTTOM EDGE OF STRAINER SHOULD
SEAT TIGHTLY TO STRAINER PLATE AROUND ITS
ENTIRE CIRCUMFERENCE. USE FEELER GAbGE TO iN-
SURE NO GAP OR OPENING. EXiSTS GREATER THAN
(kO06.’" IF GAP IS LARGER FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS.
STEPS 8 & 9 ON I>ERMUTIT CO. FORM NO. 4938
(INSIDE TANK) DO NOT TIGHTEN NUTS TO TAKE





PERMUTIT"
A U COMPA,IY

OPERATING INSTRb CTION8

II. DESIGN AND OPERATING DATA

So OPERATING DATA FOR YOUR MODEL (CONT’D.):

FLOW RATES (GPM EACH UNIT)

SERVICE... (NORM) (PEAK)

** BACKWASH (50OF. WATER) 98 GPM FOR

REGEN (POUNDS OF SALT PER REGEN)

(GALS. OF SATURATED BRINE)

(BRINE RATE)

(BRINE DRAW)

* (DILUTION WATER RATE)

(INTRODUCTION TIME)

RINSE 35 GPM FOR

102 GPM- 36 GPM

i0 MINS.

291/735
118/
296 GALLONS

9 GPM

13.6 INCHES

17 GPM
15/
38 MINUTES

35 MIS.

REFERENCE DRAWINGS:

LAYOUT
INTERNAL ASSEMBLY
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
BRINE TANK ASSEMBLY
CONTROL ENCLOSURE ASSEMBLY

184-18785
157-33474
556-33732
157-33419
556-33733

(Sheet 9 to 12 of 12)

* Pressure of water shall be 20 psig.

** If backwash water is below 50F. use lesser rate.

p(]ge s





PERMUTIT"
A COMPANY

OPERATING INSTRb ,TION8

III. EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

A. PRELIMINARY BEFORE YOU BEGIN:

Caution:

Flush all lines before connecting them to unit. Do not use undue

force when screwing pipes into valve pipe connections. Ream and

clean all new piping free of chips.

Food, Beverage, and Dru Manufacture:

If the water to be treated by this equipment is to be used in connec-

tion with the commercial manufacture of any food, beverage or drug

product, check first with the Service Department of The Permutit

Company for any special instructions which may be required.

Filters:

The Softener is designed to soften clear, cold hard water that is

free of suspended iron, turbidity and other foreign matter. If your

water supply is not as specified above, a filter should be installed

to correct this problem.

Pressure Rulatin9 Valves:

Investigate the water pressure. The softener operates on 40 to i00

ibs. per square inch maximum. If water pressure exceeds the maximum,

pressure regulating and pressure relief valves must be installed in

the supply line to the softener, optimum pressure range is 40 to 70

PSIG.

Air Chambers:

In installations where water-hammer may occur from quick-closing

valves, the unit should be protected by the addition of an adequate

air chamber.

Flow Rate:

Be sure there is a sufficient flow of water to the softener system.
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PERMUTIT"

OPERATING INSTRt TION8

III. EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

A. PRELIMINARY BEFORE YOU BEGIN (CONT’D.)

Unit Location:

The softener unit should be located at a convenient point near a

waste water drain. If the softener effluent water goes to a water

heater, both a check valve and relief valve must be installed in

the soft water outlet line to prevent hot water from backing into

the control valve. Provision must be made for bypassing any fixtures

which are to be supplied with hard water.

Waste Water Disposal:

A pipe for disposal of waste water during reqeneration must run from

the softener to a waste water drain. Keep the waste line open and

accessible so as to be able to check the flow rates and to check for

resin loss in the rinse and backwash position. A direct connection

cannot be made to a sewer pipe.

poge ll





OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

III. EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

Be FOUNDATION:

A foundation should be constructed sufficient to sustain the opera-

ting weight of each individual unit without settling. The drain

size should be large enough to receive the maximu waste flow with-

out flooding. See tables and drawings.

SET-UP PRESSURE TANK AND OTHER SYSTEM EQUIPMENT:

Set the component as shown on the layout drawing (see installation

specifications) taking care that it is installed level and plumb.

Unit supports such as tank legs are located to allow piping to pass

to the front of the tank.

CAUTION: SOME TANKS HAVE A LINING OR PROTECTIVE COATING TO PREVENT

CORROSION. TAKE EXTRA CARE NOT TO DAMAGE THIS LINING OR

COATING WHEN WORKING INSIDE OR LOADING THE UNIT. DO NOT

WELD, BURN OR OTHERWISE APPLY HEAT TO TANK SURFACE. UNIT

PIPING AND VALVES MAY BE FURNISHED AS A COMPLETE SUB-

ASSEMBLY. FOLLOW THE CORRECT UNIT MODEL LAYOUT DRAWINGS

FOR POSITIONING. CLEAN WATER FLUSH OR CHECK THAT ALL PIPE

LINES ARE CLEAR BEFORE MAKING CONNECTIONS. CHECK ALL

SCREWED AND FLANGED CONNECTIONS FOR TIGHTNESS AND PROPER

ALIGNMENT. CHECK CONNECTIONS OF PNEUMATIC AND HYDRAULI-

CALLY OPERATED VALVES TO AND FROM CONTROL DEVICES. CHECK

DIAPHRAGM VALVES FOR PROPER SEATING.

UNDERDRAIN SYSTEM:

Underdrain system is installed in unit as shipped from the factory.

This assembly is a double dish with 316SS strainers.

Check the tightness of each strainer to the double dish strainer

plate. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN, but tighten to a leak tight condition

under tet pressure.

See Section B for installation instructions on strainer assembly.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

III. EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

E. ION EXCHANGE MEDIA:

Ion exchange media is shipped in bags and labled accordingly.

Check internal assembly drawing for bed depth. In the previous

step you loaded the subfill and drained the tank half-way. Load

the ion exchange media by pouring the material through the manhole.

The water will aid in distributing this material.

PAGE 13





OPERATII#G

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION:

The softeners are automatically operated with
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PERMUTIT
A COMPAIY

OPERATING INSTRb CTION$

VI. MAINTENANCE

HARD WATER SUPPLY should be within the quality limitations.

HOUSING Softener must be properly housed to protect it against freez-

ing, rain, dust or other abnormal conditions.

TEMPERATURE Allowable water temperature is also limited by materials

of construction. See DATA SHEET for maximum allowable temperature.

If soft water passes directly into a hot water heater Qr other heat

producing apparatus, a swing check valve must be installed in line to

prevent hot water backing into softener or meter. A pop valve should

be placed between check valve and heater in order to protect softener

shell.

CAPACITY Do not run softener at flow rates higher than allowable. Test

hardness of raw water periodically to avoid running unit past its capacity

for hardness removal. If overrun, a double regeneration is required to

restore ion exchanger to normal condition.

AIR It is very important to keep air out of backwash water, since it

ma- cause upset bed. Be sure all pipe flanges, pipe joints, packing

glands of pumps, etc. are tight.

WATER HAMMZR Wherever water hammer or rapid pulsation of water pressure

occurs (even at low pressures), the user should provide a properly de-

signed air chamber, or other suitable means, to protect the softener

tanks from rupture.

IDLE PERIODS If idle period is long (one week or more), before shutting

down, run the unit until effluent is no longer soft, and then drain.

During the idle period the softener should remain tightly sealed to pre-

vent ion exchanger from drying out.

If there is any danger of freezing, keep inside of tank filled with sat-

urated brine.

When ready to reassume operation, put through a regen cycle and rinse

until water is acceptable.

If idle period is to be short (overnight, weekend), merely shut down

unit. When restarting, rinse the softener to waste until effluent

quality reaches its normal level, before placing unit in service.
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PERMUTIT"
OPERATING INSTRb CTION8

VI. MAINTENANCE

BOILER BLOWOFF CONTROL Ion exchange softening does not reduce total

solids in water. If the soft water is used for boiler feed, it is still

necessary to periodically blowdown the boiler in order to maintain con-

centrations within required limits.

PREVENTION OF CORROSION:

BOILER FEED should be deaerated to avoid corrosion. Sufficient deaera-

tion for protection of the boiler proper can be accomplished in the usual

open heater, if large enough and properly operated. If steel tube econo-

mizers are used, the water must be completely deaerated, and special

equipment should be added to the ordinary open heater for this purpose.

HOT WATER SUPPLY PIPING Deaeration should also be employed. If corro-

sion occurs and deaeration cannot be adopted, feeding of SODIUM SILICATE

into the inlet of the heater for the hot water supply (NOT BOILER FEED)

will be found helpful.

SALT TANK

The salt tank should be inspected periodically and cleaned whenever

necessary. All salt contains impurities or dirt which accumulates in

the lower part of the tank and can cause incomplete regeneration by re-

stricting the brine flow or by delivering weak brine.

To clean, follow this procedure:

Syphon the water from the brine tank with a hose (or shut off

the brine refill valve and permit the water level to lower as

units are regenerated).

Remove any remaining salt and the impurities from the tank.

Clean the brine suction strainer. Wash out the tank and refill

with fresh salt.

If an inlet meter is used in your system, check it’s accuracy periodi-

cally.

Manufacturers’ Literature is included with this text. Refer to it for

information on the timer, stager, multiport valve and individual valves.
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SALT SPECIFICATIONS CHARGING SALT TANKS

A. Y
Rock bll u Ieoponld Salt.

B. Clio,
White to |myi white.

Co
(I) 14o4 less than q% odium chloride, wilh a minimum e/calcium end mm

nesium

(2) ero phenolphthalein alkllinily (Alkalinity B).

(3) Iqo m. lot, or oil ontenl.

Flilaliag

Betic,n S mesh end SO mash. trviqrted slit may hove up to 155 that

meh.

Solteers usinE po|yethylee bine tnks, th no 8rnvel in the t, ms

use I*.ly coese Ze of k silt such es K course, I8Ee.

$olullility
’The salt hould d0silve rqiidly witholt pickinl, to |olsu clear iolutioll,

Sole should diololv canplelely in not Ihen IS minatel in rite STIIDARD

FLOAT eilleliileal deicllhod below.

Tie Pnulil Cietny will tell end it Sty ismploo( sldt anldeeld

Io lelesmoliI pulitel.

Sell

Lied Salt into tank whichever salt depth his dmllped Is shoot |2 inches. To avoid poilaibility of weak

brine bein| used foe lileneration, never let salt depth fell below

Allow brine level Io dlop by relnertial few limes lithoul refillinl wilh makeup water.

Brine drew can be me|orid with I lllel durraI these relenelalmna.
a Ven bvino level ii low elloulh is ilk will nil ovelOow whe ledl il odded lill wilh sill Io

within she,ll IS" ol lira ol link.

Thell lill ,ilh lilel lhroulh Iillinl line Is !" !-- lop ol leak.

l move delilihle procoduie il 1o odd salt whenever the level his diPlOid moil Ihes ll.eril incil below

lie hi|hast level. Thi will ovoid Ihe denel of dinwinl weak blase whes Jill level io too

Salt Stage Tank Brlno lloolullni Teni

Load Jill into Ihe Sail SIoeole Task ($5T) soon the oil level ha dropped 24" below the. top o( thi

trek. Soil mut be iddd belole the liquid level in the $$T is be sell, otl,lwlse wlel will

the constant head box whe ill dried.

delilable melhod of chrin|, i Io odd all whinevei the level loll S" 6" below the lois ol

SIT. By kelllin| Ihe S5"T lillod wilh 11 at 11 limes, the denier of providonl wel heine |ol lelenillllion

1 be voided.

The dilaity o| brine ia Ihe Brine Meeulini Task (BMT) should be chehed lllqlently by plecinl hydl-

meter in Ihe BIdT. he ieadln| obliined should be o Is 13 Bmlm,

Slit Sforale |olin

Whl. I coacllta wit jilt atolole boils il .led, sufficient depth of undissolved lull mut be miilail

Io provide I lillrilld hlina Iolllion il Ill Iimel. hek bliss lleqleslly wilh hydltlel, A lodinl

l Io 13 Bllml indtllel lillillld hril.
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CAUTION
BEFORE ADDING FILL MATERIAL IN TANK, INSPECT
STRAINER ASSEMBLIES TO INSURE PROPER IN-
STALLATION. BOTTOM EDGE OF STRAINER SHOULD
SEAT TIGHTLY TO STRAINER PLATE AROUND ITS
ENTIRE CIRCUMFERENCE. USE FEELER GADG[ TO iN-
SURE NO GAP OR OPENING EXISTS GREATER THAN
0,006." IF GAP IS LARGER FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS.
STEPS 8 & 9 ON PERMUTIT CO. FORM NO. 4938
(INSIDE TANK) DO NOT TIGHTEN NUTS TO TAKE
UP G
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CAUTION
BEFORE ADDING FILL MATERIAL IN TANK. INSPECT
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Su, T] MULTIPORT CONTROL

INLET OUTLET DRAIN ORIENTATION
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PERMUTIT"

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Chemical Test for Oual/ty Control

The DATA SHEET indicates which chemical test is to be used for control of softener operation (SOAP TEST or

TOTAL HARDNESS TEST).
The chemical test is to be used to determine when a softener should be regenerated, and when a rinse may be

ended.
The sample to be tested should be drawn from the soft water sampling cock during a softening run, and from the

sump (or rinse outlet) during a rinse.

Once the correct length of run, and length and rate of rinse have been determined, these figures may be used for

standard operation as Ions as the raw water characteristics do not change. The chemical test should be used to

periodically check on the operation of the softener and adjustments made whenever necessary.

1. SOAP TEST Permutit Test Set 1
Hardness Soap Demonstration

Hach Model S0-1
Cat. No. 2253-00

Apparatus Reagent$

"rest Tube 2 oz. Soap Solution

Stopper
Dropper bottle

Procedure

Fill Ihc test tube to lhe mark with hard w;ter.

After addition of Specified number of drops of soap solution (see DATA SHEET), stopper, shake test tube

vigorously and place on its side. If waler is soft, a permanent lather will form, covering the entire surface and

lasting tt,r at least 5 minutes.

If a lather does not form and rmain for 5 minutes, the water being testedis hard. If the sample was taken from

the softener effluent, the unit should be regenerated. If the sample was rinse water, it indicates that the rinse is

still incomplete.

The test should be made at room temperature if the sample is close to freezing temperatures, allow it to warm

up before the test is run.

(’A UTION: The soap solution contains free caustic and should not come in contact with the skin, fabrics, etc.

If spilled, rinse thoroughly with water.
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PERMUTIT"

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

2. TOTAL HARDNESS TEST

Apparatus
Mixing bottle
Erlenmeyer flask, 125 ml.
Plastic measur/ng tube, 5.83 ml

Hach Model HA-71A
Cat. No. 1452-01

4 oz. Buffer solution, Hardness
in dropper bottle
4 oz. ManVer II hardness indicator

Hardness 2 in dropper bottle
4 oz. Titrant Reagent,
Hardness 3 in dropper bottle

Procedure
Two procedures are outlined. Procedure A for low range when testing the softener effluent or rinse water. Use

procedure B for relatively high range when testing a sample of raw water.

A. Low Hardness Water

Low Range drop equals mg/I)

Fill the flask to the 100-ml mark with the water sample,

Add 2 dropperfuls of Buffer Solution, Hardness 1. Swirl to mix.

Add 4 drops of ManVer(R) I1 Hardness Indicator, Hardness 2. Swirl the flask to mix. Ablue color indicates soft

water. If a red color is produced, proceed to add Titrant Reagent, Hardness 3, dropwise with constant

swirling of the flask. Count the drops until the color changes lrom red to blue. Each drop of the

titrant used is equal to Img/I as calcium carbonate (CaCO3).

B. High Hardness Water

lligh Range (I drop equals gpg)

Fill the plastic measuring tube level full with the water to be tested. Pour it into the mixing bottle.

Add 3 drops of Buffer Soh, tion, Hardness I. Swirl to mix.

Add drop of ManVer(R) !1 llardness Indicator, Hardness 2. Swirl to mix. A blue :olor indicates soft water. If a.

red color develops, proceed to add Titrant Reagent, Hardness 3, dropwise with constant swirling of the

=nixing botlle. Count the drops until the color changes from red to blue. Each drop of the titrant

used is equal to grain per gallon hardness, expressed as calcium carbonate (CaCO3). [One

grain per gallon (gpg) equals 7. milligrams per liter (mg/])].

NOTE. It is suggested that reagent accuracy be checked from time to time by using a reliable standard hardness

solution (ntt included in kit). Follow regular instructions using standard instead ofsample.

Replacement equipment and reagents, the latter in varying volumes, may be ordered F.O.B. directly from:

HACH CHEMICAL COMPANY
P.O. Box 907
Ames, Iowa 50010
Tel. 515-232-2533
TWX 910-520-1158
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INSTALLATION and
MAINTENANCE
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PERMUTIT
THE PERMUTIT COMPANY, INC., E49 MIDLAND AVENUE, PARAMUS, N.J.



PRELIMINARY

BEFORE YOU BEGIN...

CAUTION

Flush all lines before connecting them to unit.
and clean all new piping free of chips.

Do not use undue force when screwing pipes into valve pipe connections. Ream

FOOD. BEVERAGE, AND DRUG MANUFACTURE

If the water to be treated by this equipment is to be used in connection with the commercial manufacture of any food, beverage
or drug product, check first with the Service Department of The Permutit Company for any special instructions which may be
required.

FILTERS

The Softener s deszgned to soften clear, cold hard water that is free of suspended iron, turbidity and other foreign matter. If
your water supply is not as specified above, a filter should be installed to correct this problem.

PRESSURE REGULATING VALVES

Investigate the water pressure. The softener operates on 25 to 100 Ibs. per square inch maximum. If water pressure exceeds the
max=mum, pressure regulating and pressure relief valves must be installed in the supply line to the softener. Optimum pressure
range is 40 to 70 PSIG.

AIR CHAMBERS

In installations where water-hammer may occur from quick-closing valves, such as flushometers, the unit should be protected by
the addition of an adequate aim chamber.

F LOW RATE

Be sure there =s a sufficient flow of water to the softener system.

UNIT LOCATIG

The softener ,Jnt hould be located at a Conven=ent point near a waste water drain. If the softener effluent water goes to a water
heater, both a check valve and relief valve must be installed in the soft water outlet line to prevent hot water from backing into
control valve. Provision must be made for bypassing any fixtures which are to be supplied with hard water.

WASTE WATER DISPOSAL

A ppe for d=sposal of waste water during regeneration must be run from the softener to a waste water drain: Keep the waste line
open and accessible so as to be able to check the flow rates and to check for resin loss in the rinse and back wash position. A dir-
ec connection cannot be made to a sewer pipe.
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IITALLATION

STEP 1 PREPARE FOUNDATIONS
See Foundation or Layout Drawing. DATA SHEET gives the weight of equipment.
Drain line or sump outlet must be large enough to avoid flooding of area.

STEP 2- ERECT TANKS

STEP 4-

Tanks must be plumb and legs set so that piping from bottom passes between legs.
STEP 3- INSTALL PIPING, VALVES AND METER

Refer Layout Drawing
Always place shutoff valves on N LET AND E F FLUENT line of each softener.Before installing a Multiport Valve, flush tank and piping to prevent damage to valve slide.LUBRICATE Multiport Valve before placing in operation (see MAINTENANCE.)
INSTALL STRAINER SYSTEM
See DATA Sheet for TYPE UNDERDRAIN Provided.

A. Double-Dish System
On small diameter units, plastic strainers will be in place when tank is shipped. Each strainerassembly must be checked to be sure all are properly seated and hand-tight.On larger.units, strainer assemblies will be shipped separately for installation at the job site.SEE FIGURE for assembly and installation procedure.
Test the system as described in STEP 6.

STEP 5 INSTALL UPPER INTERNALS

REFER IN’FERNAL ASSEMBLY drawing(s).
From inside bottom of tank measure off required distances for location of top of bedand internal piping, and mark each location in 3 or 4 places around inside of tank.Install brine and wash piping carefully at required elevations, using marks as check points.If necessary, several of the lateral pipes may b temporarily removed to provide
working room for loading ion exchanger and supporting bed.

STEP 6 TEST UNDERDRAIN SYSTEM

Set all valves for BACKWASH (see OPERATION). Keep shut-off valve in inlet lineclosed until ready to start test.
If equipment is AUTOMATIC, open disconnect switch.
With a man at manhole to observe UNDERDRAIN system, open inlet valve to
admit water to bottom of unit.
Note whether water comes freely from every strainer Several trials will be necessary,and after each trial drain water from tank through the drain plug.
Any clogged strainers should be thoroughly flushed out.
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INSTA LLA TION

Installation of Strainer Assembly

STRAINER ASSEMBLY

LOCK NUT-TO BE TIGHTENED ON TOP

YPIGAL SCREEN ASSEMBLY

’t BAR

JTION
AVOID THESE INSTALLATION
ERRORS TO PREVENT LOSS
OF RESIN. SAND. I’C.

Figure I.

Strainers are shipped assembled with SCREEN ASSEMBLY and nuts in place on T-BAR.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Before installing strainer|, lnlpect holes for any burrs, weld spatter, etc., which would
prcven proper seating of assembly. Correct as necessary. EACII STRAINER MUST SEAT
i’l(;lITI.Y AROUND IIS ENTIRE CIRCUMFERFNCE iFFORE INSTALLING FILL
MATERIAL

To install these assemblies proceed as follows:

Remove any plastic tape used to hold the assembly together during shipping.
2) Back off nuts to lop of ’l-liAR Io free S(’REkN ASSEMBLY.
3) "1 lit ’I-BAR and insert int( 2" hole in the strainer plate. Center the rod in the hole and pull up on stem, so that

the shoulders of Ihe T-BAR are up inside the hole.
4) ]ighlcn first nut by hand until SCREEN DIS(’ ASSEMBLY is very lightly seated against strainer plate. T to

shill the assembly as a means of checking whether the T-BAR has slipped out of ils position in the hole.
5) Aflcr ’l-BAR i collier in the hole, lighlcn down the lirl nut by hand until entire assembly can’t he totaled

by hand, then nlukc OllU [till tttrn ol nut, using wrench, to secure in place.
(*) Place lhc second IlU[ on Ihc stem of Ihe I’-BAR and lighlen with a small wrench on top of first nut. This nut

scrves ’,iN ;I ick TIU[.

) IZinal lnspcth)n ia,tlid iicl}=de t=e of 0.0(}0’" feeler uue ifwcen:

) Mruiner plaie atd
b) lower ntlt und trainer

’l’l=is procedure will insure proper el.
X) If gup is larger than 0.00", back off nut und rpCut steps 3 thru 7.
9) if ap is still larger titan 0.(16"’, call the PermutiL (’opany, ervice Dept., Area (’ode:

CAUTION: IN NO CASE SIIOULD NUTS BE TIGtlTENED MORE THAN INDICATED IN STEP 5
TO (’I.OSE GAP.
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INSTALLATION

./

STEP 7 LAY SUPPORTING BED (IF ANY)

a Double Dish underdrain requires NO supporting bed unless specifically noted in Section A, DATA.
Header-Lateral type has either gravel or anthracite.

Gravel or anthracite is shipped in bags, labeled accong to size. With some =oftsaers layer of
comse sand is also provided. Do not put gravel supplied for SALT TANK into softener by B/stake.
Place supporting bed in separate graded layers (SEE INTERNAL ASSEMBLY drw|nK), sad caly
level each layer before placing the next one.
For aid in leveling, let water into bottom of tank VERY "OWLY.unti| It just reaches the top o( me
layer. Then use the water surface to level the supporting bed matodal.
Place first two layers carefully by hand. Other layers maybe poured slowly into tank If bo is
placed in the bottom to break the fall. Do not allow material to damage undedra/n system o diub
other material already in the tank.
If the shell is lined with a special protective coating, all supporting bed material should be plced by
hand. It is very important that such a lining is not damaged.
When entire bed has been placed and leveled, measure the vertical distance from the top of suppodin
bed to lowest loint on lip of manhole. Record this measurement (for each softener) for future refers=ice.

STEP 8 LOAD ION EXCHANGER

Fill tank half-full with water added VERY SLOWLY through the bottom.
Pour ion exchanger into tank through the manhole.
If ion exchanger provided is ZEO-KARB, allow it to oak at least two hours. ZEO-KARB well then
wet to expand its volume by about 2%.
After exchanger is in place (after 2 hours in the case of ZEO-KARB), close the manhole and fill the
tank SLOWLY with water entering through the bottom.
When water flows out of the wash water outlet pipe into the sump, SLOWLY open the inlet valve ImU!
wide open.
Backwash the softener at the rate of flow specified (SEE DATA SECTION) by adjusting the backwash
rate controller.

;TEP 9- REGULATE BACKWASH RATE

See DATA SiIEET for type of RATE CONTROL provided.

Before making any adjustment, first be sure the inlet valve is fully opened.

A. Rate Set Valve

Measure the flow rate (gallons per minute) using the meter and a clock. Fhea ao =eter is provided,
check rate by timing the waste water collected in container of known volume.
Adjust the valve in the wash outlet line to give the backwash rate specified (see OPERATION).

a During this first wash, some ion exchanger =fines" will appear in the wash water. This is normal, but
during this and future washings, there should be no loss of normal sized psrticlen when the softener is
backwashed at the specified rate.
Continue the wash for about 30 minutes, or until the wash water contains no uppeciable amount of
fine material.
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INSTAI.IATION

STEP 10- CHECK BED DEPTH

End backwash by closing valve in inlet line slowly.
Remove manhole and partially dram tank through wash or rinse line (MULTIPORT VALVE in REGEN
position).
Stop draining when ’,ater level is etimated to be 8" to 12" below top of exchanger bed. Bed ahould
be smooth and level.
Measure vertical di,tance from top of bed to lowest point on lip of manhole. Record for future
reference.
Calculate the bed depth of ion exchanger by subtracting this measurement from the dimenaion obtaLued
when the distance to top of supporting bed was measured (STEP 7). Record the bed depth thua
calculated.

STEP 11 REGULATE RINSE RATE

Replace manhole and refill tank SLOWLY through the bottom.
When water flows through outJet pipe into sump, open inlet valve fully, and backwash at full rate for
3 or 4 minutes.
Set the softener valve(s) for RINSE (see OPERATION for procedure).
Control of the rinse rate uses the same type of equipment as used for control of backwash rate. See
OPERATION sheet for type of control provided and for specified rate of flow.
See STEP 9 for instructions for adjusting the rate.

STEP 12 INSTALL METER REGISTER

Place change gears on i|leler ;illd register drive spindle. Use description on shipping instructions
to idenlify each gear (by the number ,)f teeth).
Attach register to meier, i;e sure register is plut]b and change gears mesh.
Remove rear cover open fronl cover. Rotate indic=l,r hand (’[.O(’KWIE (when viewed from
I’r,nl Neptune Only and ohse’e operation of Ihe switch.

=Switch should (u) (’[ Ogl- at the Z[’.R() position of indicator hand. and (h) OPEN when hand is
rolaled ab*,tH I/ lu] m J clockwise direc’lio=.

eHdgc & tlerscy Rcgistcr she)aid bc,pcnulcd counlcr Jockwise.
Fully AtTOMATI(’ sol[criers are provided wilh slighlly dil’fcrcnt register operation. SECTION D-
AUT()MATI(’ EUIPMFNI g=ves addil=,,nul INS’I ALIATION details for that type register.

STEP 13 ASSEMBLE REGENERATION EQUIPMENT AND LOAD SALT

Assemble tanks, piping, valvc and related equipment as shown on LAYOUT or REGENERATION
EQ(IIPMENT I)RAWI N(;S. l’le Polyethelene Brine 1 unk should be set on u clean, solid, flat surface.
I)ATA SilEI-II indicates which of tile following regeneration systems has been supplied. Refer to
appropriate section bel,x for installalion instructions.

A. Salt $oturotor

Install brine suction piping, connect water line to float (refill) valve on salt tank.
Load salt into salt lallk IO provide at least 8" depth in the tank. (:lean, white, pea-sized rock, solar
or approved grades of pellet salt are recommended. Keep salt clean and free from all foreign matter
that may contaminate waler. Open BRINE REFILL valve to add water to salt until 2" below
overflow fitting of tank. Note level of hrine in salt tank and adjust float by adjusting float rod up or
down until level is maintained at approximately 2" below overflow.
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INS TALLA TIOH

STEP 14- REGULATE BRINE DRAW

Adjust brine draw so that brine level in salt tank drops at rate shown in "OPERA’ION". TurnBRINE ADJUSTER screw counter clockwise to increase rate of brine draw. Turn BRINE ADJUST-ER screw clockwise to decrease brine draw rate.

A. Rotate Multiport Valve to RINSE (R) position and rinse until free of possible salt brine and thenrotate to original SOFTENING (S) position.

eOpen BRINE REFILL valve and fill salt tank with water. Adjust float rod, if necessary.Close BRINE REFILL valve.

B. $olt $orogo Tonic Brine Meesuring Tank
Install BRINE COLLECTOR in Salt Storage Tank (SST).Place 6" of gravel in bottom of SST and level top surface. Gravel should cover thecollector.
Place BRINE DRAW DISC and COLLAR on brine suction line in Brine Measuring Tank (]’l’)Load salt into SST until it is full.
Open isolating valve in mak-up water supply line md allow water to flow through the floatland constant head box into the T.
Throttle SETCOCK in line between the SST and BMT, so that it tkes about 2 HOURS to fill theBMT (or, one of the BMT’s, if more than one is provided). If IT fills too quickly, line will betoo weak.
Adjust float valve in constant head box to close when level of water in box is I" from(Brine level in BMT is always below this level because of differeac in deasiti).When highest level of brine in BMT has been reached place BRINE DRAW DISC televation to indicate specified brine draw.
If equipment is automatic, adjust the float switch or electrode in the BMT, to give eifidbrine draw.

STARTUP
When all equipment has been installed, follow the procedure out.lined below before placing the softener(s) inservice.

Check operation of all mechanical components.

If equipment is AUTOMATIC, check operation of electrical components. See SECTION D-AUTOMATICEQUIPMENT, for test procedure for electrical equipment.
When all components are found to operate properly, regenerate each softener as specified see OPERATIONsheet. Set dilution rates, brine draw rates, etc., at this time.

Rinse each softener according to instructions in OPERATION.
After rinse, the softener is ready to be placed in service.
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PRECAUTIONS

To obtain the best operating results from the softeners and to

avoid damage, the precautions listed below should be observ.ed at

all times.

1. HARD WATER SUPPLY should be within the quality limitations indicated.

Maximum Temp. (*F)

pH Maximum

Minimum

Max. Total Ilardness
(grains/gallon)

Turbidity (Max.) ppm

0

Hydrogen Sulfide
ppm (Max.)

Free Chlorine ppm
Max.

CATION EXCIIANGER

Q ZEO-KARB ZEO-DUR

250 140 140

11 11 8.3
6.:2

All A! All

5 5 5

None None None

0.5 0.5 0.5

0.5 0.0 10

Iron and Manganese in the water must be in the dissolved form (WATER clear when first drawn) to avoid

damage to the ion exchanger. Oxidizing agents (such as Chlorine) should not be added to water befme softening,

if iron and mangane.qe are present. Air leaks in piping on pump suction should al..o be eliminated.

HOUSING Softener must be properly housed to protect it against freezing, rain, dust or other abnormal

conditions.

3. TEMPERATURE Allowable water tenperature is also limited by materials of construction of multiport valve
and softener itself. See DATA SllEET for maximu,n allowable temperature.

If oft water passes directly into a hot water heater or other heat producing apparatus, a swing check valve

must be installed in line to prevent hot water backing into softener or meter. A pop valve should be placed

between check valve and heater in order to protect softener shell.

CAPACITY Do not run softener at flow rates higher than allowable. Test hardness of raw water periodically
to avoid running unit past its capacity for hardness removal. If overrun, a double regeneration (as at S’rARTUP"
is required to restore ion exchanger to normal condition.

5. AIR It is very import;rot to keep air out of backwash water, sinc it may cause upset bed. Be sure all pipe

flanges, pll,e joints, packing glands of pumps, etc. are tight.
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PRECAUTIONS

O. WATER HAMMER Wherever water hammer or rapid pulsation of water pressure occurs (even at low pressures),
the user should provide a properly designed air chamber, or other suitable means, to protect the softener tanks
from rupture.

IDLE PERIODS If idle period is long (one week or more), before shutting down, run the unit until effluent is
no longer soft, and then drain. During the idle period the softener should remain tightly se-led to prevent ionexchanger from dnying out.

if there is any danger of freezing, keep inside of tank f/lied with saturated brine.

When ready to reasume,operation, proceed as described under STARTUP.

if idle period is to be short (overnight, weekend), merely shut down unit. When restarting, rinse the oftener
to wa.te until effluent quality reaches its normal level, before placing unit in service.

BOILER BLOWOFF CONTROL Ion exchange softening does not reduce total solids in water. If the so[t
water is used for boiler feed, it is still necessary to periodically blowdown the boiler in order to maintain
concentrations within required limits.

9. PREVENTION OF CORROSION

13OILER FEED should be deaerated to avoid corrosion. Sufficient deaeration for protection of the boiler
can be accomplished in the usual open heater, if large enough and properly operated. If steel tube

are used, the water must be completely deaerated, and special equipment should be added to the
ordinar open heater for this purpose.

IOT WATER SUPPLY PIPING Deaeration should also be employed. If corrosion occurs and deaeration
cannot be adopted, feeding of SODIUM SILICATE into the inlet of the heater for the hot water supply (HOT13OiI.ER FEED) will be found helpful.
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MAINTENANCE

MA:,VTENANCE MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
If equipment is AUTOMATIC, also see "Section D-AUTOMATIC
EQUIPMENT for additional instructions covering electrical
equipment.

1. MULTIPORT VALVE

General
Water pressure on valve must not exceed maximum operating pressure listed on DATA SHEET.Keep stuffing glandaound valve stem leak tight, but do not tighten gland nut too muchTake valve apart at least once a year to inspect slide and port plate. Coat contact surfaces lightly withgrease before reassemb]ing.

General Lubrication
Check oil in valve case occasionally to keep at level of 1/4" plug on left side of valve. Change oil in earcase every 6 months. Use f00-W oil (purchase at service station).
In manually operated 2" and 3" valves, ue grease (such as Gargoyle AA-3), instead of oil.Occasionally oil the motor coupling and drive shaft bearing located below the coupling. (AUTOMATIC VALVESONLY).
Do not allow dirt or water to get into gear case.

Lubrication of Slide
Lubricate slide before valve turns hard or clatters. Required frequency will depend on operating waterpressure.

Slide LUI3R|CATING PFOCEDUII. and recommended LUURICANT are given o reverse of MULTIPORTVALVE PARTS LIST, in Section A of in.tructions.

2. SALT TANK

Salt storage tank or saturator must be inspected periodically and cleaned whenever necessary.Impurities and dirt accumulate in lower part of tank and in gravel. Can cause incomplete regeneration byrestricting brine flow or by delivering weak brine.
To clean, remove gravel and old salt from tank. Wash gravel and carefully replace in bottom of cleaned tank.Refill with clean salt.
Frequency of cleaning depends on type of salt used and frequency of regeneration. Usually, should be doneat least every 3 mon,hs.

3. MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

The following equipment, when provided with the softener, will require periodic mechanical maintenance.

Diaphragm Valves
Inspect about every 6 months to determine that diaphragm is intact, valve seats properly, and pcking gland(if any) is leak tight.

Float Switches
The electrical contacts require periodic cleaning to have good electrical contact at all times.

Pumps
Period inspection of packing gland is required to prevent excessive leakage. Repack glands as often asnecessary.
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MAINTENANCE

4. ION EXCHANGER

If softener is not delivering full capacity, and the cause seems to be the resin, samples of resin will be

analyzed by the Permutit Laboratories. Consult Permutit Company for prices and shipping instructions. A

RESIN SAMPLE TAG, completely filled in, must accompany each sample. This tag contains instructions for

sampling and for mailing.

DIRECTIONS FOR SAMPLING: Backwash and drain the unit or units in question and inspect the beds.

Collect pint samples from (a) the top of the bed, (b) 9" below top of bed, and (c) 18" below top of

bed. Samples may be packed in pint Mason Jars, or in quart size polyethylene bags such as are used as

liners for frozen food containers. The bag may be sealed with cellophane tape. Drain as much water as

possible before sealing ba. Do not dry. The Sample must be packed so that it will not dry in transit.

Be sure to label each jar ,. ’.ag wih a completed RESIlq SAMPLE TAG.

WATER SAMPLES

* When condilion of resin is checked, it is usually advisable to have samples of raw and treated water

analyzed a! the same time. This service is also performed by The Permutit Laboratories. Consult Permutit

(’ompany for prices.

I’ach water sample mus! he accompanied by a WATER SAMPLE ’FAG (see Figure 2). This tag gives

ccmplete directions for collecting samples and for mailing.

Permulit will supply water sample polelhylene cubitainers, tags, and shipping cartons free upon request.
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WATER SAMPLE TAG

Sample From:

Sent by:

Source of Water:

Sampling Point:

Date Sampled:

Sample dear when drawn

Type of Analysis:_

Field Data & Remarks:

Time:.

Yes No

Report to:

Sampling Instructions
Routine Analysis

1. Volume two quarts from each source.

2. Inflate cubitainers with either water to be sampled or
distilled or deionized water.

3. When sampling from a faucet or pump, permit the water toflowsy to thoroughly flush the pipe lines. When
sampling from a stream or pond, draw the sample belowthe water surface at the approximate location of the
proposed intake.

4. Rinse sample bottle at least twice with water to be sam-
pled. Fill sample bottles, leaving only a small air space.
If possible, acidify one of the two containers with 5 ml.-f ;eagent-grade hdrochloric or nitric acid. Cap tight:.1-/... Identify..acidied bottle and type of acid used.

5. Carefully fill in the information requested on the other
side of this tag and attach the tag securely to the appro-
priate bottle.

6. Assemble place bottles in carton, and seal withthe tape provided. During cold weather, pack to avoidfreezing. Attach shipping label.

Ship to: The Permutit Company
R&D Center
P.O. Box 220
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

57o9
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
Some commonly encountered operating difficulties and their usual causes arelisted below. If the cause of trouble cannot be determined, or if there is doubtabout the cause or about the proper corrective action to take contactPetmutit’s SERVICE DEPT.

[ 1. REDUCED CAPACITY OR POOR EFFLUENT QUALITY]
SOURCE OF TROUBLE

CHANGE IN CHEliC:,,:.

CO,’,IPOSITION OF RA’, ,.4TLi

SOFTENEP, BEING
CONSISTENTLY

POSSIBLE CAUSI

HiRher hr,!aess in raw ,’ater

CORRECTI VE ACTION
Check hardness by chemical test. If i! has
changed, comFute new capacity and use new
meter setting.

Raw water ha moreharness tha.
ra=ed.
,,leter setting is incortecL

Check raw water hardness and meter setting.
Give unit a =double-regeneration" (see
STARTUP)

o
m
r
r

0

INCORRECT CtIE:.IlCAL TES;
RESUI.TS

Test procedure in erro:.
Chemicals for test cause error.

Follow instructions carefully.
Use only special soap solution.
Replace weak or c’ontaminated test solutions.

METER SLIPPAGE Meter is aot accwate at very low
flow rate.
Worn or damaged meer.

Use higher flows, or replace with smaller
meter.
Repair or replace as necessary.

INADEQUATE REGENERATION Using a weak (le than 22
brine solution

Not using eough salt.

Clean salt tank.
Recharge at required times.
Use salt which meets specification.
Use correct m’nount of dilution water (IF
APPLICABLE).
Ceck Operation Sheet for specified motmt
Use correct saturated Ixine draw, (or pumpage),

LOSS OF ION EXCHANGER Backwash rote too high
a Surges during backwash
Presence of gravel hills

Eliminate the cause.
Replace lost ion exchmer.



FOULING OF ION EXCItANGER Oxidized iron (Fe) or manganese (Mn)
coating exchanger

Organic matter (slime) coating
exchanger.

If Fe & Mn ate in oxidized form at source,
provide filters remove. If water supply is
clear when first drawn (Fe & Mn are in soluble
form) eliminate any air leaks from suction
piping, and do not feed chlorine or other
oxidizing chemicals before softening the water.
Provide treatment to destroy organic matter.

NOTE: It is sometimes possible to restore a fouled bed to its original condition, or very nearly so. Contact
Permutit fi,r recommendations.

DAMAGE TO ION EXCltANGER llih concentrations of chlorine (or Add reducing agent (such as Sodium Sulfite)
other oxidizing agents) in water or otherwise remove.

CIIANNELING-caused by
A. Dirty or packed bed

B. Gravel hills, tipped bed or potholes

Backwash rate too low
Dirty inlet water or backwash water.

Careless placement of supporting bed.
Surges during backwash
Air in backwash water.

Adjust controller to correct rate.
May require pre-treatment.
Inspect md probe bed.
If serious, must relay supporting bed.

a Eliminate any air leaks and cause of surges.

DIRTY OR PACKED BED

2. INCREASEI PRESSURE LOSS OR DECREASE IN FLOW RATE

See above for possible causes and corrective action

RESTRICTED FLOW Obstruction in meter, piping, or multi-
port valve.
Isolating valves throttled

Inspect and clean as requited.

All valves (except control valves) should be
fially open.

PUMPS NOT DELIVERING CAPACITY a Clearance in pump impeller has
changed (from wear, etc.)
Change in pump suction or discharge
head conditions

a Leakage

Check manufacturers drawings and adjust if
necessary.
May require installation of a booster pump.

Repack stuffing box or seal piping leaks as
necessary.

0
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BACKWASH

Regeneration of any ion exchange unit is always preceded by a backwash step. In this operation, an upward flow
of water is used to loosen and regrade the ion exchange bed and wash out dirt ot suspended matter which may
accumulate during the run. Careful regulation of the backwash flow rate is important since too low rate will

not clean the bed adequately, while a flew rate which is too high may wash out exchange particles of normal

size. Some very finely sized ion exchanger particles or fragments may be washed out of the unit during backwash
at normal flow rates, particularly when the unit is first placed in service, or if the system is being aubiected to

aggressive chemical agents. In such circumstances, it is desirable that these ion exchanger "fines" be
removed in order to avoid other operating difficulties (see Trouble Shooting Section B). If a small sample of

each ion exchanger is set aside when the units are first installed, these samples can be used to determine

whether any material which may be washed from a unit consists of normal sized particles or "fines".

Temperature of the water is an important consideration in selection of the proper backwash rate, because cold
water has a greater lifting effect than does warmer water. /here water temperature is subiect to seasonal

variations, backwash rate may have to be adiusted two or three times a year. Fig. below indicates backwash
rates which have been found adequate to keep exchanger beds clean under conditions normally encountered.
However, any unit may be backwashed at as high a rate as can be obtained without washing out normal sized

particles or plugging the "No-Resin-Loss" backwash collector strainers with resin. In practice, backwash
should be started at a low rate and gradually increased until the maximum practical rate is reached.

VARIATION IN
NORMAL BACKWASH RATE

WITH
WATER TEMPERATURE

0
30 40 SO 60 70

WATER TEMPERATURE’ *K

IO
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GFNERAL INFORaATION PEHMtlTIT

I. ION EXCHANGE SOFTENING PROCESS

In order to understand what happens in the ion exchange softening process, it will first be necessary to understand
the meaning of the terms which are used in the explanation. HARD WATER, CATION EXCllANGER, and BRINE
are therefore defined below and then used to how how the i(m exchange process works.

Hard Wafer

All natural waters contain much the same dissolved

impurities, but in wdely varying amounts.

There are always enough ANIONS present to balance the
CATIONS, but anions have no effect on the ion exchange
softening process.

Water will be HARD, if it contains large amounts of
Calcium (Ca*+) and/or magnesium (Mg* ) ions.

B. Brine i; water which has SALT dissolved in it.

SATURATED brine contains as much salt as it is pos-
sible to hold in solution.

SALT is SODIUM CtlLORIDE (NaCI). When dis-
solved in water it splits up (ionizes) into

Sodium (Na*) ions and Chloride (CI-)

SALT WATER (/)SOOIUM ION (-)CHLORIDE ION

SATURATED BRINE contains a very great number of Na and CI- ions (concentration is over 200,000 ppm).
When used to regenerate a CATION EXCHANGER, only the Sodium ions (Na/) are put to use. The
Chloride ions (CI-) do not work in the process.

C. Cation Exchanger is a solid material whtf has
a very large number of "REACTION POIN’FS’.
These reaction points have NEGATIVE (-)
electric charges, and are able to attract and hold
CATIONS, which are POSITIVEI.Y (4) charged

(much the same as the way opposite pole: at a

magnet attract each other.)

D. The Softening Process The diagrams on the next page show how the elements eplained above are combined
in the ion exchange softening process to produce soft water.
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PERMUTIT
GNRAI. INFORMA TION

When most of the reaction points have been occupied by Ca’* or MK ions, hardness will begin to slip through
the bed in increasing amounts. This rise in hardness in the effluent is an indication that the effective cmpecity
of the CATION EXCItANGER has been reached. The CATION EXCHANGER must thm be regenersted to
restore it to its original condition.

.REGENERATION

At the end of regeneration, the "spent" brine is rinsed away and the REGENERATED CATION EXCHANGER,

with its reaction points again occupied by sod=urn ions is again sb|e to ofte HARD WATER.
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II. QUALITY OF EFFLUENT

If the hard water contains less tl-n 500 ppm (about 30 grains) of Calcium, Magnesium and Sodium salts,
all expressed as CaCO, it will be found that the effluent from a softener will contain an average of not more than
2 ppm actual total hardness (Zero hardness by the SOAP TEST). However, as the total CATION concentration in
the hard water increases above S00 ppm, the average hardness in the effluent wil[ also increase proportionately.

The reason for this is thal when the sodium salts, those present in the raw water plus those formed by
the exchange reactions, are present in high enough concentrations, they cause a "back-regeneration* effect at
the same time as the softening process is takingp]ace. This effect prevents as complete a removal of calcium
and magnesium as would otherwise be possible.

It is often possible to reduce the average hardness in the effluent below normally expected concentrations,
by using a greater amount of salt than usual for regeneration.

NORMAL SOFTENING CYCLE

At the start of a normal softening cycle, the hardness in the effluent drops rapidly as the residue of
hardness ions left in the bed at the end of the rinse are forced out. As indicated by FIGURE 6, the effluent
han:lness reaches a certain minimum value and remains at approximately this concentration for the major part of
the softening run.

TYPICAL
SOFTENING RUN

HARDNESS HARDNESS
END POINT END POINT

RINSE FORC__A
ACTUAL HARDNESS- ;

IN EFFLUENT’--
AVERAGE __HRDNESS- ENTL/

START
RUN GALLONS OF WATER

SOFTENED

END
NORMAL
RUN

Figure 6
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GENERAL INFORMA’rlON PEHMLITIT

Toward the end of the effective run, hardness in the effluent begins to increase fairly rapidly. If the
cycle is stopped at the unit regenerated when the effluent reaches the hardness indicated by point "A" in
FIGURE 6, then the average hardness during the overall softening run will be equal to the value indicated by
the "AVERAGE" line. From FIGURE 6, it is apparent that a lower average hardness can be obtained if the
softening run is ended at some earlier point in the cycle (for example, at point "B’)

III. CAPACITY OF ION EXCHANGER

The capacity for the removal of calcium and magnesium depends mainly upon the type of ion exchanger
which is used. It is further influenced by the amounts of hardness and sodium ions in the raw water, and by the
amount of salt used for regeneration.

A. Raw Water The effect of the amounts of hardness and sodium ions in the raw water on capacity, is
expressed in terms of COMPENSATED HARDNESS.

The hardness of the raw water is considered to be greater than it actually is for capacity deter-
minations, whenever: (a) the total hardness is greater than 400 ppm (as CaCOs), or (b) the sodium
salts are over 100 ppm (ag CaCO3). This "greater-than-actual" hardness is referred to as
COMPENSATE[) tiARDNESS, and its value may be calculated using the following formula.

ppm
itARDNESS

ppm
ilARDNESS

x

TOTAL
9000 ppm

CATIONS

(all ppm as CaCO)

El. Sail Dosage The capacity which will be obtained from a cation exchanger is also determined by the
amount of salt used during regeneration. The Kilograins (KGR)of hardness which can be removed by
each cubic foot of ion exchanger between regenerations, increases as more salt .is used for regeneration.

At the same time, the efficiency of salt usage de-
creases with the htFher regenerant
is, a greater number of Kilograins of hrdnes are
removed for each pound of salt used at the lower
salt dosages, (and consequently, at the lower
capacities). Thus, greater economy may be
oblained al the expense of the number of gallons
of water softened between regenerations. Fibre 7
illustrates the effect of sa11 dosage on capacity
and el iciency.

Figure 7
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Er4E&AL tNFORMA TIOI I- RMtlTIT

C. Calculetion of Capocity To determm the capacity of any cation exchanger, follow the procedure ouUinedlow:

(a) From the analy.is of the ran water, determine the actual total hardness as the sum of the cIciumnd magnesium conccntratlo.,, expre:sed as CuCO s.

(b) I[ necessary, calculte tl,,:, c,,:i.r,,.aled hardness in accordance with the formula given bove.

(c) Express pints per milhoh (;- -,:} o! od] hardness as grains per gallon by means of the conversion:

-: iuains per gallon (gPg)

(d) For greate accuracy, the L d:;tL ,f los exchanger should be measured d the actu lume ofion exchanger c}cu!:,e L "[ r: w, prevent intrucing error in case e actual volume ffersfrom e volume list-- on the ..} ’- :T.

Calculate the ion exci,ag,, ;lu,,- m uLic feet) using the bed depth and the tank diameter.

lli 1.i3"1! (inches)] x [DIIETER (ft)]
]S

(el Reco the total galbn ot .,. ,,ftened durin K a normal run, which was ended in acancewith instructions g=ven r (’JJ 5’.’A: T’[.

(f) W’.i the abe)re intor..i’c,n !- ;’,:,.,I r’.;,aci’.. of the ion exchanger can be computed using thefon. ul a:

,’,IAINS GAI

LENGTH OF RUN
(GALLONS)

lO00

VOI.UME OF ION EXCHANGER
(CUBIC FEET)

NOTE KGN Kilog:t:n.
1 KGR 1000 Ga:n-.

4856A 10/75
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VENDOR
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PART III

MANUFACTURERS’ LITERATURE

FOR

MARINE BASE

CAMP LJEUNE, NORTH--CAROLINA
--PERMUTIT JOB NO. AI41E39857

ASHCROFT

ATC

FISHER CONTROLS

D. GOULDS PUMPS

E. JERGUSON GAGE

F. MULTIPLEX MANF. CO.

G. PENBERTHY

H. SQUARE D

I. VALMATIC

DESCRIPTION

PRESSURE GAUGES

SERIES 324 CAM PROGRAMMER

TYPE 171 LEVEL REGULATOR
AND VALVE

TYPE 171 LEVEL REGULATOR
AND VALVE

3642 CLOSED COUPLE PUMP

3642 CLOSED COUPLE PUMP
3642 CLOSED COUPLE PUMP

TUBULAR GAGE GLASS
TUBULAR GAGE GLASS
PROTECTOR FOR TUBULAR VALVE

CRISPIN AIR RELEASE VALVE

EJECTOR LM

ELECTRIC ALTERNATOR

CONTROL RELAY 8501

AIR AND VACUUM VALVE

FORM NO.

250-1997-A

INSTALLATION
10 SHEETS

1891

DWG. AP 1846

5-21-80-1A-WS
DWG. 89464
CURVE 1275

399
DWG. 561602
DWG. GD-1598

CV-I183

1950

DWG. B31128-
499

531AS

DWG. VM-AV-I,
DWG. VM-101, &

DWG. VM-101-M
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ASHCROFT(R) PRESSURE GAUGE
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

GAUGESARE INSTRUMENTS. HANDLETHEM CAREFULLY

)ROPER USESELECTION

Pressure Ranges--Select a gauge with a full scale pressure
range of approximately twice the normal operating pres-
sure. The maximum operating pressure should not exceed
approximately 75% of the full scale range. Failure to select a
gauge range within this criteria may ultimately result in
fatigue failure of the Bourdon tube component.

INSTALLATION

Always use aNrencon the flats of the gauge socket to
screw the gaugc’in’lSlace. When a fitting is being screwed to
the gauge, hold a wrench on the socket flats instead of
twisting against the gauge socket screws which are intended
to hold the gauge mechanism in the case.

When gauges are mounted on a wall or panel, make sure
they are connected free from piping strains. Also see that
the mounting surface is flat, or insert washers under the
flange of the gauge case to obtain three-point suspension.
Preferably, the last length of piping leading up to the gauge
should be flexible tubing. This will insure that the gauge is
free from strain.

Install gauges where they will be free from the effects of
mechanical vibration as this will wear out any gauge quickly.
Try to mount the gauge on a wall nearby and connect the
gauge to the machine which vibrates badly by means of
flexible line assembly.

Protect gauges from frequent pressure pulsations by using
throttle screws in the socket of the gauge, needle valves,
pulsation dampeners, or pressure snubbers.

When any gauge is used for steam pressures, a siphon filled
with water must be installed between the gauge and the line.
When the system is subject to occasional vacuum, provide a
leg of piping which cannot be emptied by the vacuum effect.
A drain cock or plug should be installed atthe bottom of this
leg to enable occasional cleaning out of the sedim__._t. The
head effect of this piping leg should bempensated..or by
resetting the pointer of the gauge.

MAINTENANCE

OPERATING CONDITIONS

The operating conditions to which a gauge will beubjected
must be considered. If the gauge will be subjected_.L0.evere
Efibr pressure pulsations, liquid filling thea.nay
l-necsaty to obtain normal product life. Other-’f-an dis-
coloration of the dial and hardening of the gasketing that wil
occur as ambient temperatures exceed 150F, metal case
Duragauges (that are not liquid filled) can withstand continu-
ous ambienttem.peratures as high as 350 F. Phenol and poly-
propylene case gauges can withstand ambient temperatures
up to 250 F. Accuracy will be affected by approximately 1.5%
per 100F. Gauges with welded joints will withstand 750F
(450 F with silver brazed joints) for short times without rup-

h other parts of the gauge will be destroyed and
will be lost. For temperature limits On other
General Service Bulletin GS1, Special Service

SG1 and Test Gauge Bulletin TG-I.

Apply pressure slowly. Do not open the gauge cock or valve
too ikthis iKt,orts a severe strain on thB)UPO-
tubew"-’i.rnait, o( resu!t in sho.rtened life.Wh-
the servica-itelf is subject to suddeq pressure applications,
use a needle valve, dr the Ashcroft Gauge Saver.

Avoid over-pressure. See that the apparatus is provided with
a relief valve and that therange qf the gauge is higher than
the set pressure of the reli.ef valve.

Sudden pressure release has the same detrimental effect"
and should be compensated for in the same manner as for
pressure applications mentioned above. On hydraulic
presses, Catalog Number 1056 or 1009DH Gauges with slot- .E
ted link should be specified. See Special Service bulletin/"
SG-I.

Replace broken glasses and thus keep dirt out of the working
bearings and teeth of the movement mechanism.

Never oil gauge movements or linkages except with high
grade instrument oil. Regular oil attracts dirt and becomes
gummy, thus causing the gauge to act sluggish and in-
accurate.

HEAT AFFECTS GAUGE ACCURACY

Approximate change in calibration of Bourclcm
tube type Pressure Gauge caused by changes in temperature.

Example: Gauge working at 500 p.s.i, pressure and at
280 F. temperature would have a-3% correction and would
read 3% or 15 p.s.i, fast.

Form No. 250-1997-A Printed in U.S.A.



ENGINEERING DATANAMES OF GAUGE PARTS AND RING DESIGNS

The drawing below shows a typical solid front lower
connection Duragauge with all of the parts designated
by their standard names. The use of these names will
facilitate the ordering of parts and eliminate any
misunderstanding in describing gauge construction.

1279 used to
clearly illustrate the
gauge components

When ordering parts--specify as much of the fol-
lowing data as possible:
Size (dial diameter)--Case Material (Stainless Steel,
polypropylene, Aluminum or Phenol)-- Ring Design
(Slip, Threaded, Snap or Hinged)--Connection
Location (Lower or Back) Connection Size (W’ or
1/2")--Bourdon Tube/Socket (Material indicated on
dial)--Dial Range. Specify Type Number if possible;
otherwise, mention whether parts are for Duragauge,
General Service Gauge, Special Application Gauge,
Receiver Gauge or Test Gauge.

Rear Cover

Gasket Rotary
Geared
Movement

Phenol Case
Dial

Bourdon Tube System
Socket Seal

Threaded Ring
Gasket

Micrometer Window
Pointer

NOTE: The socket, tube and tip
assembly is furnished as one in-
tegral unit. The movement issup-
plied complete.

TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

WITH SLIP RING

SLIP RNG".
WINDOW

OPEN FRONT

WITH SNAP RING

WINDOW

GASKET

OPEN FRONT

THREADED RING

GASKET

WINDOW

RING

SOLID FRONT

WITH HINGED RING

HINGED,.,,t-m

RING
GASKET

SOLID FRONT

& 6" GAUGE WITH
THREADED METAL RING

WINDO:-GASKET

SOLID FRONT

BAYONET LOCK

BAYONET
LOCK RING

ST. ST. CASE/RING
OPEN FRONT

WITH BAYONET
LOCK RING

RING

WINDOW

POLYPROYLENE CASE
AND RING

SOLID FRONT

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

1. Preliminary Gauge Calibration Setting

(SOLID FRONTU

2. Calibration-
a. At zero pressure (or at full vacuum for

compound or vacuum gauges), assemble
pointer to pinion shaft in the horizontal,,
position.

b. Apply pressure equal to full range end adjust
the slide in the segment slot until the pointer
has rotated 270 degrees (vertical position).

c. Reduce pressure to zero and reset pointer if
necessary to horizontal position. If pointerad-
justment was required, repeat step (b) above.

d. Apply prassurequal to mid-scaleend drive
pointer firmly onto pinion.

e. Recheck calibration at the lower and upper
ends of the scale.

3. Linearity Adjustment Although the procedure
outlined above should produce a correctly cali-
brated gauge, linearity adjustment may be required.
If the pointer reads correctly at the bottom of the
scale and low at the top of the scale, rotate the
movement to increase the angle between the link
and the segment. If the pointer reads high, rotate
the movement in the opposite direction.

INSTRUMENT DIVISION
DRESSieR INDUSTRIES INC.

STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 06497



.-====-,-.,A,- Parts Price List # EQ983

MODEL EQ AIR (Effective September 1, 1983)

(Model EQU With Intake Valve Unloading Head)
Four Cylinder Two Stage

1725 RPM
HP PRESSURE RPM CFM Motor Pulley

(PSI) DISPLo 2 GR. A Pitch

100 520 8.8 3.8
11/2

175 470 8.0 3.5

100 680 11.6 5.0
2

175 570 9.7 4.2

100 947 16.1 7.0
3

175 824 14.0 6.2

21/2(3) 21/2 Bore x 2 Stroke

’/= NPT.
Valve

Pressure Outlet

7V. ----.
(4) "/, Dla. hole=

Shipping Carton 201/2 x 18-A x 17
(Appx. 100 Ibs.)

INSTALLATION AND
INSPECTION: Check for possible damage in transit
and see that flywheel turns freely by hand. Flywheel
run-out or wobble may be due to a flywheel cracked
in handling. Report any damage to delivering carrier
at once.

MOUNTING: Locate to provide the compressor
intake and flywheel fan with cool, clean, dry air.
Remove all shipping skids. Place the unit on a solid
base with the flywheel at least 6 inches from a wall.

HORIZONTAL TANKS: Use one of the following:
l) Mount legs on properly selected vibration isolators
(consult dealer for recommendations). 2) Mount and
level the assembly using Emglo tank levelers. 3) Care-
fully shim legs to level and allow the assembly to
stand free (not bolted to floor).
VERTICAL TANKS: Level the assembly and bolt
the legs directly to the floor.

AIR PIPING: For maximum noise isolation, include
a section of rubber or flex-metal hose between the
tank and shop air system.

LUBRICATION: Compressor is shipped without
oil. Before starting compressor, fill the crankcase to
the upper or full oil level mark. Compressor must be
reasonably level for proper lubrication.

STARTING
Crankcase capacity: Approx. Qt. (l Liter)

For heavy duty operation, the use of a good grade of
compressor oil meeting the following specifications
will provide superior lubrication and extend the life
of your compressor. Compressor oil is available from
the factory or most oil distributors.

Air Compressor Oil:
Napthenic Base
500 S.U.S. @ 100F for 55 to 120 F ambient.
350 S.U.S. @ 100F for 32 t6 55F ambient.
225 S.U.S. @ 100F for 0 to 32F ambient.

For normal duty, including intermittent operation,
a quality grade of non-detergent automotive oil will
provide suitable lubrication:
SAE 30 for 55 to 120F ambient.

SAE 20 for 32 to 55 F ambient.
SAE 10 for 0 to 32F ambient.

Multi-viscosity oils are not recommended for air
compressors.

ROTATION: Facing the pulley side of pump,
direction of rotation should be counter-clockwise
(see arrow on pulley) for efficient cooling action.

OPERATION AND CARE
PRESSURE AND SPEED: Never operate pump at
pressures or speeds in excess of those recommended
by the factory. A safety valve must be installed in
every compressor assembly.

DALLY: Check for any unusual noise, failure to
compress, overheating, vibration or belt slippage and
correct before damage of a serious nature can
develop.

WEEKLY: Examine filter elements and if dirty,
remove, tap filters on hard surface to remove dust.
Replace if necessary.

Check oil level and if necessary add sufficient oil to

bring level in base to the upper mark on oil gauge.
Keep compressor clean for efficient operation.

MONTHLY: Check and tighten all bolts as required.
Check air connections and joints for leaks tighten
if necessary.

EVERY THREE MONTHS: Drain and refill base
with new oil. Continuously operating compressors in
daily use and units subject to heavy duty should have
oil changed monthly.

NOTE: TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE LOCATED ON BACK COVER



$TANDARO MODEL INCLUDE8
CENTRIFUGAL UNLOADER

#683



NOTE: The number indicates the total number
of pieces required for a complete pump repair. PARTS LIST MODEL EQ & EQU

MINIMUM CHARGE $5.00

PART PRICE PART
NO. DESCRIPTION EACH NO.

LI Crankcase $89.00 K43
L2 Bearing Cap 16.00 K44
L3 Bearing Cap Gasket (.031) .80 K45
L4 Bearing Cap Gasket (.016) .80 K46
L5 1/4 x % Tube EL Conn. 2.00 K47
K6 Bearing Cap Bolt [10 ft.-lb.] (3) A-20x .20 LS0
L7 A x A Tube Conn. 1.35 EQS0
K8 Crankcase Bolt [15 ft.-lb.](12) /6-18xA .25 LSI
K9 .. Bearing Flywheel End 12.00 EQSI
L9 Bearing w/Outboard Shield 13.00 K52
Kl IE/Oil Seal 5.00 L53
LI3 Oil Drain Plug ,NPT .60 L54
FI4 Fill Cap [includes FIS] 2.35
FI5 Fill Cap Gasket .55 L55
LI6 Oil Fill Elbow Assy. 3.95 EQ56
LI8 . Breather Tube 2.45 EQ57
EQ20-- Crankshaft 54.00 EQ60
L21L’’ Connecting Rod w/Dipper Assy. (3) 13.00 EQ61
L21W Connecting Rod H P Assy. w/ EQ62

EQ38 Bearing 32.50 EQ65
L22 Rod Bolt w/Lock Washer [10 ft.-lb] (8) .35

tA-20xl1/4
EQ23 Flywheel [13 O.D.] w. K25 Key 75.00
K25 Flywheel Spirol Pin Key .45
K30 Cylinder (2) 44.00
K31 Cylinder Gasket (2) .65
K32 Piston LP (3) 14.00
K32W Piston HP 15._5_0
K33 Compression Ring (8) 2.75
K34 Oil Control Ring Assy. (4) 4.00
K35 Piston Pin LP (3) 4.75
EQ35 Piston Pin HP 11.25
K36 Pin Retainer LP (6) .20
EQ37 Roll Pin .45

EQ38 Bearing 21.50
L40 Valve Plate (2) 17.00
L41 Valve Plate Gasket (2) 1.75

PRICE
DESCRIPTION EACH

Valve Retainer (8) .35
Valve Bumper (8) 1.90

Valve Spring-Light (3) .70
Valve Spring-Heavy (5) .70
Valve Disc (8) .70
Left Head 22.00,
Right Head 31.50
Left Head Gasket 1.75

Right Head Gasket 1.95
Head Bolt [22 ft.-lb.](12) /6-18x2 .40

Filter Mount (2) 5.95
Filter Cover (2) 4.75

t( 6.25
Filter Nut (2) .30

Safety Valve 10.00
Plug NPT .55
1/2 x Flare 45 Deg. EL 3.60
1/2 x Flare EL (3) 2.90
Finned lntercooler w/Flare Nuts 32.50
Finned Intercooler w/Flare Nuts 31.50

ASSEMBLIES
EQI00W’Gasket Set Includes L3, L4,

2 of K31, 2 of L41, LSI, EQSI
KI32 Piston, Pin, Rings LP (3)
EQ132V’Piston, Pin Rings H.P
KI33’ Piston Ring Set for two

Pistons (2)
LI40 Left Valve Plate w/Valves

installed w/L41, LSI Gaskets
EQI40 Right Valve Plate w/Valves

installed w/L41, EQSI Gaskets
K 145 Valve Assy. Light (3)
KI46 Valve Assy. Heavy (5)
LI54 Filter Assy. includes L53, L54,

L54E, L55 (2)
L0

9.75
27.25
35.00

18.00

33.50

33.75

3.50
3.50

17.75
LO Oil Level Sight Guage,Factory Instl. 17.50

IMPORTANT

When ordering parts, please give compressor model, seriall
number and part number. Order assemblies when possible.

CENTRIFUGAL UNLOADER
PART PRICE
NO. DESCRIPTION EACH
EQ2 Bearing Cap 20.50
EQT0 Weight, Pair 18.00
EQ71 Operating Tube 4.00

EQ72 Spring 1.50
EQ73 Pivot Pin w/Cotter Pin 2.25
EQ73B Cotter Pin .20
EQ74A Air Valve (Milton #404-100) 1.00

EQ74B Unloader Body 9.00
EQ74C Hex Nut .50
EQ74D Operating Pin 1.20
EQ76 1/4 x 1/4 Tube Conn. 1.35
EQ77 1/4 x A Tube EL 2.00
EQ78 Centrifugal Unloader Tube 3.50

ASSEMBLIES

EQI70 Centr. Unloader Weight 27.00
Assy. w/Gasket, includes
EQ70, 71, 72, 73, L3, L4

EQI74 Centr. Unloader Valve 15.00

Assy. includes EQ74A, B, C,
D, EQ76

EQI75 Centr. Unloader Complete 63.50
Assy. w/Bearing Cap, Tubing
and Gasket

INTAKE VALVE UNLOADING HEAD
PART PRICE
NO. DESCRIPTION EACH
LU80 Left Head-Unloading Type 24.00
EQS0 Right Head-Unloading Type 37.00
KUSI Unloader Piston (4) 2.25
KU82 O Ring (4) .50
KU83 Unloader Spring (4) .50
KU84 Unloader Washer (4) .50
KU85 Unloader Retainer (4) .25
LU86 1/4 x % Tube EL Conn. 2.00
LU87 1/4 x 1/4 x % Tube Tee 3.65

LU88 Unloader Manifold Tube 2.95

ASSEMBLIES
LUI80 Left Unloading Head 32.50

Complete w/Unloaders
EQI80 Right Unloading Head 44.75

Complete w/Unloaders
KUI81 Unloader Assy. includes 4.00

KU81, 82, 83, 84, 85 (4)



AIR COMPRESSOR MAINTENANCE AND
TROUBLE SHOOTING

A. COMPRESSOR "NOT PRODUCING ENOUGH AIR"
!. Drain air tank and measure pump up time. Compare with proper time for compressor model (see factory guide). If time is

O.K., compressor may be too small for application. Increasing operating pressure will exaggerate the problem.
2. Test for leaks in air lines, tank, or compressor fittings. Soap suds solution works well.
3. Clogged filter element remove, clean or replace. Intake air must be free of contamination such as paint mist.
4. Hot air blows out of intake. Intake valves not sealing. Remove and clean. Polish disc on fine emery cloth (#400). Replace

worn parts. A complete valve pla:: assembly can be obtained as a factory exchange at low cost.
5. Check valve or discharge tubing clogged. Clean or replace.

B. AIR LEAKS FROII CENTRIFUGAL UNLOADER[, (BACK OF COMPRESSOR PART EQ74B)
I. To provide "loadless starting", this device opens air alve (EQ74A) when the compressor stops thus bleeding off air

contained between the compressor and tank check valve.
if air leaks continuously when compressor stops, the tank check valve is leaking. Drain tank remove and repair cheek
valve, if air leak is steady when compressor runs, adjust air release. Remove tube from EQ76. Loosen lock nut EQ74C.
Turn EQ74B out one turn (CCW). Valve should seal when running and open when stopped. Repeat adjustment if
necessary.

C. INTERSTAGE SAFETY VALVE LEAKS (EQ56) (VALVE FACTORY SET TO OPEN AT 65 PSIG)
I. Head gasket or hi pressure inlet valve leak. Examine, clean valve or replace.
2. Defective safety valve; Replace. Do not adjust safety valve.

D. EXCESSIVE OIL CONSUMPTION] (Measure oil consumed per hour of operation.)
!. Clogged air intake filter. Clean or replace.
2. Inferior or dirty oil see recommendations in instructions.
3. Crankcase not sealed air leaks in. Check oil fill cap and shaft oil seal. Replace if necessary. Tighten crankcase bolts (15Ft. lb.)
4. Piston rings worn or sticking. Remove rings, clean grooves. Check ring wear by pushing ring into cylinder bore. New ring

end gap is approximately .007 to .017 inches. (Operation is O.K. to .060.) Stagger ring gaps when installing.
5. Deep scratch on cylinder wall. Caused by lack ofoil or dirt in oil. Hone (.015 max. on diameter) or replace.
6. Oil in discharge air. Some oil is always present. Clean accumulation in air lines and tank. Add air line filter or clean

element.
7. Compressor unloaded more than 60% with constant running control. Consider start-stop or dual control.

E..,LKV O,L ,N RESERVO,R

1. Normal result of water mixing with oil in tank or possibly in crankcase. Change oil and/or drain tank.
2. Move compressor or pipe intake to lower humidity source or cooler area. Increase intake pipe one size for every 3 feet of

length keep short.

[ F. NOISE, KNOCK OR VIBRATION
I. Assembly-vibrating. See mounting instruction.
2. Flywheel wobbles. Cracked flywheel or bent shaft. Replace.
3. Flywheel or pulley loose. Remove, apply loctite on shaft, re-install with new key.
4. Loose or worn connecting rod or piston pin. Tighten or replace.
5. Pressure switch or magnetic starter chatter. Adjust switch for greater differential or replace.
6. Loose vee belt. Adjust tension on slotted platform.
7. Foreign matter (carbon, dirt, piece of gasket) on top of piston. Remove cylinder head and check. To increase head

clearance, add crankcase gaskets.., not head gaskets.
G. RUNS HOT (Head and discharge line normally are hot enough to burn if touched)

I. Compressor operating in excess of rated discharge pressure. Reset pressure control.
2. Poor ventilation. Provide cooler location. Allow minimum 6" flywheel clearance.
3. Incorrect rotation. Check flywheel arrow. Reverse motor.
4. Discharge valve or head gasket leak. Remove and clean valve. Replace.5. Restriction in discharge line or check valve. Clean or replace.

a. COMPRESSOR "SLOWDOWN" OR "FROZE UP"
I. Check that supply voltage matches motor, i.e., 15 volt supply with motor connected for 230 volts or 208 supply with 230volt motor.
2. Measure actual voltage at the motor while the compressor is under load (starting up or at high pressure). If voltage is more

than 0% below motor nameplate rating, relocate compressor closer to main switch panel and/or provide heavier wiring.Check with electric power company.
3. Vee belt slipping. Adjust tension by moving motor. Clean oil from belt and pulleys4. Operating pressure set higher than design pressure. Reset control.5. if flywheel cannot be turned by hand (drain tank to eliminate back pressure), cheek oil level, lf"frozen" condition existafter cooling down and adding oil, disassemble compressor and replace damaged components. After compressor "run in"

period, freezing is caused by lack of adequate clean lubrication.
6. Gas Engine Driven Compressors: If engine stalls during acceleration, increase engine idle speed. On engines equipped with

a clutch, maintain idle speed below clutch engagement speed, (approx. 1900 RPM).

EMGLO PRODUCTS CORP., dohnstown Industrial Park, dohnstown, PA 15904
814/266-8656
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A COMPACT AND ECONOMICAL
MOTOR-DRIVEN CAM TIMER, THE 324C

PRECISELY CONTROLS ONE TOTWELVE

OAD CIRCUITS THROUGH EASILY-SET

:REWDRIVER.ADJUSTABLE CAMS.
EACH TIMER PROVIOES A WIDE RANGE

OF CYCLE TIMES THROUGH A SET

OF INTERCHANGEABLE GEARS.

THE 324C CAN ALSO BE USE0

WITHOUT A MOTOR AS

A ROTARY CAM LIMIT SWITCH

WITH BIDIRECTIONAL SWITCHES.

SERIES

 324 (AMTIME
PRECISION SWITCH

CAM PROGRAMMER

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

EASY AND PRECISE CAM ADJUSTMENT

With ATC’s unique split-cam design,

each side of the cam is separately

screwdriver.adjustable in either

direct ion: either side determines the

precise instant during the cycle when

the switch will actuate, the other side

determines how long the switch will

remain actuated. Adjustments are easy

and precise: 114 turn of the adjusting

screw equals 1/2% of cycle time.

A setting disc, calibrated in 1%

increment s, facil itates program set-up

and indicates cycle progress.

ONE TO TWELVE PRECISION SWITCHES

Whether used as a time or sequence

programmer, the 324C can be ordered

with any number of cam-operated

switches from one to twelve. Each

SPDT precision switch is rated at 10

amps, 120V AC and is 113 hp rated at

120 or 240V AC.

WIDE RANGE OFCYCLE TIMES

The 324C is available with a choice of

14 synchronous motors that provide

more than 270 cycle times between 3

sec and 60 hrs. Each motor provides an

adjustable range of 21 cycle times,

with a ratio of over 3:1, through a set of

interchangeable gears. Changing gears

is a simple operation that takes only a

few minutes.

TOPACCURACY

The repeat accuracy and setting

accuracy of the 324C are both within

+- 114%, tops in its field. Follower

fingers precisely track the contour of

the cams, accurately operating the

precision switches with quick-make

and quick-break act ion.

SEQUENCE CONTROL

The 324C can be ordered without a

motor and with a 1-inch long shaft

extension on one end, for use as a

rotary cam limit switch. The unit is then.
fitted with bidirectional switches.
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SPECIFICATIONS

CYCLETIMES
More then 270 cycle times, from 3 sec to 60

hrs, from achoice of interchangeable
motors and gears; each motor provides more

then 20 cycle times.
(m Speed Cans).

REPEAT ACCURACY
: % of cycle time.

ILrl"NG ACCURACY
1/4% of cycle tlmo.

RtABE SIZES
3, 6, 9 nd 12 cam frame sizes ere provided.

CAMS
NUMBER: to 12 (or multiples up to 12, by

combining timer assemblies); crns may
be factor-set.

CUT: Standard or "50%" cut", as specified

(standard cams allow contact Closure

adjustment of to 4,5% or55 to 99%,

",50% cut" cams allow contact closure

adjustment of 12 to .52% or 48 to 88%;

custom cams available with 2, 3, 4 or more

cuts.

CONSTRUCTION: Two-inch diameter;, ollt
type; made of Dlrin.

UFE EXPECTANCY
MECHANICAL: over 10,000,000 operations.

CONTACTS: over 1,000,00 operations at

leSS than amp.

ION) SWlINF.S
TYPE: Pmclalon switches; one for Ich cam.
CONTACT ACTION: SPDT (Form C).
CONTACT RATING: 10 A M 120 V AC

(non-inductive). 113 HP at 125/250 V AC.

MINIMUM CONTACT ACTUATION TIME: 1%
of cycle time.

ImlVE MOTORS
SPEED: choice of 14

(see Time Cycle Ordering Codes).

TYPE: Synchronous; permanently
lubricated; Integral sllp clutch for manuel
advance; anti-backup to prevent damage
to switches.

VOLTAGE: 120V AC, 50oeO cycles;
optional: 24 or 240 V AC,50 or0 cycles.

POWERCONSUMPTION: 12 watts mix.

DUAL DRIVE: two motors may be used, for

duel-speed and IOeclal applications.

TORQUE-SPEED CAPABIUTIES: At cycle

times of 30 lec or longer, the 324 can

drive end switch 12 contaCtS
simultaneously; below 30 eec, the motor

may be limltl( in its al:)tllty to drive or

switch a number o4 contacts
simultaneously. (See speed chart

TEMPERATURE RATING
32 to 140"F. (0

WIRNT
NET: from Ibe. for le 3 cam unit up

to 3 Ibs. for the 12 cam unit

SHIPPING: from two Ibs. for the 3 cam unit

up to 4 Ibe. for the 12 cam unit

BICLOSURES (Olonal)
(See last pages of Cltalog for detsiled

description).
NEMA 12 molded case for one model 324

with maximum of 3 cams.

DIMENSIONS

INCHES
MILLIMETERS

NOTE: THREE MOUNTING FEET, LOCKWASHERS AND SCREWS
SUPPLIED WITH EACHTIMER. TIMER CAN BE
MOUNTED HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL. HORIZONTAL

BY DOTTED LINES.

.25" DIA SHAFT EXTENSION RELAY USED ON LONG
3.81 RIGHT OR LEFT SIDE STOP CYCLE OPERATION

WITH MOTOR ON OPPOSITE
SIDE

i ! I

C- IF 2 MOTORS ARE REQ.

3.19
81 .O3

5.69
144.5

7.56
192.02

9.44

5.72 7.22

7.59 909
192.79 230.89

9.47 10.97
240.54 278.64

11.34 12.84

MOUNTING SHOWN. VERTICAL MouNTING SHOWN

.28

Number of
Cm$

3

6

9

12

.14 DIA.
3 HOLES "H"
FOR HORIZONTAL MTG.

3 HOLES "V"
FOR VERTICAL MTG

4.19
106.40

1.88





PRECISION SWITCH CAM PROGRAMMER

ORDERING CODE 324C

01 switch, 3

02 2 switches, 3

0 3 switches, 3

04 switches,6 cams
05 5 switches, 6

06 6 switches,6 cams
07 ? switches, 9 cams
0 8 switches, 9

09 9 switches, 9 cams
10 10 switches. 12 cams
11 11 switches, 12

12 12 switches, 12

B2F

TIME CYCLE
F’ill in here the ppropriete lette,

number, lette( cornbinat ion,
sstecting a lettm for motor speed,

number for the motor pinion, and

letter for the cam shaft gear
from the speed charts.

No motor, special
time cycle.

CAMS

LUGS

BRAKE

GEARS

Faclory setting cams to 114% tolecance.

50% cams allow 12-5 2% adiustment
of switch actuation

2, 3, 4 cuts equally spaced. Have

limited adiustability (Does not include

50% cams with multiple cuts)

Multiple cuts, unequally spaced

Mullipte cuts 4

Specially cut specially molded

Bag of 50 push<)n lermmal lugs

unlnsulated Part No 23002605900

Oode brake assembly,

Part No 23002605600

Extra camshaft gear pinion gear

K

MOTORS

Repeat cycle,
Stop cycle,
Dynamic Brae’

Long Stoo Cycle’
Ext.’hal drive by

user. motor
Bi-direct ional

oeration
& switches--
NO motor

Special

motor (Add $12.00 for 15 RPM
motor, type Q, $2.00 for
motors through N)

2 motors (Add $4.00 for motor
codes through N)

No motor
Special

& 0t X

VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY
A 120/60

B 240/60

C 120160
D 240/50

X No motor

K Special

OPTIONS
01 None

2 114" da. 1" long shaft extension.
right end (Units with one
motor, bidir::t ional operahon).

03 114- dia. 1" long shaft extension.
left end (Units wth motor.

bidirectionaJ operahon)
04 114’" dia 1" long shaft extension,

both ends (On motorless uni ts only,

for bidirectional operation)

00 Special

FEATURES
Screw terminal adapters mounted all switches

(Not U.L. listed with these adapters)

Standard (Other than cam sethngs,)

Special

F Stop Cycl e. Brake operat ion, specify 324 wi th switch Ihan you neecl for your load circuits. (Do not exceed 12 switches total!)

You interwire this switch to the motor according to the installation instruction for the unit.

’Be to specify shaft extension under OPTIONS

AUTOMATIC TIMING & CONTROLS CO.
KING OF PRUSSIA. PENNSYLVANIA 19406

PhOne [2151265 0200 Te 8.6437

d,,,,,o o ,ne,con Monuf<xtug Co IrK





324C Camtime
INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTION
JANUARY 1980

MOUNTING:

Three mounting feet and screws are packed separately.

They screw into threaded holes at the bottom of the

timer. The 324C can be three-point mounted either on

its end or on its base, but the main shaft must be horiz-

ontal for best operation and long life. For best switch

operation, install the timer on a vibration-free surface.

MOTOR:

Standard 324C motors are equipped with one-way slip

clutches. They allow the motor and cam shaft to be

turned freely by hand only in the normal direction-

that is, so the drop-off edges of the cams move away

from the tips of the switch actuator fingers. Rotation

in the opposite direction can damage clutch and motor..

CAM ASSEMBLIES:

The two halves of the split cam are independently ad-

justable to permit programming of (1) the point where

the switch will be actuated in the cycle, and (2) how

long it will be actuated. Since these precision switches

are single-pole, double-throw, they can be wired to

provide either normally-open or normally-closed oper-

ation.

Switch action occurs at two points: (1) when the

actuator finger drops off the sharp edge of the cam, and

(2) when the finger travels back up the rise to the higher

cam surface. The switch will be actuated whenever the

follower is on the high portion; not actuated when it

is on the low.

Either half of the cam can be used to set the START

actuation point, and the other half will then be used to

set the END actuation point in the program. Each quar-

ter turn of the adjusting screw changes the cam setting

by 1/2% of the cycle. To actuate earlier in the cycle,

turn the screw clockwise; to actuate later, turn it coun-

ter-clockwise. Use a screwdriver with a blade no more

than 1/8" wide, to avoid damage. As you adjust, be sure

that the drop-off portion of the cam does not press

against the switch actuator finger and deform it. Either

raise the actuator by hand, or advance the cam nearly

all the way around by hand.

USE THE SETTING DISC IN ADJUSTING THE CAMS:

1. Lay out your program on a straight line chart with

100 equal divisions representing 0-100% of the program

cycle. Note the points on this line where each action

should begin and end. The divisions correspond to the

marks on the setting disc.

2. With power off the timer, advance the cam shaft

so the setting disc shows the number where the first

contact actuation should occur. Turn the adjusting

screws clockwise for either cam-half (or both, if nec-

essary) until the actuator finger just drops off the

high point. Advance the cam shaft all the way around

and adjust as necessary to "fine tune" your setting.





INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 324C Camtime

3. Advance the cam shaft so the setting disc shows

the number where the contact actuation should end.

Turn the adjusting screw for the other half of the cam

assembly and listen carefully until you hear the pre-

cision switch click. Then the cam is set for the two

operate-points in the program you have selected.

4. Repeat with all cams for all switches.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE:

Cams should be kept clean, hilt not lubricated, as

lubricant picks up grit and causes increased wear of the

actuator fingers.

The sealed, permanently lubricated motor requires

no maintenance.

BASIC APPLICATIONS:

Repeat Cycle

The timer runs continuously, repeating cycles as long

as power is applied to the motor through an external

start switch. The timer stops when power is cut off,

and resumes the interrupted cycle when power is

restored.

Stop Cycle

Power is applied to the motor through a start switch

which the user wires in parallel with one of the timer’s

cam-operated stop contacts and in series with the

motor. Whenever the start switch is closed for at

least 1% of cycle, the stop contact maintains the motor

circuit for one full cycle; the timer then stops.

Long Stop Cyde

Used when the timer must operate from a momentary

start signal that is less than 1% of cycle time, this cir-

cult includes a factory-supplied and wired holding

relay. The relay maintains the motor circuit for 1%

of cycle until the cam switch transfers. The cam switch

maintains the motor circuit for the balance of the cam

rotation, ending the cycle when the cam switch opens.

Dynamic Brake

This circuit prevents coasting, stopping the timer

instantly when power is removed from the motor.

The brake consists of a diode assembly (Part No.

230026056) which the user wires in parallel with

one of the timer’s cam operated stop contacts. It

is required in all stop cycle timers with a cycle time

of 120 seconds or less, except those that use the 15

RPM permanent magnet motor Q which needs no

brake.

REPEAT CYCLE

STOP CYCLE

LONG STOP CYCLE

Oo not use diode with 1S ItPM motof "O" code.
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MENSIONS’-

381

5.69 7.59 9.09

756 947- 1097

NOTE: THREE MOUNTING FEET. LOCKWASHERS AND SCREWS
SUPPLIED WITH EACH TIMER TIMER CAN BE

MOUNTED HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL. HORIZONTAL
MOUNTING SHOWN. VERTICAL MOUNTING SHOWN

BY DOTTED LINES.

RELAY USED ON LONG 21_81STOP CYCLE OPERATION

WITH MOTOR ON OPPOSITE

.25"’ DIA SHAF-- EXTENSION
RIGHT OR LEFT SIDE

SIDE

........

34.13 IF 2 MOTORS ARE REQ

3 HOLES "H"
FOR HORIZONTAL MTG

3 HOLES "’V"
FOR VERTICAL MTG.

4.19
10 40

1.88

2.56
6502

3





INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 324C Camtime

ORDERING CODE

01 swHch.

02 2 swdches.

04 swHches.6

08 8 swdches. 9

12 12 Swdches. 12

TIME CYCLE

000

Fill here 1he appropriale letter,

number, let ter combnailed,

select ing let te tot molor speed.

number for Ihe rnotor panlon,d
let ter IO{ the shall gear

from the speed Charts

No me1 or, speclat
hme Cycle

CAMS

LUGS

BRAKE

GEARS

B2F

50% w=lh mull=pie cuts)

Multiple Cuts. unequally spaced

Ba0 of 50 pushon terminal lugs

unnsulated Part NO 23002605900

Par No 23002605600

OPERATION
R

K

MOTORS

Repeat cycle,
Stop cycle,
Dynamzc Brake’

Long Stop Cycle’
External drve by

user, molo

Bi-directtonal
o,eration
& switces--
No motor

Special

motor

R 01 X

2 2 motors

3 NO moto
0 Special

VOLTAGEAND FREOUENCY
A 129/60

B 240/60

C 120/50

D 240/50

X NO mot
K Special

OPTIONS
01 None
02 114" oa 1" long shaft extension.

r=ghl end (Urals with
motO, bidlrect ioal operation)

03 114"" dia. I" long shaft extension.

left end (Units wlh meier,

bidireclionai operation)

04 114"’ dia. 1’" long shaft extension.

both ends (On motorless ts only.

fO*" bidirechonal operation)

00 Sl:’ec al

FEATURES
Screw terminal adapters mounted all swdches

(Not U.L. lisle(3 with these adapters)

Standard (Other than settings

Special

Slop Cycle. Blake operahon, spec=ly 324 with switch than you need for your Ioed c,rcuits (Do not exceed 12 Switches totaff)

You Ihs swHcn to the moto according to the installahon nstruchon for the unit,

’Be specify shall exlefslon under OPTIONS

AUTOMATIC TIMING & CONTROLS O.
KING, C:

Inone[21S) 337-5500M6437
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PARTS LIST
SERIES 324C PROGRAMMER

ASSEMBLY A Control

Fur (e:stlon--I 20807310

"S" "’O"
t erlltOn--

SEMBLY B Sch dks042370

SEMBLY CM

FOR PRICES. SEE SEPARATE PARTS PRICE LIST

DECEMBER 1979

’C 11MING & CONTROLO CO,
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Types 171 F and 171 L

Fisher Controls Instruction Manual

Type 1 71 F Level Regulator
and Type 1 71 L Lever Valve

July 1980 Form 1891

INTRODUCTION

Scope of Manual
This instruction manual provides installation, maintenance,
and parts ordering information for the Type 171F level
regulator and for the Type 71L lever valve. Information for
other equipment used with the level regulator or lever valve
is found in separate instruction manuals.

Description
The Type 171F level regulator and Type 171L lever valve
both consist of single-port, cage-guided, bronze globe
valves. A lever-rod-float assembly actuates the Type 71F
level regulator (figure 1) when liquid level changes. The
length and angle of the Type 171 F float rod are adjustable.
Type 71 F lever action is always rising-[ever-isloes-valv’e.
The Type 1711 lever and weight ,assembly, which is
connected to a separate, mechanically-operated device
that-senses changing liquid level, operates the Type 71L
valve when liquid level changes. The weight can be pla(ed
on the lever to act either with or against the motion of the
lever. In addition, the Type 71Llever can be positioned for
either rising-lever-closes-valve or rising-lever-opens-valve
action.

Specifications
Specificatio’ns for Type 71F level regulators and for Type
171L lever valves are listed in table 1.

Figure 1. Type 171F Level Regulator

INSTALLATION

1. Before installing the unit, inspect it to be certain that
no foreign material has collected in the valve body. Also
check that the pipeline is clean and free of foreign material.

2. The registration hole in the piston (key 2A, figure 4)has-
a diameter of 0.052 inch (1.32 mm) in 3/8 through 1-incl
valve bodies and a diameter of 0.062 inch (1.59 mm)in
1-1/4 through 2-inch valve bodies. If the process flui
contains particles that may clog the piston registration, hole
or damage the seat ring, install a strainer upstream of th’e
regulator or valve. ",

)Fisher Controls Company, 1978, 1980; Rights Reserved
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Table I. Specifications

END CONNECTION

MAXIMUM INLET
PRESSURE

MAXIMUM PRESSURE
DROP

MATERIAL
TEMPERATURE
CAPABILITIES

SHUTOFF
CLASSIFICATION

NPT Screwed

150 psig (10.3 bar)

150 psi (10.3 bar)

-50 to 150F (--46 to 66C)

ANSI Class VI (B16.104-1976).
Leakage as listed in following table.
Tested with air or nitrogen at 50 to

125F (10to 52C) and 50 psid (3.4
bar differential) or maximum rated
differential pressure, whichever is
lower.

BODY PORT DIAMETER
SIZE,
IN. In.

3/8, 1/2, 3/4 3/4 19.1

25.4

1-1/4, 1-1/2 1-1/2 38.1

2 2 50.8

APPROXI MATE
WEIGHTS

LEAK RATE

Bubbles/
mL/Minute

Minute

0.15

0.15

2 0.30

3 0.45

BODY
SIZE,
IN.

3/8, I/2,
3/4,

1-1/4

1-1/2

2

WEIGHT

Lb kg

8 4

19 9

25 11

30 14

LEVER

FLOAT

Figure 2. Type 171F Level Regulator Installation

ADJUSTMENT

This section provides instructions for either raising or
lowering liquid level in a container controlled by the Type
171F level regulator or Type 171L lever valve.

Key numbers refer to figure 4.

To adjust liquid level with a Type 171F level regulator,
determine the desired liquid level. Loosen the eye bolt (key
16). With the piston (key 2A) and the pilot valve (key 5)
seated, position the float in the tank so that the float will be
half-submerged when the liquid reaches the desired level.
Be sure the float and rod (keys 18 and 17) can move freely
over the full travel. Tighten the eye bolt.

Figure 3. Type 171L Lever Valve Installation

3. Install the valve body in a horizontal pipeline with the
bonnet vertically above the valve body. Be sure that flow
through the unit matches the direction of the flow arrow on
the valve body. Also, make sure the connecting linkage to
the Type 171L lever is either directly above or below the
lever. Typical installations are shown in figures 2 and 3.

4. Install an upstream shutoff valve for use in inspection
and maintenance operations.

To adjust liquid level with a Type 171L lever valve,
determine the desired liquid level. Adjustment is the same
for both lever actions, rising-lever-closes-valve and rising-
lever-opens-valve. To lower the level, lengthen the turn-
buckle connection (shown in figure 3) until the ball float
sensor (figure 3) reaches the desired lower level. To raise
the liquid level, shorten the turnbuckle connection until the
ball float sensor reaches the desired higher level. Horizontal
orientation of the lever allows best operation.

After adjusting the turnbuckle connection, move the weight
(key 24) either toward the yoke to add shutoff force to a
lever valve with rising-lever-closes-valve action or away
from the yoke to add shutoff force to a lever valve with

rising-lever-opens-valve action.
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If adjustments do not produce the desired level, check the
instruction manual of the device that is connected to the
Type 171L lever valve.

MAINTENANCE

WARNING

Avoid personal injury or damage to property
from sudden release of pressure or uncon-
trolled process fluid. Before starting to dis-
assemble, isolate the valve from the process
and release process pressure.

The float in this unit is a sealed container and, if
penetrated by the process fluid, may retain
pressure or fluid foran extended period. Such a
float may contain pressure as a result of being in

a pressurized vessel or fluid that becomes
pressurized due to a change in temperature or
fluid that is hazardous or flammable. Sudden
release of pressure, contact with hazardous
fluid, fire, or explosion resulting in personal
injury or property damage can occur if a float
that is retaining pressure or fluid is punctured,
subjected to heat, or repaired. Handle the float
with care in removing, storing, or disposing,
taking into consideration the characteristics of
the process fluid.

Level regulator and lever valve parts are subject to normal
wear and must be inspected and replaced as necessary.
The frequency of inspection and parts replacement depends
on the severity of service conditions.

CAUTION

The Type 71 L lever valve is usually connected
to a ball float sensor (see figure 3). Before
isolating the Type 71L lever valve and breaking
the turnbuckle connection (figure 3) to the Type
71 L lever valve, consult the instruction manual

of the ball float sensor forshutdown procedures,

Key numbers refer to figure 4.

Maintenance procedures can be completed with the Type
171F or 171L valve body (key 1) installed in the line.

Replacing Packing

1. Unscrew the elastic stop nuts on the two lever bolts
(key 15) at the top of both the vertical link (key 12) and the
lever connection (key 13).

2. Disconnect the lever (key 11 )from the vertical link (key
12) and lever connection (key 13).

3. If the float (key 18) bottoms or appears to be over-
weight, it may have been penetrated by the process fluid. If
it is necessary to remove the float for any reason, be sure that
the inlet to the tank has been closed. If necessary, loosen
the eye bolt (key 16), and remove the float and rod (keys 18
and 17) of the Type 171F level regulator.

4. Unscrew just the lever connection (key 13) from the
valve stem (key 4).

5. Measure and record for later use the amount of thread
visible below the hex nut (key 23). Remove the hex nut.

6. Unscrew the packing nut (key 9), and lift it straight up
until it clears the valve stem (key 4).

7. Remove the packing follower (key 8), and then remove
the packing (key 7) with a sharp, thin object or with a
packing hook.

8. Inspect the valve stem for nicks and scratches, and, if
the valve stem (key 4) shows wear, replace it by following
the procedures in the "Replacing Trim" section.

9. Apply silicon grease to the packing. Taking care that
the packing (key 7) is not damaged on the valve stem
threads, slide the packing onto the stem. The v-notch in the
packing must open toward the valve body.

10. Slide the packing follower (key 8) onto the stem, and
push the packing (key 7) and the packing follower (key 8)
into the bonnet (key 3) as shown in figure 4.

11. Screw the packing nut (key 9) onto the bonnet until
the nut is finger-tight.

12. Screw the hex nut (key 23) onto the stem so that the
amount of thread measured in step 4 is visible. Thread the
lever connection onto the stem, and tighten the lever
connection (key 13) against the hex nut (key 23).

13. Insert the lever (key 11) into the yoke (key 10), and
attach the lever to the lever connection (key 13) and to the
vertical link (key 12). Secure the parts with the lever bolts
(key 15) and elastic stop nuts (not shown in figure 4).

14. Make the necessary adjustments by referring to the
"Adjustment" section.
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Replacing Trim

Disassembly
1. Complete steps through 6of the "Replacing Packing"

section.

2. Loosen the set screw (key 22), and thread the yoke (key
10) and vertical link (key 12) subassembly off the bonnet
(key 3).

3. Pull the valve stem (key 4) up to its top travel stop (as far
up as it will go). Unscrew the bonnet (key 3).

CAUTION

Make sure that the two-piece piston ring (key
26) does not fall off the piston and become
damaged.

4. Remove the valve stem (key 4) and attached parts from
the bonnet.

5. Remove the piston ring (key 26) and expander (key 27)
from the piston.

6. Unscrew the seat ring (key 2E) from the piston. On a 1,
1-1/4, 1-1/2, or 2-inch body, also remove the retainer
washer (key 2C).

CAUTION

Use care to avoid damaging the valve stem (key
4) or pilot valve assembly (key 5) when separ-
ating them.

7. Slide the piston (key 2A) off the valve stem (key 4).
Separate the valve stem and pilot valve assembly (key 5) if
either the disc in the pilot valve assembly or the valve stem
(key 4) neeos replacement.

8. Remove the O-ring (key 2B) from the piston (key 2A).
On a 1,1-1/4, -1/2, or 2-inch body, also remove the O-ring
(key 28).

9. Unplug and clean the piston registration hole.

Assembly
1. Place the O-ring (key 2B) in the piston as shown in

figure 4. For a 1, 1-1/4, 1-1/2, or 2-inch body, also install
the O-ring (key 28) as shown in figure 4.

2. Apply a thread locking compound to the threads of the
pilot valve assembly (key 5), and tightly screw it into the
valve stem (key 4).

3. Place the expander (key 27) on the piston, then slide
the assembled valve stem and pilot valve assembly into the
piston until the pilot valve assembly is pushed completely
into the piston.

4. On a 1, -1/4, -1/2, or 2-inch body, slip the retainer
washer (key 2C) overthe lip of the seat ring. Screw the seat
ring into the piston.

5. Install the piston ring (key 26) halves around the piston
groove so that the split ends match. To break a new one-
piece ring into halves for installation, place the ring on a flat
surface. Using a sharp edge, score two notches in the
piston ring opposite each other. Keep the sharp edge on the
notches, and tap it to break the ring at both notches at the
same time.

6. Hold the piston ring halves in place on the piston, and
insert the end of the valve stem through the bonnet (key 3).
Pull on the end of the stem to draw the piston up into the
bonnet and secure the ring.

Note

Make sure that the seating surfaces of the body
(key 1) are smooth and undamaged. Repair or
replace the body as necessary.

7. Lubricate the bonnet threads with pipe compound, and
securely install the bonnet into the body. Stroke the valve
stem to make sure no piston binding occurs.

8. Screw the vertical link (key 12)and yoke (key lO) down
until they are in the desired position relative to the valve
body and as close to the body as possible. Tighten the
machine screw (key 22).

9. Complete assembly by following steps 9through 14 in
the "Replacing Packing" section.

Replacing the Float
1. If the float (key 7) bottoms orappears to be overweight,

it may have been penetrated by the process fluid. When
removing the float, be sure that the input to the tank has
been closed.

2. Loosen the eye bolt (key 16).

3. Remove the float and rod (keys 18 and 17).

4. Unscrew the float (key 18)from the float spud (key 14).

5. Screw the new float onto the float spud.

6. Insert the rod and attached float in the eye bolt (key
16), and adjust the float by following the "Adjustment"
section procedures.



Types 171F and 171 L

Reversing the Lever Action

1. Remove the top two lever bolts (key 15) in the vertical

link (key 12) and the leverconnection (key 13). Remove the

lever (key 11).

2. Loosen the set screw (key 22) in the yoke (key 10), and

rotate only the yoke 180

3. Tighten the set screw (key 22).

4. Insert the lever (key 11 in the yoke, returning the float

to its original position. Align the holes in the lever, in the

vertical link, and in the lever connection, and secure the

lever with the two lever bolts and elastic stop nuts.

5. Refer to the "Adjustment" section for adjustment

procedures.

PARTS ORDERING

Always refer to the serial number of the regulator or valve

whenever corresponding with the Fisher representative

about this equipment. When ordering replacement parts,

also specify the complete 11-character part number of each

part required as found in the following parts list.

LEVER AND WEIGHT OF TYPE 171L

TYPE 171F

Figure 4. Type 171F and 171L Constructions



Key

PARTS LIST
Description Part Number

Valve Body, bronze
3/8" NPT 1R5353 12012
1/2" NPT 1R5354 12012
3/4" NPT R5355 12012
1" NPT 1R5364 12012
1-1/4" NPT 2R5373 12012
1-1/2" NPT 2R5374 12012
2" NPT 2R5384 12012

Piston, brass
3/8", 1/2", 8.

3/4" body 12A0413 X012
1" body 12A0417 X012
1-1/4" Et
1-1/2" body 22A0425 X012

2" body 22A0430 X012
O-Ring

2At

2B*
3/8", 1/2", 8. 3/4" body
Nitrile K1499 06992
Viton N4303 06382
1" body
Nitrile B8855 06992
Viton N1629 06382
1-1/4" 8- 1-1/2" body
Nitrile C4157 06992
Viton K7562 06382
2" body
Nitrile H4820 06562
Viton N3325 06382

2C1. Retainer Washer, brass
3/8", 1/2", 8. 3/4" body (none required)
1" body 12A0419 X012
1-1/4" 8-

1-1/2" body 12A0422 X012
2" body 12A0428 X012

2E1. Seat Ring, brass
3/8", 1/2", 8.
3/4" body 12A0414 X012
body 12A0418 X012

1-1/4" 8.

1-1/2" body 12A0423 X012
2" body 12A0427 X012

31" Bonnet, bronze
3/8", 1/2", 6"
3/4" body 22A0416 X012
1" body 22A0421 X012
1-1/4" 8.

1-1/2" body 22A0426 X012
2" body 22A0431 X012

4 Valve Stem, 316 SST
3/8", 1/2", 8.
3/4" body 12A0415 X012

body 12A0420 X012
1-1/4" 8.

1-1/2" body 12A0424 X012
2" body 12A0429 X012

5* Pilot Valve Assembly
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8. 1" body
Nitrile disc R5360 O00A2
Viton disc 1R5360 X0012
1-1/4"’, 1-1/2", 8. 2" body
Nitrile disc R5380 O00A2
Viton disc R5380 XOOA2

7* 1" Packing, nitrile

3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.

1" body 12A0410 X012
1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.

2" body 12A0412 X012

Key Description Part Number

81" Packing Follower, brass
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.

body 12A0409 X012
1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.
2"’ body 12A0411 X012

9 Packing Nut, brass
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.
1" body 1B7293 14012

1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.
2" body 1A6842 14012

10 Yoke, bronze
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.’
1" body 1A4663 12012

1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8-
2" body 006630 12012

11 Lever
171 F, bronze
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.

body 000999 12012
1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8"
2" body 000998 12012

171 L, stee

3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.
1" body 004190 25092

1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.
2" body 008813 25092

12 Vertical Link, brass
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.
1" body R5363 14012

1-1/4", 1-1/2", t
2" body 1A7172 12012

13 Lever Connection, brass
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.
1" body 1E5185 14012

1-1/4", 1-1/2" 8.

2" body 1B3271 14012
14 Float Spud, brass

Type 171F only
3/8", 1/2", 8.

3/4" body E5184 14012
1", 1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.
2" body E7952 14012

15 Lever Bolt, brass (3 req’d)
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", Et
1" body 0D0024 14012

1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8"
2" body E4539 14012

16 Eye Bolt, brass

Type 171F only
3/8", 1/2", Et
3/4" body 0H0037 14012

1", 1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.

2" body E7957 14012
17 Float Rod, steel

Type 171F only
3/8", 1/2", Et
3/4" body E5180 24092
", 1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.
2" body H3877 24092

18 Float, copper
Type 171F only
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8-
1" body 1A4219 15062

1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.

2" body A4223 15062

Key Description Part Number

19 Elastic Stop Nut, brass (3 req’d,
not shown)
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.

body B1003 18992
1-1/4", 1-1/2", t
2" body A9447 18992

20 Hex Nut, brass (not shown)
Type 171Fonly 1A3421 14012

21 Hex Nut, steel, Cd pl
Type 171F only
3/8", 1/2", 8.
3/4" body A4117 24122

1", 1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.

2" body 1A3522 24122
22 Machine Screw, brass

3/8", 1/2", 3/4", Et
1" body 81005 16022

1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.
2" body 1A7352 18992

23 Hex Nut
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8. body
Steel, Cd pl 1A4117 24122

1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8. 2" body
Brass 1A5180 14012

24 Weight, cast iron

Type 171L only
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.

body 0Y0570 19032
1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8"
2" body 2F8629 19032

25 Cap Screw, steel, pl
Type 171L only
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.

body A3449 24052
1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8.
2" body IA3684 24052

26* Piston Ring, graphite
3/8", 1/2" 8.
3/4" body lV3675 05102

1" body lV3677 05102
1-1/4" 8-

1-1/2" body lV3678 05102
2" body lV3679 05102

27* Expander, phosphor bronze
3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 8.
I" body lV3683 15092

1-1/4" 8.

1-1/2" body lV3684 15092
2" body lV3687 15092

28"1" O-Ring
3/8", 1/2", 8- 3/4" body (none required)

body
Nitrile 1. D5415 06992
Viton R6201 06382
1-1/4", 1-1/2", 8. 2" body
Nitrile 1. 1J1085 06992
Viton N3779 06382

29 Subassembly (not shown), contains kit

made of keys 2A, 2C, 2E, 3, 7, 8, and 28
3/8", 1/2", 8.
3/4" body 32A0432 X082

1" body 32A0432 XOA2
1-1/4" 8.

1-1/2" body 32A0432 X0C2
2" body 32A0432 X0D2

Recommended part
Part key 29. key 28, only O-nng

While this information is presented in good faith and believed to be accurate, Fisher Controls does
not guarantee satisfactory results from reliance upon such information. Nothing contained herein
is to be construed warranty guarantee, express implied, regarding the performance,

merchantabifity, fitness any other matter with respect to the products,
dation to any product process in conflict with any patent Fisher Controls the nght,
without notice, to alter improve the designs specifications of the products described herein.

Fisher Controls
For information write:
P.O. Box 190, Marshalltown, Iowa 50158, U.S.A.

Brenchley House, Maidstone, Kent ME 14 1UQ, England



Types 171F and 171L

Aprli 1983

Errata Sheet
for

TYPE 171F LEVEL REGULATOR AND TYPE
171L LEVER VALVE INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Form 1891, July 1980

Standard elastomer material for Type 171F level regulator and Type 171L lever

valve is now ethylene propylene rather than nltrile. Add the following part

numbers to page 6 of the instruction manual:

Key
2B

Description
O-Ring, ethylene propylene

3/8, 1/2, & 3/4 in. bodies
I in. body
1-1/4 & 1-I/2 in. bodies
2 in. body

Part Number

12A8344 X012
IB8855 X0022
IP6994 X0012
IP9155 X0012

Pilot Valve Assembly w/ ethylene
propylene disc

3/8, 1/2, 3/4, & I in. bodies
I-i/4, I-i/2, & 2 in. bodies

IR5360 X0022
IR5380 X0012

Packing, ethylene propylene 12A0410 X022

28 O-Ring, ethylene propylene
1 in. body
i-I/4, I-I/2, & 2 in. bodies

IV8029 06572
12A6291X012

While this nforrnat]on is presented in good faith and believed to be accurate. FisherColtrols does
not guarantee satisfactory resuils from reliance upon such infonnatn Nothing containedherein

to be construed warranty guarantee, express implied, regarding the performance,

FISHER(R)I Fisher Controls

merchantability, fitness any other matter with respect to the products, recommef-

clarion to any product process conflict with any patent. Fisher ControLs reserves theng
wdhoJt notice, to alter improve the designs or specificatK)ns o( the products Oesot)ed befell

For information write:
P.O. Box 190, Marshalltown, Iowa 50158, U.S.A,
or Brenchley House, Maidstone, Kent ME 14 1UQ, England
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Installation, Operation and Maintenance Instructions

Models 3642 and 3656
Close Coupled Centrifugal Pumps

Model 3642

Model 3656

GENERAL INFORMATION
Models 3642 and 3656, both are single stage, end suc-
tion, volute type, general purpose centrifugal pumps
with enclosed impellers applicable to clear liquids.
Also appropriate for general machinery and industrial
services up to 212 F, particularly suited to air condi-
tioning, condensate, booster service and water
transfer.

Both models are cloe coupled to an electric motor
having NEMA standard face mounting and shaft exten-
sion dimensions, and designed for continuous service

with prelubricated ball bearings. Model 3642 has a
standard jet pump motor with stainless steel threaded
shaft extension. Model 3656 steel shaft is protected by
a stainless steel sleeve.

Both models are equipped with mechanical seals.
Single, unbalanced J. Crane seals are standard. The
back-pull-out design (the entire rotating elements and
motor can be pulled from the pump casing) facilitates
inspection and repair without disturbing the piping.

The pumps are shipped completely assembled.



INSTALLATION
Location Locate pump as near the liquid source as
practical (and below the level of liquid storage if auto-
matic operation is contemplated). Protect the unit from
weather and against water damage due to flooding.
Low static lift and short, direct suction and discharge
pipes are desirable. At suction lift higher than 15 ft.
consult the pump performance curve for NPSHR. (Net
Positive Suction Head Required). The suction pipe
should be at least equal in size to the suction connec-
tion of the pump and slope upward to the pump avoid-
ing air pockets. If pipe larger than pump suction is
used, an eccentric pipe reducer should be used at the
pump. Gate valve in the suction is necessary only on
positive suction head installation and must not be used
to throttle the pump.

Allow adequate room for servicing and ventilation.

Foundation Bolt unit to foundation by removable
hold-down bolts for easy dismantling. Foundation sur-
face must be flat so there is no distortion and/or strain
developed when tightening the bolts. The pumps are
inherently quiet and smooth running, but rubber
mounting is desirable on foundation susceptible to
sound effect.

Alignment No field alignment of these pumps is nec-
essary, since they are close coupled.

Wiring National Electric Code and local codes
should be followed. Motor branch circuit should be
protected by a suitable manual or magnetic starter and
it is desirable to have low voltage protection. Proper
fusing and sufficient time delay for starting must also
be selected according to codes.

All single phase motors furnished with model 3642
pumps are dual voltage, 115/230 V, 60 Hz., A.C. All
pumps are tested at the factory. Upon installation in the
field correct rotation (3 phase), phase, frequency and
voltage of power supply should be checked. The power
lines should be of proper size to carry the required
amperage.

Model 3656 single phase 3HP motors are dual voltage
115/230 V., 60 Hz, A.C. and single phase 5HP motors
are 230 V. only, 60 Hz, A.C. All other motors are three
phase dual voltage 230/460 V. 60 Hz, A.C. Higher volt-
ages are always recommended wherever available.

The rotation must be checked upon installation. Close,
then break the contacts quickly and observe rotation
of the exposed portion of rotating parts. Rotation must
agree with the arrow cast on the pump casing. For all
pumps the standard rotation is counter clockwise
viewed from the suction end. Motor wiring is easily
changed in the field by following the wiring diagram on
the inside of the terminal box cover, or on the motor
nameplate.

OPERATION
Fill the suction pipe and casing with the liquid to be
pumped to insure that the mechanical seal will not run
dry. Four plugs are provided in the casing so that in any
position one will be on the top for priming and/or vent-
ing and another at the bottom for draining. With the
pump primed and the motor properly wired, the unit
may be started. Be sure that the pump is not started
against a closed controlling valve in the discharge line.

For possible leaks, check flange bolting, piping con-
nections and pipe plugs. Tighten if necessary. The
maximum temperature 212 F limitation is
imposed by the mechanical seal material. Optional,
high temperature seals might be used.

MAINTENANCE-MODEL 3642
I. LUBRICATION
Pumps should require no maintenance, other than
the motor bearings, according to the following
instructions:

Ball-sleeve bearing construction (G.E.).
Ball bearing-drive end.
Clean and remove grease plug. Add grease until
housing is filled. Operate with plug removed until
excess grease escaped. Replace plug.
Sleeve bearing-opposite drive end.
Oil bearing while motor is not running. Add SEA 10
oil until wicking is saturated. Restart motor. In hot
environment lubrication may be necessary every 2-3
months, otherwise lubrication once a year is suffi-
cient. Inspect periodically to determine the condi-
tion of the lubricant and how often it should be
replaced.

Ball-ball bearing construction (A,O. Smith, Century)
Double shielded, prelubricated bearings are used.
For the life of the bearings no additional lubrication
is required.

II. REPLACING MECHANICAL SEAL
A) Dismantling:
1. Turn off power.
2. Drain system.
3. Remove bolts holding motor adapter to foundation.
4. Remove casing bolts.
5. Withdraw motor and rotating element from casing,

leaving casing and piping undisturbed.
6. Insert a screwdriver in one of the impeller water-

way passages and back off the impeller nut with a
socket wrench (5/8" across flats), as shown in
Fig. 1.



Figure 1

7. Remove impeller from shaft as follows:
a) G.E. and Century motors:

Remove motor shaft end cap. Insert a screw-
driver in slot of motor shaft and while holding
shaft against rotation with screwdriver, un-
screw impeller from shaft by turning counter
clockwise when facing it (Fig. 2).To loosen
impeller, it might be required to apply heat to
exposed shaft thread and impeller hub since
Ioctite was used to secure impeller in place.

Figure 2

F,gure 3

b) A.O. Smith motors:
Remove motor end cover. Insert 7/16" open end
wrench under switch mechanism onto flats on
motor shaft and while holding shaft against
rotation unscrew impeller from shaft (Fig. 3).
Heat might be applied as indicated in para-
graph 7a.

8. Pry off rotating member of mechanical seal from
shaft by using two (2) screwdrivers (Fig. 4).

Figure 4

9. Remove bolts holding adapter to motor and take
off adapter.

10. Place adapter on a flat surface and push out sta-
tionary parts of mechanical seal.

B) Reassembly:
1. Clean gasket and flange faces, male and female

locks, seal seat counterbore and shaft, in particular
shaft shoulder fitting against impeller.

2. Wet counterbore of adapter and rubber bushing of
stationary seal with water or light oil, and press
stationary seat in counterbore squarely and evenly
with caution not to mar the lapped face of seat.

3. Remount adapter on motor, making sure the motor
shaft does not dislocate the stationary seat of the
seal.

4. Apply a thin coat of light oil or water to the motor
shaft and the rubber seal member of seal and slide
rotating member of mechanical seal on motor
shaft. Be sure the rotating seal face stays in the
holding collar during installation. Also take extra
care not to damage the seal lapped faces.

5. Spray both shaft and impeller threads with
LOCQUIC, Primer "T" Loctite product Item No.
74756. (Purchased at Automotive Parts or Hard-
ware store). Let parts dry and then apply Loctite
#271 on same parts.

6. Hold shaft against rotation as described in para-
graph 7 of dismantling procedure, and thread
impeller on shaft until it is tight against the shaft
shoulder.

3



7. Replace impeller nut holding impeller against ro-
tation as indicated in paragraph 6 of dismantling
procedure.

8. Remove any burrs caused by screwdriver on the
periphery of impeller in waterway passages.

9. Replace motor and rotating element in casing. Be
sure that any damaged gasket is replaced.

10. Tighten casing bolts alternately and evenly.
11. Replace hold-down bolts.
12. Check for free rotation after assembly is completed.
13. Replace motor shaft end cap or end cover.
14. Close all drain openings using pipe joint com-

pound on male threads.
15. Reprime before starting. Do not start unit until

pump is completely filled with water.

MAINTENANCE-MODEL 3656
I. LUBRICATION
Pumps should require no maintenance, other than the
motor bearings, according to the following instruction:

Double shielded, pre-lubricated bearings are used and
for the life of the bearings no additional lubrication is
required. However, in hot environment, lubrication
may be necessary every 2-3 months; otherwise once-a-
year lubrication is sufficient. Inspect periodically to
determine the condition of the lubricant and how often
it should be replaced.

II. REPLACING MECHANICAL SEAL
A) Dismantling:
1. Turn off power.
2. Drain system.
3. Remove bolts holding down motor to foundation.
4. Remove casing bolts.
5. Remove motor and rotating element from casing,

leaving casing and piping undisturbed.
6. Insert a screwdriver in one of the impeller water-

way passages and back off the impeller bolt with a
socket wrench, as shown in Fig. 5.

7. Remove washer and impeller from shaft, being
careful not to lose the impeller key. If impeller is
difficult to remove, it may be necessary to insert
two (2) screwdrivers, between impeller and
adapter, 180 apart to pry off impeller.

8. Remove bolts holding adapter to motor and take
off adapter, pulling with it the rotating seal part
from sleeve.

9. Place adapter on flat surface and push out station-
ary parts of mechanical seal.

10. Inspect shaft sleeve. If damaged, remove from
shaft by heating with torch and using a bearing
puller or other similar device.

B) Reassembly:
1. Clean parts, and male and female locks, seal seat

counterbore and shaft, in particular shaft where
sleeve fits (if sleeve was removed).

Figure 5

2. Spray both shaft sleeve fit and sleeve inside with
LOCQUIC, Primer "T" Loctite product Item No.
74756. (Purchased at Automotive Parts, or Hard-
ware store). Let parts dry and then apply Loctite
#271 on same parts. Slide sleeve over shaft, twist
sleeve back and forth a couple times. Wipe off
excess Ioctite and let it cure according to manu-
facturer’s instruction.

3. Wet counterbore of adapter and rubber bushing of
stationary seat with water or light oil and press sta-
tionary seat in counterbore squarely and evenly,
with caution not to mar the lapped face of seat.

4. With motor preferably in vertical position, remount
adapter on motor, making sure the motor shaft
does not dislocate the stationary seat of the seal.

5. Apply a thin coat of light oil or water to the sleeve
and the rubber seal member of rotating seal and
slide rotating member of mechanical seal on
sleeve, and attach spring. Be sure the rotating seal
face stays in the holding collar during installation.
Also take extra care not to damage the seal lapped
faces.

6. Place key in keyway slot and slide impeller on
shaft. Place impeller washer on impeller hub and
start threading impeller bolt into motor shaft. This
bolt has a teflon thread coating and should be
reused only two or three times.

7. Insert a screwdriver in a waterway passage of the
impeller holding it against rotation and tighten
bolt.

8. Remove any burrs caused by screwdriver on the
periphery of impeller in waterway passages.

9. Slide motor and rotating element in casing. Besure
that any damaged O-ring was replaced.

10. Tighten casing bolts alternately and evenly.
11. Replace hold down bolts.
12. Check for free rotation after assembly is completed.
13. Close all drain openings, using pipe joint com-

pound on male threads.
14. Reprime before starting. Do not start unit until

pump is completely filled with water.

GOULDS PUMPS, INC.
Form No. 5-21-80-1A-WS
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GOULDS PUMPS. INC.
FALLS NEW YO 13148

MODEL 5642

L APPROX

SIZE DISCH A B L

I II

I -I/4

SUCT

1-1/4 I
PIPE PIPE
TAP TAP

!2 I 114
PIPE
TAP

3-I116

2-15/16

2-3116

2-!/4

3-5/8

3-7/8

-C HP

!/4
1/3
1/2
3/4

1
1 -1/2

1/2
3/4

I
1 -I/2

2

13-518
13-7/8
14-118
14-518
15-318
16-314
14-3/8
14-7/8
15-5/8
17-1/8
17-118

WEIGHT
LBS.

52
53
55
63
64
64

56
64
65
65
65

GOULDS SER.NO
CUST
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ITEM NO.
SERVICE
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Item #I 1Tag: Brine Tank Level Gage
(i Set) (4) 1/4 x 37 7/8" Lg. Guard Rods S5224
(2 Ea.) Holders i5.7A1
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FOR TUBULAR GLASS
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JERGUSON GAGE & VALVE CO.
15 Adams Stree Burlington, Massachusetats 01803

Telephone BOSTON: 272-3600
BURLINGTON, MASS. TELEX 094-9463

Unit No. 399 Replaces No.. IS-6

Subject: INSTALLATION, OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR TUBULAR GAGE GLASS ASSEMBLIES

Index:
Date: 3-8-61
Page:

INSTALLATION

ittings: The gage glass fi-ttip J@Ives) are supplied as assembled units complete
wlth holders for0iie Before mounting each fitting to the vessel
connection, remove the-gkingm-,pazking gland and packing from the_Klass side.
Mount each fitting to the vessel payingnl anti to the
alignment of the glass connections.

NOTE: Fittings wth glass connectional line will cause glass
installing the glassConnect drain cocks or other piping to the before

Glass: To install the glass, Gland
first place a gland nut, gland
and packing (in that order) on
each end of the glass. (Note:
If a plastic protector is being
used, it must first be put ov
the glass). The glass is then
inserted up into the

t
stuffing box in the top
fitting, centered over
the stuffing box in the
bottom fitting, and in-
serted into position.

With the glass in olace,
slide the packing into the Sea "ng /
stuffin box., position the
packin ..land with its detent

.. Gland Nut

Pack/ng-- _.Guard Rod Holder

Sleeve Packing

Sle,v,  

in the 3iot of the fitting body, and engage the packing nut. Lift the glass slightly
to prevent contact with the metal seat in the bottom fitting and tighten both pack-
ing nuts only enough to prevent leakage, but not so much that expansion or contrac-
tion of the glass is restricted.

Protectors (when specified):

Guard Rods: Insert the large dia. end of the guard rod through the hole in the
holder on the top fitting from the underside. The rod is then centered over the
corresponding hole in the holder on the bottom fitting and dropped, in%o place.

NOTE: Rod length equals center to center of fitting stems ’less 2-1/8".

Safety Glass Protector: Insert safety glass into grooe of holder on the top
fitting from the under side. The glass is then positioned over the corresponding
groove in the holder on the bottom fitting and lowered into place.

NOTE: Length of safety glass equals center to center of the fitting
stems less 3-3/8".



JERGUSON GAGE VALVE CO.

Subject: Tubular Gage Glass Assemblies--Instructions Unit No 399 Page 2

Protectors (Con.

Plastic Protector: Place the plastic protector over the glass before the packing
nut, gland and packing are placed on the ends of the glass. Install th glass (see In-
stallation Glass) nd adjust the plastic protector. Lock in position by means of two
(2) mchine screws./

HYDROSTATIC TEST: A hydrostatic test of 1-1/2 times the operating pressure should be
made before the gage is put into operation, to check for leakage.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:

Placing the Gase in Operation: Preheating of glass is required when used with hot
liquid or steam. To minimize thermal shock, heat the glass slowly by opening the drain
and carefully blowing down through the top fitting.

Close the drain and open top and bottom fittings slightly. This procedure will
allow the liquid to rise to its proper level in the gage glass without a sudden surge
which would close the automatic safety ball check (when supplied). When the liquid has
stopped rising, the fittings must be fully opened to insure proper operation of the
automatic ball check (when supplied).

INTENANCE

To Replace Broken Glass: Shut off bottom and top fittings and open drain. Remove
packing..ut, gland, packing and broken pieces of glass from eachfitting. Then open
the top fitting slowly to blow out any remaining pieces. Next open the bottom fitting
slowly to remove any remaining pieces from the bottom fitting. Install new glass as
in original installation (see Installation Glass).

CAUTION: Care should be tken when blowing out broken pieces of glass to prevent
injury to operating personnel.

NOTE: The required length of replacement glass is equal to the center to center
of the fitting stems less 2-3/8".

To Replace Stem Packing: Close fittings and drain the gage glass. Disengage.packing
gland nut and pull packing gland out of the stuffing box. Remove old packing and in-
sert new. Put the packing gland and pcking gland nut into position and tighten the
nut. The gland nut should be tightened enough to stop leakage around the stem without
causing excessive binding of the stem during operation.

THE NO. 56 VALVE HAS A REGRINDABL AND RENEWABLE SEAT:

To Reface the Stem and Seat: Disengage sleeve nut from fitting body and reove
stem, sleeve, sleeve nut, gland, gland.nut, etc. as a unit from the fitting. Apply
grinding compound to the seating surface of the stem and replace unit in fitting (Do
not engage sleeve nut). Using’the sleeve as a guide, grind the seat by rotating te
handwheel. When grinding has been completed, remove the unit from the fitting and
clean all compound from the seat and stem. Replace the stem unit in the body and
tighten the sleeve nut.

To Replace the Set: Remove the stem unit as above, and using a standard 5/8" socket
wrench, remove the seat. Before replacing the seat apply Neolube (a suspension of
collodial electric-furnace graphite in iso-butyl alcohol) t the threads, to prevent
seizure of metals. Te seat s. then replaced ad tightened well to prevent leakage.
Replace the stem unit in the body and.tighten,the sleeve nut.
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Crispin Announces Silverline Air Release Valves

STAlilftE$$ STEE! TRIM
$1"AIIfDARD

SILVERLINE
PROTECTION

The CRISPIN Valve Division of Multiplex
Manufacturing Co. has been producing high quality
air release valves for more than 78 years. CRISPIN
is now offering stainless steel as. standard construction
of internal parts in a variety of valves while main-
taining original product quality, integrity and
performance.

Because of stainless steel’s high resistance to
deformation and abrasion, low maintenance is
assu red.

Furthermore, stainless steel is less susceptible to
corrosion in arduous environments where corrosion
protection is normally a consideration.

MULTIPLEX Manufacturing Co.
600 Fowler Ave., P.O. Box 427, BERWICK, PA 18603 / 717-752-4524

/multiplex
MANUFACTURING COMPANY BULLETIN

CV-1183



PRESSURE AIR RELEASE VALVES
Air can accumulate in a liquid pumping system, under

pressure, from a variety of sources. If this air is allowed
to accumulate without provision for release, system
efficiency and performance can suffer.

The CRISPI N "Silverline" Pressure Air Release Valves
provide the same orifice capacities as our original stan-
dard pressure valve with bronze and stainless steel trim.

The Crispin Midget Pressure Air Release Valve is also
offered with stainless steel trim as standard with inlet
sizes of 3/8", 1/2", 3/4" and 1 ". Orifice sizes are listed
in the chart below.

Correct valve sizing can be obtained from CR ISPI N
Bulletin CV-183 or The CRISPIN Catalog.

PERFORMANCE CURVES
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/ /
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/ I
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ORIFICE SIZE FOR VARIOUS PRESSURE RANGES

OPERATING PRESSURE IN LBS.
Valve
Size 0to50 0to100 0to150 0to200 0to250 0to300

Midget 118" 1116" 1/16" 3/64"’ 1/32"" 1/32"

M10R 7/32"’ 9164" 1/8"" 7164" 3132" 5/64"

1" 5/16" 5/16" 1/4" 3/16’" 5/32" 1/8"

2" 3/8"" 3/8"" 5/16’" 1/4" 3/16" 5/32"

2-1/2" 518"’ 112" 7116"" 3/8" 5/16"" 1/4"

3" 3/4"" 5/8" 112- 7116" 3/8’" 5116"

4"’ 1" 3/4" 5/8" 1/2" 7/16" 3/8""

Optional
Vacuum
Check---)

Model Inlet TrimNPT

*PL10 1" NPT S/S
P10 1" NPT IBBT
*PL10A 2" NPT SiS
P10A 2" NPT 18BT
*PL20 2" NPT S/S
*PL21 2" 125# Fig. S/S
*PL22 2" 250# Fig. S/S
P20 2" NPT IBBT
P21 2" 125# Fig. IBBT
P22 2" 250# Fig. IBBT
P250 2-1/2" NPT IBBT
P251 2-1/2" 125# Fig, IBBT
P252 2-1/2" 250# Fig. IBBT
P30 3" NPT IBBT
P31 3" 125# Fig. IBBT
P32 3" 250# Fig, IBBT
P40 4" NPT IBBT
P41 4" 125# Fig. IBBT
P42 4" 250# Fig. IBBT

*Silverline

Height Width

9-1/8" 9-3/4"
9-1/8" 9-3/4"’
9-1/8" 9-3/4"
9-1/8" 9-3/4"
10-1/2" 10-1/8"
12-13/16"" 10-1/8"
13-1/16" 10-1/8"
10-1/2" 10-1/8"
12-13/16" 10-1/8"
13-1/16" 10-1/8"
11-1/8" 11-1/:"’

14-1/8"’ 11-1/2"
14-5/16" 11-1/2"
13-1/2" 12-1/2"
16-3/16"" 12-1/2"

12-1/2"

16-5/8" 14-1/4"
18-7/8" 14-1/4"
19-3/16" 14-1/4"

Wt.

22
22
22
22
45
51
52
45
51

52
58
68

70
87
100

103
132
145
149

PRESSURE AIR VALVES
The pressure air release valve(s) shall be installed at high points in the line or at points selected by the

engineer to vent the accumulation of air and other gases with the line under pressure.

The valve(s) shall operate through a compound lever system and shall have a orifice with
valve sealing faces of an adjustable Hy-Car rubber valve and stainless steel or PVC and shall operate at

psi. and be capable of passing scfm. of air.

The valve(s) shall be NPT screwed or. lb. flanged inlet connection and shall be
cast iron body, top and inlet flange (where required) with stainless steel trim. (1" and 2" only) or bronze
and brass trim with stainless steel float (1"’ through 4").

Valves which use a needle valve to seal the orifice will not be acceptable.

The valve(s) shall be CRISPIN Model Pressure Air Valve, Type N (PVC seat and Hy-Car
rubber valve) or Type P (stainless steel seat and Buna-N rubber valve) as manufactured by Multiplex
Manufacturing Co., Berwick, PA.



Sewer Air Release Valves:
STAINLESS STEEL TRIM STANDARD

Air can accumulate in a sewage collection system under pressure from a variety of sources. The
nature of sewage is such that gas can also be generated and accumulate at the high points in the system.
The gas and air accumulation should be exhausted to promote system performance and efficiency and
help prevent system shut downs.

The CRISPIN "Silverline" Pressure Sewer Air Release Valves provide a range of air release orifices
through 5/8" in diameter.

Correct valve sizing can be determined by referring to CRISPIN Bulletin CV-183, or The CRISPIN
Catalog.

The CRISPIN "Silverline" pressure sewer valve weighs
only 49 Ibs. as compared to the weight of our standard
high capacity series of 93 Ibs. The light body is designed
for a maximum of 300 psig. cold water working pressure.
A choice of two operating pressures is available.

Height Width
With With

Model Inlet Orifice Height Width
NPT Back Back

Flush Flush

SL-20 2" 1/4"@175psi. 21-1/2"

SL-30 3" 21-1/2"

SL-40 4" 1/8"’@300psi. 21-1/2"

24-718" 9-11116" 15-112""

26-112" 9-11116" 16-112"

27-518" 9-11116" 15-19132"

Wt. With

[Ibs Back
Flush

49 60

49 66

49 73

The original CRISPIN "high capacity" sewer air release
valves are also offered in the "Silverline" Series with stan-
dard stainless steel trim, as well as with the traditional
standard bronze and stainless steel trim.

The "high capacity" pressure sewer air release valves are
available with the orifice sizes indicated below and are
selected according to the operating pressure of the system.

If the system dictates specific air release requirements, then the sewer valve should be sized and selected
accordingly.

"High Capacity"
Pressure Sewer Valve

Outlet
Model Inlet NPT Height

S-20 2" NPT 1" 25-1/8"

S-21 2"’ 125# Fig. 26-7/16"

S-30 3" NPT 1" 25-1/8"

S-31 3" 125#Fig. 27-3/16"

S.0 4" NPT 1" 25-1/8"

SJ,1 4"" 125#Fig. 27-3/8"

S-61 4" 125#Fig. 1" 27-7/16"

Height
Width W/Back

Flush

10-1/16" 28-7/16"

10-1/16" 33-7/16"

10-1/16" 30"

10-1/16" 35-3/16"

10-1/16" 30-3/16"

10-1/16" 36-3/8"

10-1/16" 37-15/16"

PRESSURE SEWER VALVE

ORIFICE DATA CHART

ORIFICE DIA.
5/8"
1/2"

7/16""

3/8""

1/4"

Width Wt.(Ibs)
W/Back Wt. W/Back
Flush (Ibs.) Flush

15-1/2" 93 105

19-1/4" 106 136

17" 100 117

24-1/2" 110 163

20" 102 126

27-1/2" 116 193

35-1/2" 125 258

RANGE OF WORKING PRESSURE
0 TO 100 LBS.

0 TO 150 LBS.

0 TO 200 LBS.

0 TO 250 LBS.
0 TO 300 LBS.

Other Working Pressures May Be Obtained By Re-sizing Orifice
Diameter.



SEWER AIR & VACUUM VALVES
Air and Vacuum Sewer Valves permit a large volume of air to be

released from a pipeline when filling as well as allowing air into a
system when draining.

C R ISPI N Air and Vacuum Sewer Valves incorporate the integrity
of a rigid stainless steel valve plug to seal off the outlet orifice. Sub-
sequently, damage to the seating surface is much less likely to occur
in surge conditions.

A drawing of a typical sewer air and vacuum valve seating area is
shown, the valve plug is protected from a rush of air by a stainless
steel baffle. The baffle provides a rigid support for the float guide
bushing while allowing the float rod enough clearance for self seating
operation.

The CRISPI N"ndvacuum sewer
valve like the light body pressure sewer valve is
designed for a maximum cold water working pressure
of 300 psig.

Width Height Weight
Inlet Outlet With With Wt. With

Model NPT NPT Width Height
Back Back (Ibs.) Back
Flush Flush Flush

SL-20A-1 2" 1" 9-11/16" 15-1/2" 21-1/2" 25-1/4"" 49 60

Model Inlet Outlet
NPT

S-20A 2"’NPT 2" 25-1116"
S-21A 2" 125# Flg. 26-11/16"
S-30A 3"’ NPT 3" 21-7116"
S-31A 3’" 125# Flg. 21-7116"
S,0A 4"NPT 4" 22-15116"
S,IA 5"’125#Flg. 22-15116"
S-61A 6"’ 125#Flg. 6" 26-3/8"
S-81A 8"’ 125#Fig. 8"" 25-5/16"

Height
Height Width W/Back

Flush

10-1116"
10-1116"
10’"
10"
11-112"’
11-112"
14-112"
17-3/4"’

Width IWt.(Ibs
W/Back

Wt, !W/Back(Ibl
Flush Flush

28-3/4" 14-9/16" 93 105
33-11/16" 14-9/16’ 106 136
26-7/16" 14-1/2" 100 117
29-7/16" 20" 110 163
28-15/16" 16-1/2" 102 126
31-15/16" 20-1/2" 116 193
36-7/8" 27" 120 258
36-13/16" 33-1/8" 200 411

Where height restrictions do not permit the use of the standard height
valve, a short body sewer air and vacuum or pressure air release valve can
be applied. Their function is identical to the standard sewer valves except
they operate in a shorter body.

Any combination of the sewer air and vacuum valve and sewer pressure
air release valve can be made with the appropriate piping arrangements to
accommodate the specific application.

Back flushing attachments are available with any sewer valve arrangement and include: isolation gate
valve. 2-1" blowoff valves and 5’ of 1" hose with quick disconnect attachments.

4



PRESSURE SEWER VALVES
The pressure air release valve(s) shall be installed at high points in the line or at points selected

by the engineer to vent the accumulation of air and other gases with the line under pressure.

The valve(s) shall be of the long body design and shall have a orifice with an ad-
justable Hy-Car rubber valve and a sealing face of PVC and shall operate at psi. and be
capable of passing scfm. of air.

They shall also be NPT screwed or lb. flanged connection and shall be
cast iron body, top and flange, (where required) and stainless steel trim.

The valve(s) shall be CRISPIN Model pressure sewer valve as manufactured by
Multiplex Manufacturing Co., Berwick, PA.

AIR AND VACUUM SEWER VALVES
Air and vacuum release valve(s) shall be installed at high points in the main line or as directed

by the engineer. This will permit the release of air as the main is filling or relieve the vacuum as
the main is draining or is under negative pressure.

The valve(s) shall be of the long body design, and shall operate by sealing the Hy-Car rubber
seat with a stainless steel valve disc as the float rises when water enters the valve body. The valve(s)
shall automatically open when th system drains, or is under negative pressure, so that, air may
enter the line.

Valve construction shall be NPT screwed or lb. flanged inlet con-
nection and shall be cast iron body, top and inlet flange (where required), with stainless steel trim.

The valve(s) shall be CRISPIN Model Air and Vacuum Sewer Valves, as manufactured
by Multiplex Manufacturing Co., Berwick, PA.

OPTION:

OPTION:

OPTION:

OPTION:

The valve(s) shall be supplied with back flushing attachments
so that the interior body can be flushed periodically for proper
operation.

The valve(s) shall be a special short body sewer valve with an
overall height not to exceed 12-1/4".

A protectop shall be supplied to prevent debris from entering
the outlet of the valve.

(Where pressures are greater than 300 psi.)

The valve(s) shall be lb. flanged inlet connec-
tion and shall have a (steel, stainless steel, or ductile iron)
body, top and inlet flange with stainless steel float and
bronze and brass trim.



AIR AND VACUUM VALVES
CRISPIN valve offers a unique and proven design in air and vacuum valves. Most sizes are available

with stainless steel trim as standard construction.

CRISPIN air and vacuum valves incorporate "peripherial" float guides which will not obstruct
the float from providing a self-centered drip tight seal.

These peripherial guides direct the float onto the seating area and permit it to position itself for
optimum seat contact. This means that there are no guide shafts or bushings to bind or deform and,
subsequently, prevent a tight seal between the seat and the float.

The Spherical Float is weighted internally,
so that, the smoothest section of the sphere
is in contact with the seat with every cycle. Model Inlet Height

Stainless steel trim is standard with the
1", 2" and 6" through 10" air and vacuum
valves.

Outlet Trim Width
NPT

A5 1/2" NPT 1/2" IBBT 4-7/8" 4-3/4"

A10 1" NPT 1" IBBT 6-1/8" 6-1/4"

*ALl0 1" NPT 1" S/S 6-1/8" 6-1/4"

A20 2" NPT 2" IBBT 9-112" 8-3/4"

*AL20 2" NPT 2" SIS 9-1/2" 8-3/4"

A21 2" 125# Fig. 2" IBBT 11-11/16" 8-3/4"

A22 2"’ 250# Fig. 2"’ IBBT 112-1/16"’ 8-3/4"

A30 3" NPT 3" IBBT 11-5/8" 11-1/2"

A31 3" 125# Fig. 3" IBBT 15-3/4" 11-1/2"

A32 3" 250# Flgo 3" IBBT 15-15/16" 11-1/2"

A40 4" NPT 4" IBBT 14-1/4" 14"

A41 4" 125# Fig. 4" IBBT 17-5/16" 14"

A42 4" 250# Fig. 4"" IBBT 17-5/8" 14"

*AL61 6" 125# Fig. 6" SIS 15-13/16" 15"

*AL62 6" 250# Fig. 6" S/S 16-1/4" 15"

*AL81 8" 125# Fig. 8" S/S 18-1/16" 17-3/4"

*AL82 8" 250# Fig. 8"’ SIS 18/16" 17-3/4"

*ALl01 10" 125# Fig. 10" S/S 22-1/16" 21"

*ALl02 10" 250# Fig, 10" S/S 22-3/4" 21"

*Silverline

Wt,
(Ibs.)

7

16

16

42

42

79

93

94

145

158

160

148

170

224

240

320

345

AIR AND VACUUM VALVES
Air and Vacuum Valve(s) shall be installed at high points in the main line or as directed by the

engineer to release the air in the main as the main is draining or is subject to negative pressure.

The valve(s) shall operate by sealing the Hy-Car rubber outlet seat .with an unguided float as the
liquid enters the valve chamber to raise the float. The valve(s) shall satisfactorily withstand hydro-
static pressures of 300 psi.

1/2" 4" The valve(s) shall be constructed of cast iron body, and top flange with a choice of stainless
steel or bronze and brass trim with stainless steel float and shall be NPT screwed inlet
and outlet or lb. flanged inlet with NPT s(rewed outlet.

6" 10" The valve(s) shall be constructed of cast iron body, top and. lb. flange with a
stainless steel unguided float. The outlet shall be a NPT threaded connection.

The valve(s) shall be CRISPIN Model as manufactured by Multiplex Manufacturing
Co., Berwick, PA.



The CRISPIN Alr and Vacuum relief valves exhaust large
volumes of air as the system is filling and permits air to
enter the line when a vacuum is drwn.

The air and vacuum valve permits the passage of a volume
of air equal to the volume being displaced in the line as the
system is filling. As the liquid enters the valve body the
float begins to rise until it seats itself at the orifice.
If a vacuum is drawn due to column separation, break in the
line, etc., the float drops away from the orifice to relieve
the vacuum and prevent system damage.

MAINTENANCE

.nspect seating area for.leaks while the vale is-ln
service. Replace seat when required by following the in-
structions below.

SEAT REPLACEMENT :

The air and vacuum valve top may be held fast by either
on of two methods. A screw may be threaded through the
threads or the thread may be punch pricked to prevent the top
from spinning itself out.

Once the top is removed, the Buna-N seat will be exposed
and may be replaced, if necessary.

The top is replaced by hreading it back into the top
flange and tightened snuggly but not over tightened, so as to
deform the seat.

The threads may again beunch pricked to assure it being
secure.

NSTALLATION:

The valves shall be installed at the high points in the
line and mounted vertically. The inlet of the valve should be
at the same elevation or greater than the elevation at the top
of the pipe with the piping to the inlet on a continuous upward
slope. Valve should be protected from freezing.





PNPT

INLET

PART NCL DW6. NO.

I$

IP Z-IP

2. Z.-ZC

3C 2.-3C

S"

II .-II

12. ?_-IZ.

. OPTIONAL

I’TEM

TOP

TOP CAST IRON

FLAN&E CASTIRON

BODY CAST IRON

&ASKET. ACCOPAC

.SEAT H’-CAR RUIBER

FLOAT STAINLESS .STEEL.

BOLT .STEEL

NUT STEEL

pppFIOXIMATE WEIGHT IGLS.

_J

MULTIPLEX MFG. CO. Ikrwick, h.

MAT I"CRISPIN AIR .f VACUUM





DEEP WELL AIR RELEASE VALVES
The CRISPIN Deep Well Valve, normally installed at the top of the pump discharge column

between the pump and the check or control valve, provides the ability to throttle the discharge of
an air and vacuum valve to maintain efficient air release valve operation.

Crispin valve provides the same unique design in the deep well valve as in the air and vacuum
valve. That is, the float is peripherially guided to the seat which permits the float to self center
and tightly seal the orifice.

Wt.
Model Inlet Outlet Trim Height Width (Ib$.)

Stainless steel trim is standard with the
1", 2" and 6" deep well air release valves.

D5 1/2" 1/2" IBBT 6-13116" 4-3/4" 7-112"

D10 1"" 1"" IBBT 9-1/16"’ 6-1/4"’ 18

*DL10 2" 2" S/S 9-1/16" 6-1/4" 18

D20 2" 2" IBBT 13-15/16" 8-3/4" 50

*DL20 2" 2" S/S 13-15/16" 8-3/4" 50

D21 2" 2" IBBT 16-3/16" 8-3/4" 56

D22 2" 2" IBBT 16-7/16" 8-3/4" 58

D30 3" 3" IBBT 18-5/8" 11-1/2" 98

D31 3" 3" IBBT 22J/8 11-1/2"" 112

D32 3" 3" IBBT 23" 11-1/2" 115

D40 4" 4" IBBT 22-7/8" 14" 176

D41 4" 4" IBBT 25-13/16" 14" 189

D42 4" 4" IBBT 26-1/8" 14" 210

*DL61 6" 6" SiS 27-5/16" 15" 295

*DL62 6" 6" SIS 28" 15" 304

*Silverline

DEEP WELL AIR VALVES
The deep well air release valve(s) shall be installed on the discharge side of the pump, so that, the

volume of air exiting the pump along with the liquid can be easily vented and controlled without
hampering the operation of the air release valve. This shall be accomplished by means of a throttling
device on the discharge side of the valve.

The valve(s) shall operate by sealin(] the Hy-car rubber orifice with an unguided ball float as the
air exits the valve at an adjustable and controlled rate and the liquid enters the chamber to raise the
float. The valves shall satisfactorily withstand a h/drostatic pressure of 300 psi. and operating
pressures of psi.

The valve(s) shall be CRISPIN Model
Multiplex Manufacturing Co., of Berwick, PA.

Deep Well Air Valves as manufactured by

1/2" 4" The valve(s) shall be NPT screwed inlet and outlet or lb. flanged
inlet connection with cast iron body and top, a choice of stainless steel or bronze and brass trim and
stainless steel ball float.

6" The valve(s) shall be
flange and stainless steel float.

lb. flanged inlet connection with cast iron body and top

7
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For sizing information, please refer to the CRISPIN Catalog or Bulletin CV-183.
NOTE: Materials and Pr=ces Subject to Change without Notice.
This chart provides information for those applications typically found in the field.
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PENBERTHY [DI OUDAILLE
INSTALLATION OPERATION MAINTENANCE FOR

MODELS LL, LM, LH, ELL, & HLM JET PUMPS CAST METAL CONSTRUCTION

This manual has been prepared as an aid and guide for person-
nel involved in installation or maintenance. All instructions
must be read and understood thoroughly before attempting
any installation, operation, or maintenance. Failure to follow
any instruction could possibly result in a malfunction of the jet
pump resulting in leakage of the contained fluid, property
damage or physical injury to personnel.

Caution: Penberthy Houdaille does not have any control over
the manner in which its jet pump is handled, installed, or used,
and Penberthy Houdaille cannot and does not warrant or guar-
antee that a jet pump is suitable or compatible with the user’s
specific application.

WARNING: Safety glasses should be worn when in the
area of a jet pump installation,

[. INTRODUCTION:

A. Features and Specifications

Penberthy Houdaille liquid operated jet pump models
LL, LM, LH, and ELL are designed to pump a secondary
fluid using a liquid as the operating medium.

Penberthy Houdaille liquid operated jet pump models
ELL, LM, and HLM are designed to heat the operating li-
quid by direct contact with steam, whereby they are also
called steam jet heaters.

B. Design Ratings PSIG at Maximum and
Minimum Operating Temperatures

MATERIAL BODIES NOZZLES

80 PSIG at 20Fto+150F 200 PSIG at 20F
Iron

50 PSIG at + 350 F to + 400 F

200 PSIG at 20Fto+150F 200 PSIG at 20F
Bronze 125 PSIG at + 400 F to + 400 F

200 PSIG at 150 Fto + 150 F 200 PSIG at 150 F
316STS 125 PSIG at +400 F to +400 F

To determine the maximum allowable working pressure
for a specific temperature within the design limits stated
above, the user should refer to Penberthy Houdaille di-

mension sheets, or when provided, the specifically stat-
ed design limits on a Penberthy Houdaille product pro-
posal.

C. Application Data

Penberthy Houdaille models LL, LM, and LH are liquid
operated jet pumps for pumping liquids against low, me-
dium and high discharge pressures respectively.

Penberthy Houdaille models LM and ELL are liquid ope-
rated jet pumps for exhausting gases. Model ELL is self
priming and has greater suction capacity at vacuum.

Penberthy Houdaille models ELL, LM, and HLM are liq-
uid operated jet pumps for heating the operating liquid
at low, medium, and high steam pressures respectively.

II.

For specific application data within the above ranges,
the user should consult the Penberthy Houdaille prod-
uct proposal for the specific model and size jet pump, or
should request Penberthy Houdaille to supply the ap-
plicable technical data bulletin.

WARNING: Under no circumstances should these
design ratings or application data be ex-
ceeded. Exceeding design ratings or ap-
plication data may cause property dam.
age or physical injury to personnel.

INSPECTION AND PERFORMANCE
CONFIRMATION:

A. Receiving Inspection

Upon receipt of jet pump, check all components careful-
ly for damage incurred in shipping. If damage is evident

or suspected, do not attempt installation. Notify carrier

immediately and request damage inspection.

B. User’s Rating Inspection

The user should confirm:

1. That the jet pump size (cast on side of body) and
model designation (stamped on nozzle hex flats) con-
forms to the description on the user’s purchase or-
der.
2. That the operating conditions described in the pur-
chase order agree with the actual conditions at the
installation site.
3. That the actual operating conditions at the installa-

tion site are within the application data shown on the
Penberthy Houdaille Technical Data Bulletin or prod-
uct proposal referred to above.
4. That the materials of construction of the jet pump
are compatible with both the contained fluid and sur-
rounding atmosphere in the specific application.

Caution: If the size model or performance data of the
jet pump as received does not conform with any of
the criteria above, do not proceed with installation.
Contact an authorized Penberthy Houdaille distribu-
tor for direction on what to do.

IlI. INSTALLATION:

Installation should only be undertaken by qualified expe-
rienced personnel who are familiar with this equipment
and have read and understood all the instructions in this
manual.

The user should refer to Penberthy Houdaille dimen-
sion sheets or Penberthy Houdaille product proposal to
obtain dimensional information for the specific size and
model jet pump.

Check the exploded view Figure 3 for the location of ope-
rating, suction, and discharge connections to insure cor-
rect hook up.



A. Effect of Related Piping and Precautions

1. For Pumping Fluids

a. Penberthy Houdaille liquid operated jet pump
models LL, LM, LH, and ELL are installed and ope-
rated in any position. For applications handling
gases, it is more desirable to install the models of
LM and ELL with the discharge pointing down at
45 or more. This prevents back splash of motive li-
quid into the suction line.
b. Jet pumps should be installed with pipe and fit-
tings which provide minimum resistance to fluid
flow. Pipe line friction losses must always be a
consideration when estimating jet pump perfor-
mance.
c. It is recommended that provisions be made for
pressure gauge connections near the operating in-
let, suction and discharge connections of the jet
pump. If operating difficulties are encountered at
any time, it may become necessary to install pres-
sure gauges to identify the problem.
d. When pumping liquids, suction piping should be
sized so that the velocity of the liquid does not ex-
ceed 4 feet per second. This is almost always auto-
matically obtained when the suction line is the
same pipe size as the suction connection.
e. Some back pressure is necessary to prime mod-
els LL, LM, and LH when pumping liquids, and
when using the model LM as an exhauster. A sim-

ple arrangement which would provide the minimum
necessary back pressure is the installation of two
consecutive 90 elbows in the discharge line.
f. When flow reversal into the suction must be pre-
vented, a check valve should be installed in the
suction line close to the jet pump. Pressure drop
created by the check valve must be considered
when applying the jet pump.
g. install a valve in the suction line if it is desirable
to:

a. Prevent contamination of suction fluid by mo-
tive fluid at start up.
b. Prime a centrifugal pump.
c. Throttle suction flow.

h. Discharge piping should be sized as short as
possible and with the least number of turns and re-
strictions. Discharge piping friction losses must al-
ways be considered when estimating jet pump per-
formance. Increase discharge line pipe size if nec-
essary to minimize loss.
i. Do not impose system piping loads on jet pump.
The unit is NOT designed to be a load bearing fit-
ting.
j. All piping should be free of foreign materials
which could clog the jet pump.

2. For Heating Liquids

a. Penberthy Houdaille steam jet heaters can be in-
stalled and operated in any position. It is more de-
sirable, however, to install the heater unit with the
suction connection pointing up, to aid in the re-
moval of condensate in the steam line at start up.
b. The steam jet heater should be installed with
pipe and fittings which provide minimum resist-
ance to fluid flow. Pipe line friction losses must
always be a consideration when estimating steam
jet heater performance.
c. It is recommended that provisions be made for
pressure gauge connections near the operating in-
let, suction and discharge connections of the
steam jet heater. If operating difficulties are en-
countered at any time, it may become necessary to
install pressure gauges to identify the problem.

Operating
Liquid

Pressure

d. Steam must not have over 20 F of superheat, or
performance will differ from that published on Pen-
berthy Houdaille Technical Data Bulletin or prod-
uct proposal referred to above.
e. Steam line must be clean, and provided with a
strainer to prevent foreign materials from clogging
the steam jet heater.
f. Steam line should be insulated and as short as
possible to prevent condensation and line friction
losses.
g. A check valve in the steam line located as close
to the steam jet heater as possible will help prevent
water from being driven into the steam line at shut
down.
h. Some installations require the addition of a pres-
sure relief line to reduce discharge pressure at
start up, see Figure 2. If appropriate for the applica-
tion, the line can be connected to a tank, drain, or
the suction side of the pump supplying liquid pres-
sure to the inlet of the heater. Back pressure limita-
tions at start up are as follows:

1) Model HLM, ft. of water head for every psi of
operating liquid pressure.
2) Model LM 1/2 ft of water head for every psi of
operating liquid pressure.
3) Model ELL, atmospheric pressure.

i. Do not impose system piping loads on steam jet
heater. Unit is NOT designed to be a load bearing
component.
j. All piping should be free of foreign materials
which could clog the jet pump.

WARNING: Failure to provide a presssure relief
line on applications exceeding the
start up back pressure limitations
stated above may cause property
damage or physical injury to person.
nel.
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Figure 1. --Typical Installation Schematic
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Figure 2. --Typical Installation Schematic
Heating Operating Liquid

OPERATION:

A. Pre-Operational Check

1. For Pumping Liquids

a. Assure that all installation procedures have been
completed.
b. Assure that any restrictions in the discharge line
have been removed.
c. Assure that any discharge line valves are fully
open.
d. Assure that suction line valve, if installed, is fully
closed.

2. For Heating Liquids

a. Assure that all installation instructions have
been completed.
b. Assure that any restrictions in the discharge line
have been removed.
c. Assure that discharge line valves are fully open.
(Including the pressure relief line valve when ap-
plicable.)

B. Opt, rating

1. For Pumping Liquids

a. Open the Operating liquid valve quickly.
b. Open the suction line valve, if any.
c. Regulate the discharge pressure as desired, to a
value within capability published on Penberthy
Houdaille Technical Data Bulletin or product pro-
posal referred to above.
d. For pump priming applications, when evacua-
tion is completed, close the suction valve and im-
mediately start the centrifugal pump. Then shut off
the operating fluid valve to the jet pump.

2. For Heating Liquids

a. Turn operating liquid valve fully open.
b. Turn steam supply valve slowly on until the de-
sired discharge liquid temperature is reached.
c. Regulate line discharge pressure or close the
pressure relief line valve when applicable.

MAINTENANCE:

Maintenance should only be undertaken by qualified
experienced personnel who are familiar with this equip-
ment and have read and understood all the instructions
in this manual.

Caution: Do not proceed with any maintenance unless
the jet pump has been relieved of all pressure or vacuum,
has been allowed to reach ambient temperature, and has
been drained or purged of all fluids.

A. Preventative Maintenance

The user must create maintenance schedules, safety
manuals and inspection details for each specific instal-
lation of a jet pump or heater.

On all installations, the following items should be regu-
larly evaluated by the user for purposes of maintenance.

1. Jet pump units for corrosion or debris build up.
2. Piping and fittings for corrosion or debris build up.
3. All connections for tightness.
4. Units for wear.
5. Strainers for debris build up.

The user must determine upon evaluation of his or her
own operating experience an appropriate maintenance
schedule necessary for his or her specific application.
Realistic maintenance schedules can only be deter-
mined with full knowledge of the services and applica-
tion situation involved.

B. Troubleshooting

1. For Pumping

Problem

The suction flow is less than expected.

Cause

Suction piping is too restrictive.

Discharge pressure is too high

Operating liquid pressure is
lower than required.

Suction or motive liquid is at
much higher than ambient tem-
perature.

Cure

Remove restriction,

Remove restriction.

Increase pressure.

Lower temperature or
size larger jet pump.

Suction piping leaks.

2. For Heating

Tighten fittings.

Problem

Discharge of live steam, objectionable noise and
vibration, and inlet flow reversal.

Cause Cure

Operating liquid pressure too low.

Attempted operation beyond
discharge pressure capability

Increase pressure.

Reduce discharge
pressure.



Attempted start up without Install pressure
pressure relief line relief line.

Problem

Surges in liquid outlet temperature.

Cause Cure

Operating liquid pressure too low. Increase pressure.

C. Disassembly-- Reassembly

Caution: Do not proceed with the removal of jet pump
from connecting piping unless the jet pump has been
relieved of all pressure or vacuum, has been allowed
to reach ambient temperature, and has been drained
or purged of all fluids.

To disassemble the unit, first attach a short piece of
pipe to the suction connection as a handle, then grip
the nozzle flats and rotate in a counterclockwise di-
rection.

When ready to reassemble unit, be sure the seal face
of the nozzle and body are free of foreign material and
raised metal due to nicks. A non-hardening pipe seal
compound may be applied to the threads to further
promote sealing. Thread the body back on to the noz-
zle turning in a clockwise direction.

Discharge
Connection

Operating
Connection Suction

Connection

11
61

Figure 3.

Body
Nozzle
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GENERAL
The Class 8501 Type X relay is a 600 volt ac, 300 volt dc,
industrial control relay. It is available in 2 to 12 poles (ac oper-
atod), with a maximum of 8 of those normally dosed, and 2-8
poles (dc operated). All contacts are easily convertible.

The Type X relay with standard cartridges (black cases) is de-
signed to have a significant degree of non-overlap between the
normally open and normally closed contacts during normal oper-
ation, in addition, all cartridges are linked together by a common

TABLE 2 CONTACT CARTRIDGES

Dasco6on Type Co

XC-1 b4ac
XC-2 rod

INSTALLATION AND WIRING OF RELAY
Type X relays are designed for two-point mounting on a vertical
panel with coil terminals upward. However, the relay can be

mechanical tie.

The Type X relay family includes a number of accessory kits (see
Table ). See catalog for further description of accessory kits.

TABLE 1 ACCESSORY KITS
Class 501

KIt Dcption Ty1e
XL
XDL
X’rE1
XTD1
XTE2
XTD2
XC-1
XC-2
XC-4
XA-1
xs-1
XM-4
XM-8
XM-12
XM-16
XM-32
XB-2O

XBR-20

XBR-11
XBR-10
XBR-01
XBR-02

CONTACTS
All contacts are color coded. When the conventional symbol - I"
for normally open contacts on a green background is visible
between the cover and the terminal, the contact is in the normally
open mode. When the conventional symbol J- for normally
closed on a yellow background is visible, it is in the normally
closed mode.

Three types of contact cartridges are available for use with the
Type X relay: standard, overlapping, and master. Each is color
coded to indicate the type of cartridge see Table 2. In addition,
the normally open or normally closed contact symbol appearing
through the green or yellow background wig be the same color as
the contact cartridge.

mounted with the coil terminals down if required.

Mounting track, which simplifies installation, is available as an
accessory kit (see Table ). These tracks are designed to acoom-
modate 4, 8, 12, 16 or 32 relays. They can easily be cut to any
length. Mount each track horizontally using #8 screws with 2
screws at each end position and with crews at spacings of 41/="
in alternate upper and lower horizontal slots. Torque relay mount-
ing screws to 18-21 In-lbs.

Wiring on the Type X relay is straight through. The terminals are
self-lifting pressure wire connectors.

MANUAL OPERATION
WARNING: Manual operation should be performed only
by QUALIFIED personnel, Manual operation with the
power turned on Is dangerous because of possible elec-
trlc arclnl, bum o shock REMAIN ALERT1

Type X relays can be manually operated by depressing the red T-
bar actuator visible in the center of the nameplate with an insu-
lated tool. This red T-bar actuator also gives a visual indication of
relay operation. It is flush with the nameplate when the relay is
de-energized and recessed when the relay is energized. A man-
ual test tool is available (Table that simplifies the checking of
control circuits without power on the coil. To use manual test tool,
insert end marked "RELAY" diagonally on the red T-bar actuator,
push down and rotate 1/8 turn (Figure 1).
Manual tt tool mu=t be removed before normal operation

Figure

Type

Overlapping

APPLICATION DATA
MAXIMUM ELECTRICAL CONTACT RATINGS

volts

120
24O
48O
6OO

NEMA IVMke Break Continuous
Rating An0. VA Amid. VA Ampas

60 6 10
3 10

15 1.5 10
12 7 1 10

Raste
75% Power

Factor
Make, Brosk

and Cornuoue
Amoms Volts

10 125
10 25o
10
10 125

klduct’e

Me and
NEMA Bmek,
Ring 138VA Mix.

1.1
P300 0.55

P150

Conuo

5
5

1.1 5

1.1 5
0.55 5

30 VDC, 80 MA

Master* A600
,Same as =tanclrd camtdge above exce eutitut 125

150 VAC, 150 MA. 8 VA Maximum
Logo Fd** Rasm Only

Maxmumo(6 Ctass8501TyoXCMastrCoelactCmsybouasdonanY 7ocOpoloao’oldevCas Dono uassnymser

uper=le 53tAS cloud July, 182 SQURRE COMPRNY
MARCJ’I, 1983 R P.O. 472

Milwaukee, W’:. 53201-0472
(414)
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Class 8501 Type X AC Control Relay Series A
Class 8501 Type XM AC Master Relay Series A

DANGER: Hazard of electrical shock or bum.

D

"- !
ADDING DECKS

The standard Type X 4 pole relay can be easily converted to an 8
pole or 12 pole standard relay (Figure 2) by installing one or two
standard adder decks (Table ). Logic reed adder decks (Table

can also be instalisd to standard 0-8 pole relays. The same
Type XB standard adder deck and Type XBR logic reed adder
deck is used for both the middle and upper decks. See Tabk) 3 for
factory recommended tightening torques.
Adding A Deck To A Basic 4 Poll Relay
To convert a 4 pals reiay into a 6-8 pok) relay:
1. loosen and remove T-bar actuator screw (B) from cover

assembly (C) and discard.
Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and remove cover assem-
bly

L Place the adder deck (E) on the basic 4 pok) reSey (F). The
adder deck is keyed for proper ddentation. Tighten 2 deck
mnting screws ((3).

4. Place the cover assembly on the adder deck. Tighten 2 cover
screws (A).

5. Thread shorter screw (2.50 inches) from adder deck kit

through the red T-bar actuator in the cover assembly and
tighten. Longer screw (3.75 inches) is not used.

Adding A Deck To An 8 Poll Relay
To convert an 8 pole relay into a 10-12 poll reley:
1. Loosen and remove T-bar actuator screw (B) from cover

assembly (C) and discard.
2. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and remove cover assem-

bly ().
3. Place the adder deck (E) on the 8 poll relay. The adder deck

is keyed for proper orientation. Tighten 2 deck mounting
screws ((3).

4. Place the cover assembly on the adder deck. Tighten 2 cover
screws (A).

5. Thread longer screw (3.75 inches) from adder deck kit

through the red T-bar actuator in the cover assembly and
tighten. Shorter screw (2.50 inches) is not used.

Adding Two Decks to Basic 4 Poll Relay
To convert a 4 pole relay into a 10-12 pole relay:
1. Loosen and remove T-bar actuator sorew (B) from cover

assembly (C) and discard,
2. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and remove cover assem-

bly (C).
3. Place the first adder deck (E) on the 4 pole relay. The adder

deck is keyed for proper orientation. T’hten 2 deck mounting
screws

4. Place the second adder deck (E) onthefirst adder clack. The
adder deck is keyed for proper orientation, Tighten 2 deck
mounting screws ((3).
Place the cover assembly on the upper deck. Tighten 2 cover
sorews (A).

PAGE 2

6. Thread longer screw (3.75 inches) from either adder deck kit

through the red T-bar actuator in the cover assembly and
tighten. Shorter screw (2.50 inches) is not used.

CONTACT CONVERSION/REPLACEMENT
Contact conversion from normally open to normally closed, or
vice versa, can be done without removing any wires or terminal
screws (Figure 2). A mlxlmum of normally 1ol1 contact=
are allowed on 9-12 pole relays. Gray logic reed cartridges
are non-convertibll. See Table 3 for factory recommended
tightening torques. To convert contacts on the:
Basic 4 Poll Relay Of Upper Deck Of An 8 Or 12 Poll Relay
1. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and captive T-bar actuator

screw (B), and remove cover assembly (C).
2. Remove car (D), invert to opposite color and re-insert.
3. Replace cover assembly (C) and tighten 2 cover so’ews (A)

and T-bar actuator screw (B).
Lower Deci( Of An 8 Pole Relay Or Middll Deck Of A 12 Poll

1. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and captive T-bar actuator
screw (B), and remove cover assembly (C).

2. Loosen 2 captive deck mounbng screws (G) and lift off upper

3. (O), inv to o x te cok and re-i ert.

4. Replace upper deck (E) and tighten 2 deck mounting screws
(G).

5. Replace cover assembly (C) and tighten 2 cover screws (A)
and T-bar actuator screw (B).

Lower Deck of a 12 Pole Flllly
1. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and captive T-bar actuator

screw (B), and remove cover assembly (C).
2. Loosen 2 deck captive mounting sorews (G) and lift off upper

deck (E). Remove middle deck (E) in similar manner.
3. Remove cartridge (D), invert to opposite color and re-insert.
4. Replace middle deck (E) and tighten 2 deck mounting screws

(G). Replace upper deck (E) in similar manner.
5. Replace cover assembly (C) and tighten 2 cover screws (A)

and T-bar actuator screw (B).
To replace a contact, follow the procedure for conversion except
remove the cartridge and insert replacement. Gray logic mad
cartridges are non-raplaceabll. The logic reed adder deck

(Tabll 1) must be replaced. Note: Maximum of 6 miter

contact cartridges may be used on 7 or 8 pole relays. Do not
use any master cartridges on 9-12 poll relays.

TABLE 3
FACTORY RECOMMENDED TIGHTENING TORQUES

Dnno Ton:lue
;tam Dm:npon (m-)

A ComrmlW 6.9

B T.b 6.9

G Decmounengm 6.I

H BazWztecmw= 12-5
Payrnounengrewz 6.2

5gURRE ] [OMPRNY
531AS am J,, 19e2
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COIL REPLACEMENT

DANGER: Hazard of electrical shock or bum.

Turn off power supplying this equipment before
working on it.
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.
The coil on the Type X relay is easy to replace from the back of

the device without having to remove the contact block assembly

from the basic relay (Figure 3). To replace coil:

1. Loosen 4 captive baseplate screws (H).
2. Lift off baseplate (J) and lower housing assembly (K).
3. Lift out coil (L) and slide out magnet (M). Re-install magnet

(M) (note orientation in Figure 3) in new coil and replace coil in

relay.
4. When replacing baseplate and Iowar housing assembly,

make sure the coil terminals (N) slide into the Iowar housing

slots before the assembly is re-installed on the relay (Figure

3).
5. Tighten the 4 baseplate screws (H). See Table 3 (page 2) for

factory recommended tightening torques.

H

TABLE 4 AC MAGNET COILS

Heavy-duty, molded coils are used. These coils are designed to operate on line-voltage fluctuations as much as 15% below and 10%

above nominal voltage.
RS

C
SUFFIX NUMBE

12 24 48 110 120 206 220 240 277 440 480
Volts Vot Volts Vol Volts In-Ru Sead

I TyeX

Class 8501 Type XD DC Control Relay Series A
Class 8501 Type XUD Utility Auxiliary Relay Series A

DANGER: F_-- of :;,cl sh-_--_- or burn.

T "4/’R
Turn off power supplying this equipment before

/ (3)P
worldng en it.

Figure 4

DC COIL REPLACEMENT
The coil on a dc-operated Type XD or XUD relay is easy to

replace from the front of the device (Figure 4). See Table 6 (Page

4) for factory recommended tightening torques. To replace the dc

coil:
1. Loosen three captive housing screws (P). Lift off housing

assembly (Q).
2. Remove four magnet plate screws (R) and lift off magnet plate

(S).
3. Lift out coil (T) and replace with new coil. See Figure 4 for

proper orientation. Be sure not to remove spdng washer (U).
4. Replace magnet plate (S) and tighten four screws (R).
5. Replace housing assembly (Q) and tighten three housing

screws (P).

NOTE: Do not use Class 9998 Type XD coils (Table 5 page 4) on

Class 8501 Type XUD Utility Auxiliary Relays. Class

9998 Type XUD coils (Table 5 page 4) are designed

specifically for the Utility Auxiliary Relay and must be

used to assure proper operation.

Supersedes 531A5 doted July, 1982

MARCH, 1983
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Class 8501 Type XD DC Control Relay Series A
Class 8501 Type XUD Utility Auxiliary Relay Series A

TABLE 5 DC Control Relay end Utility Auxiliary Relay Coils
Heavy-duty, molded coils are used. When ordering replacement magnet coil give Class and Type Number end voltage of coil being
replaced.

Coil Prefix

Class 9998
Type XD

Class 9998
Type XUD

SUFFIX NUMBERS
(Coil part numbers consist of coil prefix followed by suffix number)

6 12 18 24 32 48 64 72 90 115/125
Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts

19 28 34 37 40 46 49 52 55 58

19 28 37 46 58

230/25O Coil
Volts Watts

67 13

67 13

CONTACT CONVERSION/REPLACEMENT
Contact conversion from normally open to normally closed, or
vice versa, can be done without removing any wires or terminal
screws (Figure 4 page 3). Grey logic reed cartridges ere non-
convertible. See Table 6 for factory recommended tightening
torques. To convert contacts on the:

4 Pole Relay or Upper Deck of an 8 Pole Relay
1. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and captive T-ber actuator

screw (B), end remove cover assembly (C).
2. Remove cartridge (D), invert to opposite color and re-insert.
3. Replace cover assembly (C) and tighten two cover screws (A)

and T-bar actuator screw (B).
Lower Deck Of An 8 Pole Relay or Middle Deck Of A 12 Pole
Type XUD Relay
1. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) end captive T-ber actuator

screw (B), and remove cover assembly (C).
2. Loosen 2 captive deck-mounting screws (G) and lift off upper

deck (E).
3. Remove cartridge (D), invert to opposite color and re-insert.

Replace upper deck (E) and tighten two deck-mounting
screws (G).
Replace cover assembly (C) and tighten two cover screws (A)
and T-bar actuator screw (B).

Lower Deck of A 12 Pole Type XUD Relay
1. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and captive T-bar actuator

screw (B), and remove cover assembly (C).
2. Loosen 2 captive deck-mounting screws (G) and lift off upper

deck (E). Remove middle deck (E) in similar manner.
3. Remove cartridge (D), inver to opposite color and re-insert.
4, Replace middle deck (E) and tighten 2 deck-mounting screws

(G). Replace upper deck (E) in similar manner.
5. Replace cover assembly (C) and tighten 2 cover screws (A)

and T-bar actuator screw (B).

To replace a contact, follow the procedure for conversion except
remove the cartridge and insert replacement. Gray logic reed
cartridges ere non-replaceable. The logic reed adder deck
(Table 1) must be replaced. Note: Do not use any master
contact cartridges on dc-opersted relays.

TABLE 6
FACTORY-RECOMMENDED TIGHTENING TORQUES

DescriptionItem
A Cover screw
B T-bar actuator screw
G Deck-mounting screws
P Housing screws
R Magnet-plate screws

Driving Torque
(in-lb)
6-9
6-9
9-11
9-11
9-11
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ADDING DECKS Figure 4 Page 3
The basic dc-operated Type XD 4-pole relay can be easily con-
verted to a 6 or 8 pole relay by installing one adder deck kit (Table

). Do not add a second deck dc-operated Type XD relay
remdcmd to 8 poles. Type XUD 4-pole relays can be easily
converted to an 8 pole or 12 pole relay by installing one or two
adder deck kits (Table ). Logic reed adder decks (Table can
also be installed on standard 0-4 pole dc-oparated Type XD
relays and 4-8 pole dc-operated Type XUD relays. See Table 6
for factory recommended tightening torques.

Adding A Deck To A Basic 4 Pole Relay
To convert a 4 pole relay into a 6-8 pole relay:
1. Loosen and remove T-bar actuator screw (B) from cover

assembly (C) and discard.
2. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and remove cover assem-

bly (C).
3. Place the adder deck (E) on the basic 4 pole relay (F). The

adder deck is keyed for proper orientation. Tighten 2 deck
mounting scrsws (G).

4. Place the cover assembly on the adder deck. Tghten 2 cover
screws (A).

5. Thread shorter screw (2.50 inches) from adder deck kit
through the red T-ber actuator in the cover assembly and
tighten. Longer screw (3.75 inches) is not used.

Adding A Deck To An 8 Pole Type XUD Relay
To convert an 8 pole Type XUD relay into a 10-12 pole relay:
1. Loosen and remove T-bar actuator screw (B) from cover

assembly (C) and discard.
2. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and remove cover assem-

bly (C).
3. Place the adder deck (E) on the 8 pole relay. The adder deck

is keyed for proper orientation. "13ghten 2 deck mounting
screws (G).

4. Place the cover assembly on the adder deck. TKjhtan 2 cover
screws (A).

5. Thread longer screw (3.75 inches) from adder deck kit

through the red T-bar actuator in the cover assembly and
tighten. Shorter screw (2.50 inches) is not used.

Adding Two Decks To Basic 4 Pole Type XUD Relay
To convert a 4 pole Type XUO relay into a 10-12 pole relay:
1. Loosen and remove T-ber actuator screw (B) from cover

assembly (C) and discard.
2. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and remove cover assem-

bly (C).
3. Place the first adder deck (E) on the 4 pole relay. The adder

deck is keyed for proper orientation. Tighten 2 deck mounting
screws (G).

4. Place the second adder deck (E) on the first adder deck. The
adder deck is keyed for proper orientation, Tighten 2 deck
mounting screws (G),

5. Place the cover assembly on the upper deck. Tcjhten 2 cover
screws (A).

6. Thread longer screw (3.75 inches) from either adder deck kit
through the red T-bet actuator in the cover assembly and
tighten. Shorter screw (2.50 inches) is not used.

SQURRE ]] [OMPRNY
P.O. Box 472
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Types XTE and XTD Pneumatic Timer Attachments Series A
DANGER: Hazard of electrical shock or bum.
Turn off power supplying this equipment before
working on It.

,, DD
EE

Y
DELAY

Y

FF

DD Figure 5

INSTALLATION
To add a timer attachment to a 0-4 pole relay:
1. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and captive T-bar actuator

screw (B) (Figure 2, page 2). Remove cover assembly (C) end
discard.

2. Install adapter assembly (V) on relay (Figure 5). Adapter
assembly is keyed for proper orientation. Tighten 2 captive
screws (W) and T-bar actuator screw (X). Refer to Tapie 7 for
factory-recommended tightening torques.

3. Orient timer attachment (Y) with "LIFT" tab (Z) on top s
shown in Figure 5. Place timer attachment on relay and slide
down. Timer attachment will lock in place.

To remove timer attachment, lift up on "LIFT" tab (Z), slide
attachment up and lift of/.

TIMING-MODE CONVERSION (Figure 6)
1. Loosen 2 captive screws (AA).
2. Remove timing head (BB) and rotate 180.
3. Carefully replace timing head (BB). Make sure that the 2

screws (AA) are lined up with D-shaped posts (CC). Tighten 2
screws (AA).

4. Check timing-mode (ON DELAY or OFF DELAY) visible
through a window in the cover (DD Figure 5) to insure that the
desired timing-mode is indicated.

5. With timer attachment installed on relay, check contact sym-
IDols which are visible through windows in the cover (DD
Figure 5) to insure that the desired function is indicated.

CC

BB

Rotate 180

Figure 6

TABLE 7
FACTORY-RECOMMENDED TIGHTENING TORQUES

Dkng Torque
Item DesmlXion (Jn-Jb)

W Adapter assembly 9.11
X T-b actuato cfew 6.9
AA Timing-head screw 6-9
FF Contact-cover 9-11

PAGE 5

TIMED-CONTACT CONVERSION (Figure 5)
1, Loosen captive cover screw (FF) and remove cover (DD).
2. Remove cartridge (EE), rotate so that the contact symbols

and colors are reversed from their original positions, and re-
insert,

3. Replace cover (DD) and tighten cover screw (FF). Refer to
Table 7 for factory-recommended tightening torques.

4. With the timer attachment installed on relay, check contact
symbols which are visible through windows in the cover (DD)
to insure that the desired function is indicated.

5. Must have 2 cartridges in any combination of N.O. or N.C.
installed in timer attachment for proper operation.

MANUAL OPERATION (Figure 7)

WARNING: Manual operation should be performed only
by QUALIFIED pemonnel. Manual operation with the
power turned on Is dangerous because of possible elec-
tric arcing, burn or shock REMAIN ALERT!

Type XT timing relays can be manually operated by depressing
the red manual operator (GG) with en insulated tool. A menual
test tool is available (Table page that simplifies the checking
of control circuits without power on the coil. To use, follow steps
shown in Figure 7.
Note when used with the Type XT timing relay, the menual test
tool is not twisted like a key.
Manual te=t tool mut be removed before normal opecation
of the timing relay.

GG

Engage test tool
on manual

operator (GG).
Figure 7a

Push down on
manual operator.

Figure 7b

Rotate test
tool to hook

in place.

Figure 7c
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Class 8501 Type XL AC Latch Attachment Series A
Class 8501 Type XDL- DC Latch Attachment Series A

I working on it.
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DANGER: Hazard of electrical ahock or bum.
Tum off power supplying this equipment before

KK
MM

Figure 8 pp , Fure g

INSTALLATION
To add a latch attachment to any 2-8 pole Type X or XD relay: 1.
1. See Figure 2, page 2. Loosen 2 captive cover screws (A) and captive T-bar

actuator screw (B). Remove cover assembly (C) and discard.
2. If adding latch attachment to 2-4 pole relay, proceed to Step 3. If 2.

adding latch attachment to a 6-8 pole relay, remove short screw (1.25
inches) from black T-bar actuator (KK Figure 8), discard and replace with 3.
longer screw (2.50 inches) supplied separately with latch attachment. 4.

3. Install black T-bar actuator (KK) from latch attachment on relay (Figure 8).
T-bar actuator is keyed for proper orientation. Tighten T-bar actuator screw 5.
(LL). Refer to Table 8 for factory recommended tightening torques.

4. Place latch rod assembly (MM) on T-bar actuator (Figure 9) and rotate 90
clockwise to lock under mounting feet on T-bar actuator. 6.

5. Push down on latch armature dng (NN) and hold (Figure 8). Slide latch 7.
attachment (PP) on to latch rod assembly (MM) and relay. Latch attachment 8.
is keyed for proper orientation. Release latch armature ring (NN).

6. Tighten 2 mounting screws (QQ).. Manually operate (see below) to check operation.

ARNING: Manual operation should be performed only
by QUALIFIED personnel, Manual operation with the
power turned on le dangerous because of possible elec-
trk: arcing, bum or ahock REMAIN ALERT

MANUAL OPERATION OF
LATCHING RELAY (FIGURE 10)

1. To manually latch relay, depress
latch rod (MM) with small insu-
lated tool.

2. To manually unlatch relay, de-
press latch armature ring (NN)
with small insulated tool.

Figure 10

NOTE: Do not use ac unlatch coils on dc latch attachments or dc unlatch coils
on ac latch attachments. Class 8501 Type XL and XDL latch attach-
ments cannot be converted from ac to dc operation or vice versa.

TABLE 9 AC UNLATCH COILS

UNLATCH COIL REPLACEMENT
Remove latch attachment by loosening 2
mounting screws (QQ, Figure 8), and lifling off
attachment.
Loosen 4 captive screws (RR) and remove
cover (SS) (Figure 11).
Remove latch mechanism (’l-T).
Lift out unlatch coil (UU) and replace. Do not
remove magnet frame (VV).
Push down and hold latch armature ring (NN)
and replace latch mechanism (Tr). Release
latch armature ring.
Replace cover and tighten 4 screws (RR).
Manually operate (see fell) to check operation.
Replace latch attachment (see steps 5-7 "In-
b’tallation" at left).

1"!" (4)RR
/NN /

Figure 11

TABLE 8
FACTORY-RECOMMENDED
TiGHTENiNG TORQUES

Dvmg TOKlUe

LL T-bar Actuato( Screw 6-9

RR Cover Scmws 6-9

SUFFIX NUMGERS C,ol
(Coil pan numbers consist o coil prefix followed by =uffix number) VotFAmps

12 24 48 110 120 206 220 240 277 440 480 550 600
Coil Prefix Hez Volts VOlts VOlts Volts Volts Volls VOlts Volts VOlts VOlts Volts Voll VOlts In-Rulh Sealed

Class 9998 60 14 23 32 44 51 53 55 2 65 25 12

Type XL 50 15 24 33 44 53 62 85 24 11

TABLE 10 DC UNLATCH COILS
SUFFIX NUMBERS

(Coll parl numbecs (xxst of col( Wef, follovmd by suffix number)

6 12 18 24 32 48 64 72 90 115/125 230/250 Coil
COIl Prefix Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts VOlts Volts Voits Volts Volts Wilts

Type XDL 19 28 34 37 40 46 49 52 55 5 67 36

molded coils are used. These coils are designed to operate on line-voltage fluctuations as much as 15% (20% for dc) below
l(P/o above nominal voltage.

en ordering replacement magnet coil give Class and Type Number, voltage and frequency of coil being replaced.

SUl 531AS dated July, 1982
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AIR and VACUUM VALVES

FOR HIGH CAPACITY

STAINLESS STEEL
TRIM-STANDARD

ALL S.S. TRIM ELIM!NATES
DESTRUCTIVE ELECTROLYTIC ACTION
WHICH CAN OCCUR WHEN DISSIMILAR
METALS SUCH AS S.S. & BRONZE
ARE USED TOGETHER

Other Features
FULL PORTED VALVES
NO RESTRICTIVE AREAS
STAINLESS STEEL TRIM ASSURES
LOW MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEEL FLOATS
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED

rm)MPLETE INTERCHANGEABILITY
OF ALL PARTS

/ENTING & PIPELINE
PROTECTION

RUGGED CAST IRON BODY
AND COVER

SYNTHETIC SEATING ASSURES
DROP TIGHT SEAL AT VERY
LOW PRESSURES
EASILY MAINTAINED WITHOUT
SPECIAL TOOLS

ALeAM VALVE AND MANUFACTURING CORP.
8448 WEST 45th STREET= LYONS, ILLINOIS 60534 o(Area Code 312)447-1990



WHY YOU SHOULD USE AIR & VACUUM VALVES

These valves perform two important functions when mounted
at high points on pipe lines.

First of all, they allow large quantities of air within the line
to be exhausted as that line is being filled. When the air has
been vented and the fluid level reaches the valve, the float
rises and seals tightly against a synthetic seat.

Secondly, in the event of the line being drained, either inten-

tionally or through a fracture in the system, the valve re-
sponds to the loss of pressure and opens. This allows air to
re-enter the pipeline and prevents a potentially damaging
vacuum from developing.

NOTE: These valves, by their nature, do not open under pres-
sure to exhaust small quantities of air which may collect at
high points while the system is in operation. Air release
valves are required for this function. (See Bulletin No. 15)

INLET OUTLET MAX.
SIZE SIZE W.P.

I’NPT I"NPT 150 PSI
300 PSI
150 PSI

2" NPT 2"NPT
300 PSI
150 PSI

3"NPT 3"NPT
300 PSI

THREADED INLET

INLET MAX.
SIZE W.P.

150 PSI4" FLG. 300 PSI
150 PSI

6" FLG.

150 PSI
8" FLG. 300 PSI

150 PSI
10" FLG.

150 PSI
12" FLG.

VALVE AND MANUFACTURING CORP.
WEST 4$th STREET LYONS, ILUNOIS 0534

(Aml Code 312) 447-1990

FLANGED INLET

DISTRIBUTED BY

PRINTED IN U.S.A.



VAL-?,!ATIC AIR D VACUU?I VALVES

Operation, Installation and :laintenance

The Va!-.iatic Air & Vacuum Valves are fully automatic valves and
require no regular maintenance.

The purpose of the Air & Vacuum Valve is to exhaust large quanti-
ties of air during the filling of a pipeline and to allow air to

re-enter the system during the draining. This re-entry of air pre-
vents a potentially damaging vacuum from developing.

OPEI\TION: ghe valve, as shipped, is a normally open valve. As
the system is being filled, air is exhausted thru the valve dis-
charge. :’hen the fluid enters the valve, the float raises and
shuts off the discharge port, preventing any leakage. The valve

will rezain closed during system operation and will only open to
allow air to re-enter the system when drained intentionally or due
to a fracture in the system.

INSTALLATION: Air & Vacuum Valves should be installed in a vertical
position at high points on a piping system. A vault with adequate
ventin and drainage should be provided A full eorted shut-off
valve should be nstalled below each vaive in the" event servicing
is required.

HAINTENCE: No reeular maintenance is necessary; however, periodic
inspection for leakage and function can be performed. A gate valve

may be installed in the valve drain plug to perform this operation.
First, close the inlet shut-off valve. Then open the drain valve
on the Air & Vacuum Valve to allm.; the valve to drain. Now, by
closing the drain and opening the i_let shut-off valve slowly, the

function and seating can be observed. If the valve does not function
properly or leaks, tle valve should be removed and inspected for
wear and or possible damage from foreign matter.

Replacement parts can be ordered from the enclosed drawings and bill
of materials.

USER: ,MARINE CORPS. BASE
LOCATION: CAMP LEJEUNE, NC
PERMUTIT JOB NO.: AI41E-39857

OPERATION, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

VALVE AND MANUFACTURING CORP.

DATE
7-22-69

DRWG. 10.

VM-AV-1





A

OUTLET

B

WORKING PRESSURE

150 P.S.I.
OR

300 P.S.I.
TEST PRESSURE-1",41N. 1.5

INLET
TIMES WORKING PRESSURE

VA LV E
SIZE

VA LV E
NO. A
OI 7" 9/2"

2 IO2 9’/2" 12
3 O 3 9 /2" 2

BODY 7
2 COVER 8
3 BAFFLE 9
4 S EAT 4
5 FLOAT 20
6 GASKET

INLET
SIZE

OUTLET
SIZE

"N.P.T. "N.P.T.
2 "N. P.T. 2 "N. P.T.

3 N. P.T. ’3 "N. P.T.

COVER BOLT
BAFFLE SCREW
GUIDE BUSHING
PI PE PLUG
GUIDE SHAFT

REV. 6-14-78

AIR AND VACUUM VALVES

AL=AMm VALVE AND MANUFACTURING CORP.

DATE
4-18-69

DRWG. NO.

VM-101





VALVE NOS. I01 102 103

PART NO. PART NAME

1 BODY

2 COVER

3 BAFFLE

4 SEAT

5 FLOAT

6 GASKET

7 COVER BOLT

8 RETAINING SCREW

9 GUIDE BUSHING

14 PIPE PLUG

20 GUIDE SHAFT

MATERIAL

CAST IRON A.S.T.M. A48, CLASS 35

CAST IRON A.S.T.M. A48, CLASS 35

DUCTILE IRON A.S.T.M. A536

BUNA N

STAINLESS STEEL A.S.T.M. A-240

RAYBESTOS #73

STEEL #1035 H.T.

STAINLESS STEEL A.S.T.M. A276

STAINLESS STEEL S.A.E. 30303

MALLEABLE IRON

STAINLESS STEEL S..E. 30303

NOTE: ALL SPECIFICATIONS AS

LAST REVISED.

USER: MARINE CORPS. BASE
LOCATION: CAMP LEJEUNE, NC
PERMUTIT JOB NO.: AI41E-398S?

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

VALVE AND MANUFACTURING CORP.

REV. 11-28-77
DATE

4-18-69
DRWG. NO.

VM-IO1-M




